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Abstract 
Proteins are inherently limited by the properties of their constituent amino acids 
and attempt to overcome this by using post translational modifications (PTMs). PTMs 
are highly specific and can effectively modulate protein function faster than simple up or 
down regulation of protein production. However, PTMs often require a suite of other 
proteins to regulate and perform the modification to ensure accuracy, which can be hard 
to engineer into synthetic proteins. By introducing new chemistry into proteins via non-
canonical amino acids (ncAAs) we can expand the range of new non-native PTMs that 
we can explore. 
Non-native PTMs (nnPTMs), have the potential to be both bioorthogonal and 
easily transferable between proteins. This thesis examines the effects of engineering 
nnPTMs into superfolder Green Fluorescent Protein (sfGFP) to study the effects on 
fluorescence of: 1) modification with small molecules (Chapter 3), 2) Creation of covalent 
protein dimers (Chapter4), 3) Interfacing proteins to carbon nanomaterials (Chapter 5), 
and 4) Look at the effects of engineering cooperativity using ncAAs (Chapter6). Most of 
this work focused on the ncAA, p-azido-L-phenylalanine (azF) as it has several 
properties that would be desirable for use in proteins such as photo reactivity and 
selective reactivity with alkynes. Moreover, as azF can be incorporated into any target 
protein in a range of hosts, it is an ideal starting point to engineer nnPTMs that are easily 
transferable. 
Throughout this thesis the importance of intricate hydrogen bonding networks 
and water channels, to the function of a protein, is made apparent through a range of in 
silico, structural and biophysical techniques. In silico modelling is used throughout to 
predict; the effects of nnPTMs on sfGFP structure (Chapter 3 and Chapter 6), dimer 
interfaces in Chapter 4, and show functional linking between sfGFP and carbon 
nanotubes in Chapter 5.  
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1 
1 Introduction 
 Amino acid chemistry and protein function  
Since Anfinsen’s work with ribonuclease A,1 it has long been established that in 
general amino acid sequence encodes all the information for a protein to fold to its 
functionally active form. This key principle is the driving force for protein engineering: 
changes to the amino acid sequence will thus change the structure and function of a 
protein. Classically, protein engineering has focused on utilising the natural amino acid 
repertoire to explore the protein structure-function relationship. However, by looking at 
the structure-function relationship of proteins more closely, it is clear that, the chemistry 
of this native amino acid set is not enough to facilitate all the functional requirements 
needed by protein. For example, nearly 50% of proteins bind a metal ion to function.2 
Many proteins undergo chemical modification (e.g. GFP as described below or serine 
proteases3)  or require cofactors (e.g. haem) in order to function.4 Scheme 1.1 depicts 
some of the more common post translational modifications (PTMs). PTMs alter the 
function of protein by introducing a new cofactor (e.g. biotin and lipoic acid in various 
multienzyme complexes5) or induce conformational changes such as phosphorylation of 
innate hydroxyl residues of proteins involved in signalling pathways.6 Methylation and 
acetylation of lysines in histones has been shown to affect transcription and DNA 
repair.7,8 Other examples of covalent PTMs include; the modification of the 3 
chromophore residues in Green Fluorescent Protein, to form a functional protein 
(Section 1.5)9 and the formation of disulphide bonds, to stabilise tertiary protein 
structures6 and contribute to quaternary structure (e.g. IgGs REF). One of the 
advantages of PTMs aside from an increased chemical toolkit is that it allows cells to 
quickly respond to changes in environment by switching proteins on and off without large 
scale increases in protein production/degradation that would be energetically costly to 
the cell.6 
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Scheme 1.1 Representation of some of the most common post-translational modifications. 
 
Through evolution PTMs have become highly accurate, specific and reliable at 
modulating the function of proteins.6 However, to get this level of control is very complex, 
often requiring associated protein machinery to ensure that the protein is correctly 
modified.6 Such machinery is very specific to a target protein and sequence within that 
protein and limited additional modification options are available. For example, 
acetylation and deacetylation of specific lysines are regulated by protein families of 
acetylases and deacetylases. Also specific sequence motifs are often required to ensure 
correct targeting of a modification.6 This makes engineering useful PTM events into a 
wide variety of proteins generally very challenging using a natural-based approach. It 
also limits adapting proteins for other approaches outside of biology such as material 
interfacing for use in nanotechnology (see Section 1.3). A potential solution to this 
problem is to introduce new and useful chemistry not present in biology into proteins to 
allow for precise and targeted modification.  
 
 Protein dimerisation 
The fourth level of protein structure, quaternary structure, is where a functional 
protein unit comprises more than one polypeptide chain; this is known as protein 
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oligomerisations. In fact, the most common final structural form of proteins is oligomeric 
not monomeric, with  symmetrical homodimers representing the most common observed 
form in the Protein Data Bank (PDB; https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/node/1).10,11 
Oligomerisation has many purposes from creating larger complex structures, such as 
the cytoskeleton and collagen,11,12 and multienzyme complexes such as RNA 
polymerase and pyruvate dehydrogenase,13 to small functional dimers such as cell 
receptors and transcription factors.12-14 Protein oligomers are formed and stabilised by 
a variety of mechanisms, the most common of which, is the formation of a mutually 
compatible non-covalent interface comprised of hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen 
bonds (H-bonds) and electrostatic attraction.13,15 Other less common mechanisms 
include domain swapping (usually swapped β-strands like with dimeric cytokines, and 
also seen in some cytochromes),4 binding of shared metal cofactors (e.g. insulin)13,16 
and formation of inter protein disulphide bridges connecting monomers, which is 
common in antibodies to connect light and heavy chains.10,11,13,17,18 
Given the abundance of oligomeric proteins, the questions to be asked are why 
they are so common and why are they typically symmetrical?13 This question has been 
asked by many people including Klotz19 and Monod20 in the 1960s and more recently 
reviewed by Goodsell and Olson at the turn of the century.13 All conclude that larger 
proteins are preferential to smaller proteins, because they are more resistant to 
denaturation and degradation through reduced solvent exposure from a reduced surface 
area.13,15,19,20 There is also the advantage of having multiple active sites allowing for 
cooperative functionality between them. For example large multi-enzyme complexes, 
such as RNA polymerase, have an increased turnover rate compared to each of the 
individual subunits acting independently.13   
These benefits could be achieved by creating single large proteins, however in 
nature normally many smaller subunits are used to generate the same effect. One of the 
benefits of using multiple protein subunits is with the control of translation errors. By 
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creating a large protein complex of small protein monomers, subunits with an error can 
be quickly discarded without great strain on the cell’s resources.13 In prokaryotes ~25% 
of proteins of 500 amino acids contain an amino acid substitution and 1/7 of proteins are 
released from the ribosome before the full length protein is created.21,22 This means that 
proteins greater than 2000 amino acids are rarely fully translated and when they are 
translated the protein contains at least one error.21,22 There is also an increased risk of 
misfolding with longer polypeptide chains having a large folding energy landscape and 
as such would require a large number of chaperone proteins.21,22  Another benefit of 
multiple subunits as opposed to single large proteins is increased coding efficiency at 
the DNA level, i.e. a protein with 1000 amino acids could be coded by a single gene 3 
kb long (not including regulatory DNA) or could be made up of 4, 250 amino acid 
subunits requiring a gene of only 750 bp and hence saving genetic space and space 
within the cell as well as saving energy on replicating and transcribing  the longer 
gene.11,13,23 
 
1.2.1 Design and creation of artificial protein oligomers 
 Designing and producing artificial self-assembling protein complexes is of great 
interest to protein engineering, because of the potential to create new functional 
ensembles and ‘protein factories’.24-26 Previous work has used a variety of 
techniques4,25,27 including; fusion domains (e.g. Spycatcher28 and split luciferase 
domains29),24 helix-helix interactions,30-32 metal ion bridging33,34 and disulphide bridging17 
to name a few to create protein oligomers.35-38 
The main reason for developing these artificial oligomers is to explore new 
structure and function space not currently present in nature and to use these new 
designs to try and solve technological, medical and scientific problems.27,39,40 For 
example using domain insertion of split luciferase domains has been used to create Rho 
GTPase biosensors, where one half of the luciferase is genetically incorporated into the 
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GTPase and the second part of luciferase is attached to potential ligands.29 If the ligand 
binds to the GTPase then the two pieces of luciferase combine to form a functionally 
active bioluminescent protein.29 The Spycatcher-Spytag system is used for localisation 
and assisted purification of proteins of interest.28,41 Since Bailey et al.42 developed a 
method for metal-directed assembly of protein oligomers, metal coordination has been 
used to  create variable diameter protein nanotubes and lattices34,43 and Song and 
Tezcan33 have successfully engineered rudimentary  β-lactamase activity using metal 
ion coordination into a cytochrome based scaffold.33  
Most of the techniques mentioned above rely on using structural information 
gleaned from the protein databank based on oligomers found in nature.34,37,40 This 
information is then used to engineer proteins of interest to conform to a set of rules to 
generate dimerisation interfaces.14,31,44 These interfaces multimerise because they 
either form hydrophobic patches that associate to escape solvent, hydrogen bonding 
networks where many weak interactions create a stable interface,11 or the halves of an 
interface coordinate a metal ion11,12 or heme.11,12,45 A potential downside to these 
methodologies is the requirement for an extensive design process and significant 
engineering of proteins to incorporate multimerisation into new systems. Relying solely 
on symmetry can also limit the shapes and lattices that can be explored.26 
A potential escape from this limitation is to use disulphide crosslinking via 
engineered cysteine residues. As mentioned above, engineering cysteines into proteins 
to form inter protein crosslinks is a common method for engineering dimerisation into 
proteins. It is a popular technique because there is very little modification of the target 
protein required (usually only a single residue). Functional covalent dimers of azurin 
were created by mutating residue Asn42 to cysteine allowing the formation of a 
disulphide linkage between the two monomers.46 However, the dimers showed a 
decrease in electron transfer, attributed to reduced flexibility from the short disulphide 
linker.46 Another issue with using this method includes increased risk of misfolded 
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proteins from mutated cysteines by forming incorrect disulphide bridges with existing 
cysteine residues.47 This technique is also unsuitable for work in vivo due to the reducing 
environment of most living cells.47 Introducing new chemistries into proteins may be a 
possible solution to the issues described above. 
 
 Material interfacing with non-biological systems 
There are a wide variety of functions that proteins perform including molecular 
recognition (precise and defined binding to other moieties) catalysis and energy 
transfer/conversion that have potential uses outside of biology in areas such as synthetic 
biology, to create biosensors and ‘enzyme factories’.48 Generally, there is a need to 
couple the function of a protein to a secondary material (e.g. conductive for electronic 
output or photonic for an optical output) so that events in the protein can be observed 
by a measurable signal. For example, in glucose sensing the enzyme glucose oxidase 
is coupled to an electrical output, to monitor glucose levels.49 In more recent advanced 
approaches glucose oxidase is attached to a gold nanoparticle via a mediator with a 
cysteine linkage, which in turn is linked to a semiconducting surface. Upon binding 
glucose, glucose oxidase generates electrons that are transmitted through the gold 
nanoparticle mediator to the semiconductor.49 
Proteins have been interfaced with a variety of materials (>25),48 of which 
gold,12,50,51 graphene and carbon nanotubes52-56 are of particular interest due to the 
material’s properties, especially conductance.57-60 Gold is a useful material to conjugate 
proteins due to its ability to conduct electrons across great distances (several 
nanometres).61 Proteins can be attached to gold by simple adsorption (mediated through 
several non-covalent interactions), however this can lead to the unfolding of proteins 
and is undesirable.61 Other approaches include attachment of native or introduced 
cysteine residues either directly onto gold or by using a linking mediator.45,49,61,62 It has 
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been used extensively for the improvement of electrochemical response of a variety of 
enzymes including, Cytochrome bd oxidase,63 and both glucose oxidase (see above) 
and dehydrogenase.64 Gold has also been used to create biosensors to detect DNA 
(Using DNA Ligase) and viruses (peroxidase).65,66 This lab has previously used gold to 
demonstrate the electron transfer capabilities of cytochrome b562 at the single molecule 
level.50 Cytochrome b562 essentially acts as a transistor with conductance related to the 
applied redox potential. 
Electronically active  sp2 materials like graphene and single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (swCNTs) have an extended π electron network.67,68 Perturbation of these 
systems by, for example, introducing a local electrostatic surface (such as proteins) has 
been shown to alter the conductive properties of swCNTs.67,68,69 For example Chen et 
al,70 bound several different proteins including, human IgG, BSA amongst others to 
create a sensor for detecting proteins in serum. The sensor worked by detecting 
changes in electrical resistance on binding of proteins to the protein/swCNT hybrids.70 
CNTs were also used to monitor the activity of methyltransferases by bridging two CNTs 
with DNA and monitoring changes in conductance through the tubes.69 In seminal work 
on single enzyme molecule analysis. Choi et al,71 showed how even small local 
perturbations can generate a measurable output . They attached a single lysozyme to a 
SWCNT and monitored enzyme turnover through changes in enzyme conformation that 
resulted in local changes in the enzyme’s surface electrostatics. 
A variety of covalent and non-covalent approaches have been used to interface 
proteins to swCNTs.72-75 For example, direct adsorption onto the swCNT sidewalls has 
been used in antibody detection by binding human IgG to swCNTs. Attachment via the 
amine group of lysines onto carboxyl groups of swCNTs has also been used to interface 
Microperoxidase-11 with CNTs to allow efficient electron transfer to a semiconducting 
membrane.73 
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Figure 1.1 Comparison of specific and non-specific attachment onto swCNTs. a) classical non 
defined attachment to swCNTs e.g. attachment via lysine amine chemistry/hydrophobic 
adsorption. b) Site-specific attachment giving proteins same orientation relative to swCNT and 
single unified output. 
 
The approaches outlined above are generally non-specific in terms of their 
protein attachment site leading to heterogenous and non-optimal interface locations, i.e. 
uncontrolled numbers of proteins on the surface in undefined orientations (Figure 1.1).76  
Or, they are restricted to a single set position which may not be optimal for protein 
function and the coupling of the protein output to the material.49,76 For bulk studies, this 
is not a significant issue as heterogenous output signal is averaged out and weak 
coupling is amplified by the sheer number of molecules present. However, if we are to 
truly use proteins as nanoscale devices and components, there is a need to work at the 
single or few molecule level. This requires more precise molecular construction for 
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consistency and optimal coupling for maximal signal transfer from protein to material or 
vice versa (Figure 1.1).50,51,59,77,78 Heterogenous attachment will give rise to inconsistent 
and variable outputs and lack of control over attachment may lead to loss of coupling 
between protein and material. 
 
 Non-Canonical amino acids and PTMs 
One solution to overcome the current limitations with the native PTM 
approaches, mentioned above so as to facilitate the construction of novel protein 
oligomer (Section 1.2) and interface with non-biological materials (Section 1.3), is to 
genetically encode new and useful chemistry into proteins via non-canonical amino 
acids (ncAAs)79,80. These non-biological amino acids can be used to introduce many 
different functional groups to incorporate additional features into proteins, including but 
not limited to metal binding,81,82 photo-reactive crosslinkers, improved phase resolution 
for crystal structure determination80,83 and introducing unique bioorthogonal reaction 
handles such as alkynes, azides and tetrazines.84-87 
1.4.1 Incorporation of ncAAs into proteins 
Since the pioneering work of the Schultz lab in 1989,88 to recode the genetic 
code to incorporate phenylalanine analogues including D-phenylalanine and p-nitro-L-
phenylalanine into β-lactamase, the number of ncAAs capable of being incorporated has 
risen to well over 150.89 Schultz’s initial work focused on repurposing an archaeal 
tyrosyl-tRNA synthase tRNA to incorporate analogues of tyrosine into proteins. More 
recently natural machinery for incorporating pyrrolysine was been used for incorporating 
lysine derivatives84,90-93 and is proving more adaptable for use in eukaryotic systems.92 
As ncAAs are not part of the existing genetic code, a method is required to 
expand the genetic code to allow their incorporations. To incorporate a ncAA, there are 
two key requirements:80,94,95 (1) an engineered tRNA that recognises a unique codon 
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specific to encode ncAA incorporation and (2) an engineered aminoacyl tRNA 
synthatase (aaRS) that adds the ncAA to the new cognate tRNA80,94,95 (Figure 1.2a). 
Furthermore, the new tRNA and aaRS need to be orthogonal and not interact with any 
of the endogenous tRNA/aaRS. The main way this has been achieved is by using amber 
codon suppression. The amber stop codon (TAG) is the least prevalent of all codons in 
the standard genetic code in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes alike. 80,94 As it is naturally 
also non-encoding it is the simplest codon to adapt for ncAA incorporation and has been 
used to successfully incorporate a whole plethora of different ncAAs into a wide scope 
of expression systems from Escherichia coli to mammalian cell lines.79,80 To maximise 
the efficiency of ncAA incorporations E. coli stains have been engineered with release 
factor-1 knocked out, 96 and all TAG codons removed.97 
The first modified tRNA-aaRS pair was originally sourced from Methanococcus 
jannaschii79,80. The native tyrosine aaRS was engineered by directed evolution to 
aminoacylate its cognate tRNA with a tyrosine derivative, such as p-azido-L-
phenylalanine79,95,98-100. The tRNA was also directly evolved to recognise the TAG codon 
(termed tRNACUA) in the context of E. coli, primarily through engineering the anticodon 
loop.79,80 The tRNA-ncAA complex recognises the amber stop codon (UAG for RNA) on 
the mRNA in the ribosome, which allows for the amino acid to be successfully 
incorporated into the protein (Figure 1.2), preventing termination by release factor-
1.79,80,95,96 
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Figure 1.2 Incorporation of non-canonical amino acids into proteins. a) aminoacyl tRNA synthase 
(green) – tRNA (cyan) complex showing transfer of ncAA (yellow circle) b) Incorporation of ncAA, 
to propagating polypeptide chain of canonical amino acids (red circles) at amber stop codon 
(UAG) in the ribosome (labelled). X represents any non-canonical amino acid 
 
A similar approach has been used to modify the tRNA/aaRS pair that 
incorporates pyrrolysine in Methanosarcina mazei and Methanosarcina barkeri to 
specifically incorporate pyrrolysine derived ncAAs at the amber stop codon.84,91,92,101,102 
Pyrrolysine (Figure 1.3) is a lysine derived ncAA incorporated at TAG codons in several 
methyltransferase genes of methanogenic bacteria.103,104 Neumann et al105 mutated the 
MbPylRS/MbtRNACUA pair to incorporate Nε-methyl-L-lysine into histones to mimic 
histone acetylation.105,106 Subsequent work has further engineered the pyrrolysine 
system to incorporating other ncAA such as strained alkynes including s-cyclooctyne-L-
lysine (SCO, Figure 1.3).91,107 
This project will focus mainly on the ncAA p-azido-L-phenylalanine (azF, Figure 
1.3), a photoreactive ncAA historically used for its photo-chemistry.108 Chapter 4 will also 
use the pyrrolysine derivative s-cyclooctyne-L-lysine (SCO, Figure 1.3). SCO is a ncAA 
containing a strained alkyne group which reacts with azF to create a stable triazole 
linkage (Section 1.4.3). 
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Figure 1.3 Line drawings of tyrosine (Tyr) and lysine (Lys) and their ncAA derivatives; p-azido-L-
phenylalanine (azF), pyrrolysine (pyrLys), and s-cyclooctyne-L-lysine (SCO). 
 
1.4.2 Phenylazide photochemistry 
Phenyl azides (sometimes known as aryl azides) are an important class of 
organic compounds used in both chemistry and biology. Classically phenyl azide 
photochemistry has been used in biochemistry since the 1960s to identify protein-protein 
interactions by crosslinking.108 The utility of phenyl azide chemistry in biology was 
realised early on in genetic code reprogramming as azF was one of the first ncAAs to 
be incorporated into proteins for useful applications.94 Since then the photochemistry 
has been used to; modulate protein function; 83 label proteins with fluorophores;77,83 
attach proteins to DNA and nanomaterials59 and investigating the interactome of E. 
coli.59,78,84,85,109,110 
Phenyl azide photochemistry involves UV irradiation inducing the usual formation 
a singlet nitrene radical with the concomitant loss of molecular N2 (Scheme 1.2). It 
should be noted that triplet nitrene can be formed although this usually requires extreme 
low temperatures (~77K).111 From this point there are several pathways the nitrene 
radical can undertake depending on local environment.108,112 The nitrene can be reduced 
to a phenylamine. In the context of the protein this has the potential to generate an 
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aromatic amine that can be utilised as a new hydrogen bond donor/acceptor group 
(Scheme 1.2, Route A). The nitrene radical can also undergo a reversible ring 
internalisation and expansion forming a dehydroazepine. Presence of a nucleophile 
leads to formation of an azepinone moiety (Scheme 1.2, Route D).  It is also this route 
that classical protein crosslinking to lysine (via the primary amine) occurs.108,111,113,114 
The nitrene radical is also electrophilic so can attack regions of high electron density 
such as insertion across a C=C double such amino acids within aromatic groups in 
proteins and direct insertion across sp2 nanocarbon materials such as graphene and 
carbon nanotubes (Scheme 1.2, Routes B and C respectively).59,78  
 
 
Scheme 1.2 Photochemical properties of p-azido-L-phenylalanine showing possible fates of azF 
after UV radiation induced formation of the nitrene radical (1). Route A: Reduction to p-amino-L-
phenylalanine (2). Route B: Insertion in hydrocarbon sidechain forming amide crosslink (3). 
Route C: Incorporation across conjugated double bond system (4) e.g. graphene and carbon 
nanotubes. Route D: ring internalisation of nitrene to form dehydroazepine (5) then incorporation 
of a nucleophile to form an azepinone moiety (6). 
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1.4.3 Strain Promoted Azide Alkyne Cycloaddition 
Phenyl azides, more correctly azides groups (N3), can also undergo an 
orthogonal click reaction with alkynes via a cycloaddition reaction (Scheme 1.3). Click 
chemistry is an umbrella term for a wide range of chemical reactions that generate non-
toxic products in high yields.107 In addition, click reactions are compatible with 
physiological conditions and hence can be performed in vivo.78,101,107,115 The 
incorporation of azF into proteins provides one half of the reaction component for Click 
chemistry. Initially, azides were reacted with aliphatic alkynes but this required the 
presence of Cu+ that can be cytotoxic, including leading to the breakdown of proteins.107 
The mechanism for Cu mediated azide alkyne cycloaddition is shown in Scheme 1.3 
and discussed extensively in Worrel et al.116 In brief, two Cu+ coordinate to the π and σ 
bonds of the alkyne to form an acetylide. Reversible coordination of the copper to the 
organic azide allows for nucleophilic attack of the N3 atom of the azide by the β-carbon 
of the acetylide. Ligand exchange leads to closure of the ring structure creating a 6 
membered metallacycle. Heterocycle reduction leads to release of one of the copper 
atoms creating a triazolide. Subsequent protonation of the triazole regenerates second 
copper atom and completes the reaction mechanism. 
This initially made azide-alkyne cycloaddition largely unworkable in living cells 
and undertaken with caution in vitro. The other potential long term drawback was that 
only the 1,4 regioisomer around the new triazole linkage will form. To circumvent these 
issue Bertozzi introduced the use of strained cyclic alkynes to replace the aliphatic 
alkyne.107,117,118 Using ring strained alkynes such as in SCO (Figure 1.3) and 
dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO), the azide alkyne reaction (Scheme 1.4) can occur without 
need of a catalyst, and is known as strain-promoted azide alkyne cycloaddition 
(SPAAC).107,117,118 The DBCO functional group has been used to link a variety of useful 
moieties including fluorescent probes such as Texas-red, and short aliphatic amine 
groups (DBCO-amine) that can be used as extra hydrogen-bond donor/acceptors and 
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further modification of the amine group or to simply induce local conformational 
changes.78,85,109,115,119 
 
Scheme 1.3 Copper catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition. a) in situ formation of σ-bound 
copper(I) acetylide, b) recruitment of second π-bound copper(I), c) reversible coordination of 
organic azide to π-bound complex, d) nucleophilic attack at N3 of azide by β-carbon of alkyne on 
acetylide forms first N-C bond creating 6 membered metallacycle e) Ring contraction and release 
of copper to triazole-copper derivative f) protonation of triazole releases second copper molecule 
completing catalytic cycle  (Adapted from Worrell et al.)116 
 
The use of the pyrrolysine system to incorporate ncAAs, recently led to the 
genetic encoding of a lysine derived strained cyclooctyne (termed SCO; Figure 1.3) by 
the Lemke group.84 The incorporation of a strained alkynes into proteins allows for 
labelling with fluorogenic azides. These are dyes that are quenched in azide form, but 
fluorescence strongly increases on conjugation via SPAAC.84,120 Genetically encoded 
strained alkynes are not limited to click reactions with azides. In fact, strained alkynes 
can also react with tetrazines and nitrones.92,93,121,122 
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Scheme 1.4 Strain promoted azide alkyne cycloaddition. Electron transfer between alkyne and 
azide cause formation of triazole moiety. 
 
 
 Green Fluorescent Protein 
Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) originally found in Aequorea victoria,9 is an 
autofluorescent protein that has since been used extensively as a genetically encoded 
fluorescent probe. Since the isolation of the gene encoding GFP, it has been engineered 
for many uses including, monitoring gene expression123,124, cell imaging125,126 and aiding 
in folding and solubility of proteins.127 The first engineering efforts were aimed at making 
GFP more stable and fluorescent for production in cells cultured at 37°C128,129 and soon 
moved to generating proteins with new fluorescent properties, notably shifting excitation 
and emission wavelengths to broaden the spectral range.9,124,130,131 It is now used not 
only as a passive labelling component for cell biology but as active sensors in which 
fluorescence output can be modulated by specific inputs ranging from Ca2+ 
signalling132,133 to redox conditions,134 and even as components in nanoscience.119,128,135-
139  
The functional centre of GFP is the chromophore (p-
hydroxybenzylideneimidazolinone) that resides in the middle of a helix within the centre 
of the -barrel structure. The chromophore (CRO) is shielded from the solvent by a β-
barrel containing 11 β-strands (Figure 1.4a). The chromophore is formed by the 
spontaneous rearrangement of Ser65, Tyr66 and Gly67 in the presence of O2. Firstly, 
folding of the protein to form the barrel structure changes the torsional angles that bring 
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Ser65 and Gly67 into proximity. Secondly, water is released from nucleophilic attack on 
the carbonyl group of Ser65 by the amide group of Gly67, resulting in cyclisation. Finally 
oxidation of the α-β carbon bond in Tyr66, by molecular oxygen, gives GFP its 
fluorescence by forming an extended, delocalised π-electron system (Figure 1.4b).9 The 
fluorescence of CRO is extremely sensitive to quenching and as such GFP is only 
fluorescent when the β-barrel is intact. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Structure of sfGFP a) Representation of sfGFP β-barrel in grey with chromophore 
shown as sticks highlighted in green, (PDB 2B3P) b) Scheme depicting chromophore maturation. 
 
Tyr66 of the chromophore can have two potential protonation states of the 
ionisable phenol OH group: a neutral protonated (CroA) and as a charged phenolate 
(CroB) (Figure 1.7a). Dependent on the protonation state of the chromophore, GFP can 
be excited at either 395 nm (CroA) or 475 nm (CroB).9,124,130 In the original GFP, the 
major excitation is at 395 nm due to the chromophore existing predominantly in the 
neutral CroA form. Brejc et al140 calculated there to be a 6:1 ratio of neutral to anionic 
chromophores. However, under intense UV irradiation there is an increase in 475 nm 
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excitation.124,141,142 This is through UV irradiation promoted deprotonation of the 
chromophore, most probably from proton transfer via hydrogen bonds of a buried water 
and S205 to E222.140 The side chain of T203 is crucial to maintaining the phenolate 
anion. In the crystal structure of the original GFP, T203 exists in two conformations with 
the side chain OH group facing either towards or away from the chromophore in an 
approximate ratio of 15%-85% respectively.9,140 This proportion is in agreement with the 
spectroscopic estimate.9 
 
1.5.1 Fluorescence  
The fluorescence of GFP (and other fluorophores) arises from the absorption of 
energy (usually light) by electrons in the chromophore. This causes the electrons to 
“jump” from their ground state to a higher energy excited state. The excited electrons 
relax into a lower energy radiation state by non-radiative energy transitions. 
Fluorescence emission occurs when an electron relaxes back towards the ground state 
where the wavelength of emission is inversely proportional to the energy lost. This can 
be visualised via a Jablonski diagram143 as shown in Figure 1.5. 
The environment of the chromophore determines these intermediate energy 
levels and hence tune the emission wavelength. When GFP is unfolded it is non-
fluorescent, but the absorbance spectra stays the same. This is due to quenching by the 
surrounding solvent.9,144 
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Figure 1.5 Jablonski diagram showing how fluorescence in GFP occurs. Electrons are excited 
from the ground state to  higher energy “excited state” via absorption (Blue arrow). The electron 
relaxes to a lower energy excited state via non-radiative transition (Red Arrow). Further relaxation 
of electron to the ground state causes fluorescent emission. 
 
1.5.1.1 Excited state proton transfer 
It is arguable that excitation of GFP in the CroA form should emit in the blue 
region, but in fact emits green light as with excitation of CroB.145,146 The Boxer group 
showed that excitation of GFP with 397 nm light, emission at 460 nm is briefly observed 
but decays at a rate matched by an increase in emission at 510nm.141 The accepted 
reason for this is a process called, excited state proton transfer (ESPT). When GFP is 
excited in the CroA form, the proton in the hydroxyl group from Tyr66 is lost by shuttling 
through a ‘proton wire’,140 carried through a water molecule, Ser205 and finally accepted 
by Glu222 forming the excited ionic intermediate (CroI*,Figure 1.6).140,145,146 Upon the 
returning of GFP to the ground state the proton is restored to the chromophore. In GFPs 
with the S65T mutation in chromophore and hence having a dominant CroB form, the 
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hydrogen bonding network of Glu222 is changed, suppressing the negative charge 
which in turn allows the chromophore to be deprotonated.147 
 
Figure 1.6 Suggested mechanism for the excited state protein transfer (ESPT) of GFP based on 
the structural data and the spectroscopic work.141 CroA is the predominant form seen in the WT 
structure, CroB is the predominant form seen in the S65T structure, and CroI* is the intermediate 
not seen in either of the two structures. Changes from A to I are indicated in blue, and differences 
between I and B are in red. Modified from140 
 
1.5.2 Engineering GFP 
GFP has been extensively engineered and mutated since its discovery to 
increase both stability in vivo, and overall fluorescence.9,127,148,149 One of the first useful 
variants of GFP, known as enhanced GFP (EGFP), which was generated by mutating 
Phe64 and Ser65 to leucine and threonine, respectively.129 This results in a protein with 
increased fluorescence (due to an improved quantum yield) and improved folding at 
37°C.128,130 Later, EGFP was improved further, through the use of directed 
evolution101,124,128,150 eventually leading to the generation of super-folder GFP (sfGFP)127. 
While the fluorescence properties of sfGFP were on a par with EGFP in terms of 
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quantum yield and brightness, sfGFP folded and matured more rapidly. It should be 
noted here that the reported molar absorbance coefficient by Pedelacq et al127 for sfGFP 
is much higher than that repeatedly calculated by the Jones group115,149,151,152 (80,000 
M-1cm-1 versus 49,000 M-1cm-1) giving the protein a much higher reported brightness 
than is actually observed (Figure 1.7b). 
 
Figure 1.7 Absorbance properties of sfGFP a) Line drawings of hydroxylated and phenolate 
chromophores (CroA and CroB respectively). b) spectra of sfGFPWT highlighting which peaks are 
responsible for CroA and CroB in a sample. 
 
sfGFP emits at 511nm with a quantum yield (ratio of photons emitted to photons 
absorbed) of 0.75. A hydrogen bond network between residues and ordered water 
molecules around the CRO of sfGFP ensure that the chromophore is predominantly in 
the CroB state. The key residues of this network include Thr203, His148 and Glu222. 
His148, and Thr203 form hydrogen bonds with the hydroxyl group of Tyr66, playing a 
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key role in deprotonating the chromophore.115,147,153 E222 is also a key residue in 
deprotonation as well as ensuring correct protein folding and chromophore maturation 
of GFP.77 
1.5.2.1 GFP and non-natural amino acid engineering. 
As the fluorescence of GFPs is highly sensitive to changes in the local 
environment, it has been used extensively by this lab59,109,110,115,149,151,152 and 
others91,92,107,112,154-156 in the study of ncAA incorporation producing a number of variants 
with interesting and useful properties. Some of the most noticeable in terms of varying 
protein function were generated by Reddington et al.152 Mutation of Tyr66, Phe145, and 
His148 with azF leads to variants that can switch on, off and change dominant excitation 
wavelength respectively.152 Mutation of Tyr66 (the key chromophore residue) to azF, 
yields a non-fluorescent protein. Upon irradiation with UV light the azide reduces to an 
amine causing the protein to become fluorescent i.e. ‘switches on’. However, mutation 
at residue 145 has the opposite effect. sfGFP145azF is fluorescent until being irradiated 
with UV irradiation, at which point the protein loses fluorescence and ‘switches off’. The 
mechanism for the switching off of sfGFP145azF, is by the azide directly crosslinking to the 
chromophore disrupting the conjugated double bond system hence removing the 
chromophore’s ability to emit light.152 The effects of His148 mutation to azF will be 
explored in more detail in Chapter 3. Other ncAA variants have been used to 
demonstrate in vivo labelling of cells92 and interfacing with DNA origami tiles.109 
1.5.2.2 GFP and nanoscience. 
Although classically GFP and other fluorescent proteins are used for imaging 
and cell biology,123,128,145 they have also been shown to be effective in nanotechnology 
as organic LEDs and lasers.128,136,137,157,158 GFP can also act as an electron transfer 
system as demonstrated by.159 This opens up extra applications for GFP to be used to 
create optically gated transistors and as a light capturing system for the creation of 
protein based solar cell systems. Korpany et al,160 showed using Dronpa (a photo-
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isomerisable GFP variant from coral)161 attached to gold via non-covalent interactions 
with the His tag, that the conductance across the protein changes dependent on whether 
or not the chromophore is in the non-fluorescent ‘trans’ isomer, or the bright ‘cis’ isomer. 
The conductance is higher in the dark form and reduces when Dronpa is activated.160 
 
 Aims and objectives 
 The central aim of this work is to show how novel chemistry incorporated at 
designed positions via non-canonical amino acids can be used to facilitate various non-
native post-translational modifications. This will include new approaches to mimic 
natural processes such as modulation of protein function (Chapter 3) and engineering 
functionally linked protein-protein dimers (Chapter 4) that can be difficult introduce into 
proteins by classical protein engineering. I will also aim to use ncAA chemistry to 
facilitate the use of proteins in a non-natural context so adapting them for use in 
nanoscience. This will be demonstrated through the generation of defined protein-CNT 
nanohybrids for single molecule studies (Chapter 5) and ultimately for proteins as useful 
integrated nanoscale components. To achieve these goals, sfGFP will be used as a 
model protein. This is a good model, due to the well characterised and measurable 
fluorescence properties of sfGFP, the need for photo-controlled fluorescent proteins for 
high resolution imaging techniques131,162,163 and the emerging area of autofluorescent 
proteins as nanocomponents. The initial stages of this work will focus on residue His148 
firstly by modifying with small molecules and then by creating artificial covalent dimers.  
The work will then progress into the remit of interfacing sfGFP with swCNTs via two 
different approaches: photochemical and Click chemistry. Finally, sfGFP will be used to 
explore the effects of incorporating an ncAA at multiple residues to assess the idea of 
network interactions (i.e. cooperativity) between individual ncAA sites in the same 
protein molecule (Chapter 6).  
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2 Materials and Methods 
Below is a description of general methods and materials used throughout this work. Any 
deviations from these methods will be noted in the main text. 
 Materials 
2.1.1 Chemicals 
Final working concentrations of antibiotic were as follows Carbenicillin (Melford, 
Suffolk, UK) 50 µg/mL, Chloramphenicol (Melford) 35 µg/mL and Tetracycline 25 µg/mL. 
All antibiotics were filtered through 0.2 µL syringe filter unit (VRW) and stored at -20 °C 
until required. 
Non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) were prepared as follows: p-azido-L-
phenylalanine (azF, Bachem, Weil am Rhein, Germany) was dissolved in a minimal 
volume of 1M NaOH and added to growth media at a final concentration of 1 mM. S-
cyclooctyne-L-lysine (SCO, Sichem, Bremen, Germany) was dissolved into 0.2 M 
NaOH, 15% DMSO to 100 mM and stored at -80 °C until required. Before adding to cells 
SCO was diluted 1:4 with 1M HEPES [pH 7.0] and added to media at a final 
concentration of 0.5 mM. 
 
2.1.2 Bacterial strains 
Propagation of DNA plasmids was undertaken by transforming plasmids (Section 
2.2.6) into Escherichia coli NEB® 5-alpha (New England Biolabs (NEB), Hertfordshire, 
UK) cells due to their reduced DNase activity. Protein production was performed in E. 
coli TOP10™ cells (Thermo Fisher). Genotypes for both cell strains are described in 
Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 List of cell strains and Genotypes 
E. coli cell strain Genotype 
NEB® 5-alpha fhuA2 D(argF-lacZ) U169 phoA glnV44 
f80D(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 
hsdR17 
TOP10™ F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) Φ80lacZΔM15 Δ 
lacX74 recA1 araD139 Δ(araleu)7697 galU galK rpsL 
(StrR) endA1 nupG 
 
2.1.3 Bacterial growth media 
Super optimal condition (SOC) broth for cell recovery post DNA transformation 
was prepared by dissolving 31 g of Super optimal broth (SOB) powder (Melford) per 1 L 
of ultra-pure water. The mixture was then autoclaved and left to cool before addition of 
4 % (w/v) glucose sterilised by passing through a 0.22 μm syringe filter. Liquid media 
Lysogeny broth (LB) and solid medium LB agar for plates were prepared by dissolving 
20 g of granulated LB-Broth (Melford) or 35 g of LB Agar (Melford) respectively in 1L of 
ultra-pure water. Auto-induction medium ZYM-5052 164, used to produce sfGFP variants, 
comprised 1% (w/v) tryptone; 0.5 %(w/v) yeast extract; 0.5% (v/v) glycerol; 0.05 % (w/v) 
glucose; 0.2% lactose; 25 mM Na2HPO4; 25 mM KH2PO4; 50 mM NH4Cl; 5 mM NaSO4; 
2 mM MgSO4; 1 x trace metals (4 μM CaCl2; 2μM, MnCl2, 2μM ZnSO4, 0.4μM CoCl2, 
0.4μM CuCl2, 0.4 NiCl2, 0.4uM Na2MoO4, 0.4μM H3BO3 and 10μM FeCl3 in ultra-pure 
water) and 0.05 % (w/v) L-arabinose. LB, LB-agar, and SOB were sterilised by 
autoclaving. For auto induction medium, powdered tryptone and yeast extract was 
dissolved in ultra-pure water and autoclaved. Other components of auto induction 
medium were sterilised by passing solutions through a 0.22 μm filter membrane and 
added to the yeast extract solution. 
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 Molecular Biology 
2.2.1 Expression plasmids and ncAA incorporation plasmids 
Genes encoding wild type and single TAG mutations in super-folder Green 
Fluorescent Protein (sfGFP) equivalent to residues 26, 34, 132 148 and 204, were kindly 
donated by S. Reddington. The genes resided within an arabinose inducible pBAD 
construct. 
Non-canonical amino acid (ncAA) incorporation was facilitated using the 
plasmids pDULE (azF) and pEVOL (SCO). The pDULE plasmids contained the 
engineered orthogonal tRNA and tyrosyl-tRNA synthase from Methanococcus 
jannaschii. The pEVOL plasmid contain a modified tRNApyl/pylRS pair from 
Methanosarcina mazei along with a secondary pylRS under control of an arabinose 
inducible pBAD promoter to boost incorporation when expressing sfGFPTAG proteins84. 
These plasmids contain modified tRNA sequences to recognise the TAG stop codon 
and modified amino-acyl tRNA-synthases to catalyse the attachment of the specific 
ncAA to the modified tRNA. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Graphical maps of plasmids used during this work. Expression plasmid a) pBAD-
sfGFP and ncAA incorporation plasmids containing bioorthogonal tRNA/aaRS pairs b) pDULE-
azF RS and c) pEVOL-SCO RS 
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2.2.2 DNA Oligonucleotides 
DNA primers for mutagenesis were designed using Serial Cloner 
(http://serialbasics.free.fr/Serial_Cloner.html) and Amplifex (http://crn2m.univ-
mrs.fr/recherche/equipe-t-brue/jullien-nicolas/programmation/amplifx/amplifx-
575?lang=en) to optimise for %GC content and primer stability. Melting temperatures 
(Tms) were calculated using the New England Biolabs (NEB) online Tm calculator 
(http://tmcalculator.neb.com/#!/). DNA oligonucleotides were synthesised by Integrated 
DNA Technologies. A list of oligonucleotides is shown below (Table 2.2) 
 
Table 2.2 sequences of oligonucleotides used in this work. Introduced mutations are highlighted 
in bold red text. 
Primer Name Sequence (5’ > 3’) Tm (°C) 
sfGFP26TAGF TAG TTT AGC GTT CGT GGC GAA GCC 72 
sfGFP26TAGR ATG GCC ATT CAC ATC ACC ATC CAG TTC C  
sfGFP132TAGF TAG GTA GGC AAC ATT CTG GGT CAT AAA CTG 
G 
72 
sfGFP132TAGR TTT AAA ATC AAT ACC TTT CAG TTC AAT GCG 
GTT C 
 
pBAD_SeqF1 ATG CCA TAG CAT TTT TAT CC N/A 
pBAD_SeqR1 GAT TTA ATC TGT ATC AGG  
1 Primers used for sequencing of mutated constructs. All primers were designed by 
Samuel C. Reddington151 
 
2.2.3 DNA Purification 
Purification was performed as described in the QIAgen manual. In brief, up to 
800 µL of unpurified DNA from either cell lysate (using quick spin miniprep kit),  or PCR 
mix (using quick spin PCR purification kit) was applied to the membrane. The tubes were 
then centrifuged at 15,000 rpm in a microfuge for 1 minute. The flow through was 
discarded and the sample was washed with an 80%(v/v) ethanol solution. A further two 
rounds of centrifugation at maximum speed (15,000 rpm; 1 minute and 3 minutes) were 
performed to ensure removal of any excess ethanol. DNA was eluted with 10-50 µL of 
molecular biology grade water. The tubes were incubated for at least 1 minute before 
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being eluted by centrifugation for 3 mins. The DNA was eluted into a fresh microfuge 
tube and kept. 
2.2.4 DNA quantification 
DNA concentration was determined using absorbance at 230, 260 and 280 nm. 
Absorbances were read using a NanoDrop® ND1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). The NanoDrop® was blanked with molecular biology grade water and 
concentration of samples was determined using absorbance at 260 nm, according to the 
Beer-Lambert law. Absorbance at 230 and 280 nm was used to detect contamination of 
DNA with organic compounds, RNA or proteins. 
 
2.2.5 Site Directed Mutagenesis 
Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using whole plasmid PCR. PCR 
mixtures were composed of the following, 1x Q5 Reaction buffer (NEB), 200 µM dNTPs, 
200 µM forward and reverse primers, 1 Unit of Q5 DNA polymerase and 0.5 ng of DNA 
template (at 1 ng/µL). A negative control was also performed, which contained 0.5 µL of 
molecular biology grade water instead of template DNA. The parameters for PCR 
reactions are shown below. 
Step 1:  95 °C 30 s 
Step 2:  95 °C 10 s 
    60-72 °C 30 s  x 30 
   72 °C 3 minutes 
Step 3:  72 °C 5 minutes 
PCR samples were analysed by 1% (w/v) agarose gels run in TAE buffer (40 mM 
Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA, pH8.8) containing 0.3 µg/mL ethidium bromide. Reactions 
which generated the expected products were purified using the QIAgen PCR purification 
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kit. Purified PCR product (usually 10 l) was mixed with an equal volume of quick ligase 
buffer (NEB) and was phosphorylated by addition of 1 unit of polynucleotide kinase 
(NEB) and the mixture incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. After phosphorylation 1 unit of 
Quick ligase (NEB) was added and samples incubated at room temperature for 5 mins. 
Ligated plasmid DNA was purified using the QIAgen reaction clean up protocol and DNA 
eluted in 10 µL for transformation (Section 2.2.6). 
 
2.2.6 Bacterial transformations 
E. coli NEB® 5-alpha cells were transformed with the required plasmids using 
the NEB heat shock protocol. In brief competent cells were incubated on ice with a total 
1 µL of plasmid DNA (20-100 ng of DNA) for 30 minutes. Cells were then placed into a 
water bath set at 42 °C for 10 seconds before being returned to ice for 5 minutes. SOC 
(950 l) was added to the mix, and the cells incubated at 37 °C in a shaking incubator 
(200 rpm) for one hour to recover. After incubation cells were spread onto LB Agar plates 
containing the appropriate selection antibiotic and incubated overnight at 37 °C. 
Electroporation was used to transform plasmids into E. coli Top10™ (Thermo 
Fisher) cells; 50 µL of cells were mixed with plasmid DNA as above. Cells were 
transferred into an electroporation cuvette and applied with a short pulse of 2500 V. SOC 
was added to a total volume of 500 µL and cells left at 37 °C for 1 hour. After recovery 
cells were spread and incubated as above. 
 
 In silico molecular modelling 
To predict the effects that modifying proteins with ncAAs and nnPTMs, sfGFP 
variants were modelled in silico using a suite of programs summed up in Table 2.3 These 
programs were used to design and incorporate ncAAs into proteins and then run 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 
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Table 2.3 List of Software packages used during this project and their uses 
 
2.3.1 Design and parameterisation of ncAAs and modifications 
Non-canonical amino acids and azide-alkyne linkages were constructed de novo 
in 3D using Avogadro molecular viewing and editing tool 165. Atom names were assigned 
via usual naming conventions using a text editor. Capping groups N-methyl and acetyl 
were added to the Carboxyl and amino ends of the ncAA respectively using PyMOL 166. 
Capping groups serve to fill all possible valences for geometry optimisation and partial 
charge derivation. 
Geometry optimisation and partial charge derivation was performed using the 
RESP ESP Derive program (RED). RED integrates geometry optimisation using 
GAMESS-US with the RESP and ESP server allowing to assign partial charges to an 
optimised structure in a single step. The AnteChamber Python Parser interfacE 
(ACEPYPE 167) was used to determine bond lengths, angle sizes and dihedrals to be 
imported into the Amber 99sb 168 forcefield to use ncAAs with GROMAC 4.5 169. 
Software 
package 
Use 
AMBER tools 14 File preparation for molecular dynamics 
ACEPYPE File preparation for adding to GROMACS database 
Avogadro Molecular design and input generator for GAMESS-US 
GAMESS-US 
Optimises bond geometries of small molecules to add to 
GROMACs database. 
GROMACS Energy minimisation and Molecular dynamics simulations 
PyMOL Protein viewer – inserting mutations into residues 
RED 
Calculates partial atomic charges on outputted structures 
of GAMESS 
Swiss Sidechains A PyMOL plugin used to mutate protein residues to ncAAs 
VMD Molecular visualisation program 
XMGrace Graph viewer for Molecular dynamics outputs 
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Parameterised ncAAs were then incorporated into PyMOL via the Swiss 
sidechains plugin 166 170. Both DBCO-amine and SCO are asymmetrical across the 
alkyne bond. This means that there were two possible regioisomers ‘anti’ and ‘syn’ which 
had to be modelled for both linkages. A list of all ncAAs and modifications made for this 
work are listed in Table 2.3. Modelled residues were also used during molecular 
replacement of crystal X-ray structures (See Section 2.7.2.2) so where applicable, the 
residue ID accepted by the protein data bank (PDB) is also included in (Table 2.4). 
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Table 2.4 List of residues used for molecular modelling with a 3D stick representation for each. 
Where applicable the PDB accession code is also provided. 
 
 Residue 
code for 
GROMACS 
PDB 
res ID 
Image 
p-azido-L-
phenylalanine 
AZF  
 
p-amino-L-
phenylalanine 
AMF HOX 
 
s-cyclooctyne-
L-lysine 
SCO SCP 
 
azF-DBCO-
amine (anti) 
AZA 66C 
 
azF-DBCO-
amine (syn) 
AZB  
 
azF-SCO (syn) LNA N/A1 
 
azF-SCO (anti) LNB N/A1 
 
1 Only applies to single residues for azF-1SCO linkages residues were split into 
their separate components azF (green) and SCP (cyan) 
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2.3.2 Molecular dynamics with ncAAs 
Models for sfGFP variants were initially based on a WT sfGFP crystal structure 
(2B3P), any missing residues were mutated using PyMOL mutagenesis script before the 
target residue was mutated to the chosen ncAA. Models were then prepared for MD via 
the following steps. Firstly, gmx pdb2gmx converts structures into gmx format. It also 
checks atoms names of residues according to the Amber99sb forcefield and adds 
hydrogens to all residues. The simulation box was then solvated using gmx solvate. 
Models were then charge balanced by adding sodium and chloride ions using gmx 
genion. Protein models were finally energy minimised to a lowest energy state using 
gmx mdrun. Energy minimisation was conducted by minimising energy to below 1000.0 
kJ/mol/nm with and energy step size of 0.01 over a maximum of 50,000 steps, using the 
GROMACS steepest descent algorithm.MD simulations were run for a minimum of 1 ns 
under standard temperature and pressure (25 °C, 1 atmosphere). To assess the quality 
of the simulations, the RMSD across the simulation was checked to ensure they stayed 
in an acceptable range (0.15-0.20%). 
 
2.3.3 Modelling of artificial dimers 
To engineer protein oligomers, it is first prudent to determine which regions of 
proteins have a propensity to form an interface with each other. This was achieved in 
silico using a ClusPro server to samples the global interface potential (with one 
monomer kept constant [the receptor] and the other allowed to varied [the ligand]), 
combined with the Rosetta Dock application to generate final score functions 171-173. The 
output sfGFP dimer models (sfGFPx2) were then ranked based on total energy score. 
The model with the highest ClusPro cluster size in the top 5 lowest total score was used 
as the initial model. 
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ClusPro was used in multimer mode (set to dimers) using the structure of wild 
type sfGFP (2B3P) as a starting model. ClusPro generates ~100,000 structures and 
scores them using balanced energy coefficients as described by Kozakov et al 173 
(Equation 2.1). Where E is the energy score of the complex; Erep is the energy of the 
repulsive contribution of van der Walls interactions and Eatt is the attractive interaction 
equivalent. Eelec is a term generated by electrostatic energy and EDARS is a term that 
mainly accounts for free energy change due to exclusion of water from the interface. 
Equation 2.1:   𝐸 = 0.40𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑝 + −0.40𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑡 + 600𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 1.00𝐸𝐷𝐴𝑅𝑆 
The server then takes the 1000 models with the lowest scores and clusters them 
using pairwise to generate IRMSD (interface root mean squared deviation). Doing so 
creates clusters centred on the structure with the most neighbours within a 9 Å radius. 
Of the remaining models that do not fall within the first cluster the one with the most 
neighbours, is elected as the centre of the next cluster and so on until all models are 
part of a cluster. The centre models of each cluster are energy minimised using the 
CHARMM forcefield for 300 steps with fixed backbone to minimise steric clashes. 
A model for each cluster was downloaded and run through ROSETTA’s high 
resolution docking protocol. This added extra rotamers and subsequent minimisation of 
side chains. To docking protocol also rescores the models and adds an interface score 
171,174. The interface score is the total complex score minus the sum of the separate 
monomer energies and is used as a metric of how good a model is. Total score and 
interface score were plotted against IRMSD to highlight any outliers and remove them. 
The top 5 models were then used as a basis for determining which residues would be 
most suitable for crosslinking to form dimers. 
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 Protein production and purification 
2.4.1 Protein production and cell lysis 
The two plasmids required for incorporation of ncAAs were: (1) pBAD-sfGFPXXXX 
(CarbenicillinR, high copy number; (Figure 2.1a), which carries desired gene mutation 
as denoted by the superscripted text; (2) a plasmid (pDULE or pEVOL; (Figure 2.1b +c), 
which carries an evolved tRNACUA/aaRS pair specific for the chosen ncAA. Incorporation 
of azF was carried out with pDULE (TetracyclineR, medium copy number); SCO was 
incorporated using pEVOL (ChloramphenicolR, medium copy number). One or the other 
was transformed into E. coli TOP10 cells as described in Section 2.1.1. A single colony 
from transformation was used to inoculate a 5 mL LB broth starter culture supplemented 
with carbenicillin (5- µg/mL) and either tetracycline (25 µg/mL) or chloramphenicol (35 
µg/mL) for incorporating azF or SCO respectively. The starter culture was incubated 
overnight at 37 °C, 200 rpm. Expression cultures (100/500/1000 mL) of autoinduction 
medium (Section 2.1.3) were inoculated with starter culture (100 µL per 100 mL of 
expression culture) and incubated in the dark at 37 °C with shaking (200 rpm) overnight. 
After one hour of incubation azF or SCO was added to the culture as described in 
(Section 2.1.1). Negative controls for ncAA incorporation used an equivalent volume of 
resuspension buffer without ncAA. 
Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 5000 xg for 20 minutes at 10 °C in a 
Beckman JLA 16.250 rotor. Cells were then resuspended in 1/50th culture volume of 
lysis buffer. All lysis buffer contained protease inhibitors (cOmplete, Roche), in 50 mM 
Tris-HCl [pH8.0], 300 mM NaCl and 20 mM imidazole. Samples were then either lysed 
and purified the same day or stored at -80 °C until needed. 
Before cell disruption cells were stored on ice (if stored at -80 °C cells were first 
thawed over ice) for 20 minutes whilst the chilled French pressure cell was assembled. 
A maximum of 35 mL of cell suspension was poured into the pressure cell per lysis. 
Cells were lysed under 1250 psi of pressure and collected into centrifuge tubes and the 
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soluble and insoluble fractions were separated by centrifugation, using a Beckman 
Coulter JA 25.5 rotor at 25,000 xg for one hour. Clarified cell lysate was then separated 
from the insoluble fraction. 
 
2.4.2 Protein Purification 
All protein purification columns were purchased from GE Healthcare and used 
with either an ÄKTA Prime Plus or ÄKTA Purifier FPLC systems. Elution from columns 
was monitored by absorption at 485 nm, to detect sfGFP where possible (485nm 
absorbance unavailable with AKTA Prime Plus), or 280 nm to detect total protein. 280 
nm monitoring was switched off for elution of mutants containing an unmodified azF 
group to prevent premature photolysis. 
Samples were concentrated using Vivaspin™ 10 kDa molecular weight cut-off 
spin filters (VWR). Samples were spun at 2800 x g until desired volume was reached. 
Buffer exchange between purification steps was done via PD10 desalting columns (GE 
Healthcare) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
 
2.4.3 Metal Affinity Chromatography 
The general principal of this technique involves passing crude cell lysate through 
a column containing sepharose beads coordinated to Ni2+ or in the case of Talon 
columns, Co2+. Proteins containing a C-terminal hexa-histidine tag bind to the column 
via coordination with the cation. Other proteins will flow through the column. The bound 
proteins were eluted by applying imidazole which is the functional group of histidine and 
hence competes with proteins to bind to the cations. Proteins were eluted by gradually 
increasing the imidazole concentration from 20 mM to 250 mM. 
Clarified sfGFP cell lysate was loaded onto a 5 mL His Trap™ HP column 
(binding capacity ~200 mg protein) equilibrated in binding buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 
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8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole). After binding the column was washed with 20 
column volumes of binding buffer. Bound protein was eluted using an imidazole gradient 
from 20 to 500 mM and 2 mL fractions were collected. Samples (40 µL) of each fraction 
were used for SDS-PAGE to check for purity. 
 
2.4.4 Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
A HiLoad™ 16/600Superdex™ S75 pg (preparative grade, 120 mL bed volume, 
separation range 3,000 Da to 75,000 Da), equilibrated in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, was 
used for preparative SEC to remove final contaminants from sfGFP variants. For 
separation of dimers a HiLoad™ 16/600Superdex™ S200 pg (preparative grade, 120 
mL bed volume, separation range 10,000 Da to 600,000 Da. Samples (0.5-2 mL) were 
loaded onto the column and elution was performed at a flow rate of 1 mL/min using 50 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. Fractions (2 mL) were collected according to absorbance at 485 
nm if possible. When ÄKTA Prime Plus was used fractions were collected between 
elution volumes of 40 mL and 120 mL. This was to ensure that the full range of proteins 
were captured. Purity of fractions were assessed with SDS-PAGE and pure fractions 
containing target protein were pooled. 
 
2.4.5 Ion exchange chromatography  
Proteins were buffer exchanged into 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and loaded onto a 
Mono Q™ anion exchange column. Proteins were eluted using a gradient of sodium 
chloride from 0-1 M over 20 column volumes. Fractions (2mL) were collected and 
analysed via SDS-PAGE. 
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 Photolysis of sfGFP and sfGFPazF variants 
Photolysis was performed for 1 hour unless otherwise indicated using a 302 nm 
(range 275-380 nm) UVM-57 mid-range UV lamp (6 W; UVP, Cambridge, UK). Whole 
cell and cell lysate photolysis was performed in a petri dish on ice with UV lamp ~5 cm 
above dish. Resuspended cells expressing sfGFP variants were diluted with 50 mM Tris-
HCl pH 8.0 to an equivalent of OD600 10. Cells were poured onto a petri dish and 
irradiated for one hour. Aliquots (400 µl) were transferred into 5 mm x 5 mm QS Quartz 
cuvettes (Hellma). An aliquot prior to irradiation was also taken. Emission and excitation 
spectra were recorded as described in Section 2.6.4. Cell lysates of azF containing 
sfGFP variants were irradiated the same as with whole cells. For purified azF containing 
sfGFP variants, samples were diluted to either 10 µM or 0.5 µM for absorbance and 
fluorescence, respectively. Photolysis was performed in the appropriate Quartz cuvette 
held 1 cm from UV source. Fluorescence and absorbance spectra were taken before 
and after irradiation. 
 
 Protein analysis  
2.6.1 SDS-PAGE 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was 
used to analyse protein samples using the mini PROTEAN 3 electrophoresis system 
(Bio-Rad). Composition of both stacking and separation gels are shown in Table 2.5. 
Samples were mixed with loading buffer (final concentrations: 2% (w/v) SDS, 0.2 M Tris-
HCl pH 6.8, 0.04% (w/v) Bromophenol blue, 8% (w/v) glycerol and 10% (v/v) β-
mercaptoethanol). Samples were heated to 95 °C for 10 mins. Whole-cell samples were 
centrifuged (>15,000 rpm, 5 mins) and resuspended to an equivalent OD600 of 10 in 
loading buffer. After boiling, samples were re-centrifuged to remove insoluble 
components. To visualise proteins, the gels were first stained in using Coomassie Blue 
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staining solution (40% (v/v) methanol, 10% (v/v) acetic acid and 0.1% (w/v) R250 
Coomassie blue) followed by destaining with 40% (v/v) methanol and 10% (v/v) acetic 
acid. 
Table 2.5 Components of SDS-PAGE separating and Stacking gels 
 Separating gel Stacking gel 
Acrylamide/bis Acrylamide1 
(%, w/v) 
15  5  
Tris-HCl 0.375 mM (pH 8.8) 65 mM (pH6.8) 
SDS (%, w/v) 0.1  0.2  
APS (%, w/v) 0.05  0.1  
TEMED (%, w/v) 0.02  0.2  
1 Acrylamide and N N’-methylene bis acrylamide in a 37.5:1 (w/w) ratio 
 
2.6.2 Protein concentration determination: Bio-Rad DC method 
Protein concentrations for new variants were calculated using the Bio-Rad DC 
Protein Assay. Aliquots of 5 µL of purified protein were pipetted in triplicate into a 96-
well plate at 4 different dilutions (1x, 2x, 5x, and 10x dilution) a range of WT sfGFP 
samples at known concentrations (0.2-1 mg/mL) were used to calibrate the assay each 
time. DC assay reagents were added to each well as per instructions. The plate was 
gently mixed for 30 mins at room temperature and then the absorbance at 750 nm for 
each well was measured on a Tecan plate reader. 
 
2.6.3 UV-visible absorption spectroscopy and calculation of extinction 
coefficients 
UV-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectra were recorded on a Cary 
spectrophotometer in 1 cm pathlength cuvettes (Hellma, Müllhein, Germany). Spectra 
of samples were recorded from 250-700 nm at a rate of 300 nm/min. Extinction 
coefficients were calculated by diluting proteins down to 10 µM (as determined in Section 
2.6.2) and recording full absorption spectra from 250-550 nm. Absorption and 
concentration values were then substituted into a rearranged version of the Beer-
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Lambert law (Equation 2.2) to determine the molar extinction coefficient. Here, ε is the 
extinction coefficient (M-1cm-1), A is the absorbance value at λmax, c is the protein 
concentration (M) and l is the pathlength (cm). 
 
Equation 2.2:     𝜀 =
𝐴
𝑐𝑙
 
 
2.6.4 Fluorescence spectroscopy 
Emission and excitation spectra were determined using a Varian Cary Eclipse 
Fluorimeter. Samples (400 µL) were transferred into a 5 mm x 5 mm QS quartz cuvette 
(Hellma). Spectra were recorded at a rate of 300 nm/min with a 5 nm slit width. Emission 
spectra were recorded from a fixed excitation wavelength at the variant’s excitation 
maximum (λex) as determined from absorbance spectrum, up to 650 nm at 1 nm 
intervals. Excitation spectra were recorded by monitoring emission at a fixed wavelength 
corresponding to the wavelength at maximal emission (λem) over a range of wavelength 
down to 350 nm at 1 nm intervals. For whole cell fluorescence, cells were centrifuged at 
5000 x g for 20 mins and resuspended to an equivalent of OD600 0.1 in 50 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8.0 (apart from WT sfGFP where OD600 = 0.025). For fluorescence analysis of cell 
lysate fluorescence, soluble lysate was separated from insoluble by centrifugation. The 
soluble fraction was then diluted as above to an equivalent of OD600 0.1. For purified 
sfGFP and its variants, protein solution was diluted to 0.5 µM in 50 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0 
for more detailed analysis (with exception of sfGFP dimers which were at 0.25 µM). 
 
2.6.5 Quantum Yield determination 
Quantum Yield (QY) is the ratio of photons emitted to photons absorbed with a 
theoretical maximum of 1.0. This is very difficult to determine directly so, QYs of variants 
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were determined by comparison with a standard molecule with a known QY using the 
below equation (Equation 2.2), where x is the unknown sample, s is the standard and η 
is the solvent refractive index. For most aqueous buffers η ≈ 1.33 115. Fluorescein (QY = 
0.75) was used as a standard due to its similar excitation and emission profiles to sfGFP. 
Variant samples (in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH8.0) and fluorescein dye (0.1 M NaOH) were 
diluted down to abs λmax = 0.05. Emission spectra were then taken as described in 
Section 2.5.4 from λex + 5 nm (to remove effect of incidental light scattering around λex), 
to 650 nm. The integrals of the emission spectra (∫Em) were calculated and substituted 
into Equation 2.3. As there is negligible difference in refractive index between the two 
samples 
𝜂(𝑥)
𝜂(𝑠)
= 1 and as such was ignored. 
 
Equation 2.3:   
𝑄𝑌(𝑥)
𝑄𝑌(𝑠)
=
∫𝐸𝑚(𝑥)
∫𝐸𝑚(𝑠)
.
𝜂(𝑥)
𝜂(𝑠)
 
 
 Structural analysis 
2.7.1 Mass Spectrometry 
Protein samples were diluted to 10 µM in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and analysed 
at Cardiff University School of Chemistry’s Mass Spectrometry suite. Samples were 
recorded by liquid chromatography time of flight mass spectrometry (LC/TOF-MS) using 
a Waters Synapt G2-Si QT in positive Electrospray ionisation mode. Mass peaks 
between 200-2,000 Da were recorded in positive Electrospray ionisation mode using 
Leucine Enkephalin as a calibrant. The data were processed using MassLynx 4.1 
program using the Maximum entropy 1 add on. Proteins were passed through a Waters 
Acquity UPLC CSH 130 C18 (80°C) and eluted using a gradient of acetonitrile (5-95%) 
in 0.1% formic acid over 5 minutes.  Mass predictions were made using ExPASy 
ProtParam tool 175 substituting residues mutated to azF with phenylalanine to get a 
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predicted mass based on the amino acid sequence. Predicted masses were altered to 
account for the following, chromophore maturation (-20 Da) and accounting for intact 
azide group in place of the H atom at para position (+41 Da) and modifications e.g. 
DBCO-amine (+276 Da). To calculate predicted masses for sfGFP dimers the azF 
component was calculated as above. The SCO monomer was calculated by substituting 
the primary structure of sfGFP with lysine at the mutation position and submitted 
ExPASy ProtParam. The predicted mass was then altered to account for chromophore 
maturation and the addition of the cyclooctyne group (+150 Da). The two monomer 
masses were then added together to generate a predicted dimer mass. 
 
2.7.2 Crystallography 
2.7.2.1 Crystal formation and harvesting 
Purified protein samples in 50 mM Tris-HCl were concentrated to 10 mg/mL. 
Crystal formation was screened using sitting drop vapour diffusion across a wide variety 
of conditions as described by the PACT premier™ HT-96 broad crystallisation screen 
(Molecular Dimensions, Suffolk, UK). Drops were set up with equal volumes of protein 
and crystallisation buffer (0.2 µL each). Solutions for crystallisation were dispensed 
using an Art Robbins Pheonix robot (Alpha Biotech, UK). Crystallisation plates were 
sealed and stored at 25 °C. Images were taken of crystals at day 0, 1, 3, 7, and then 
once a week to monitor crystal growth. Any grown crystals were harvested by adding 1 
mM ethylene glycol and freezing them in liquid nitrogen. Crystals remained in liquid 
nitrogen during transit to Diamond Light Source, Harwell, UK for X-ray diffraction. 
 
2.7.2.2 Data acquisition and refinement 
Data were collected by Dr. Pierre Rizkallah (Cardiff Medical School, Cardiff 
University) at Diamond Light Source (Harwell, UK), using beam lines IO2, and IO4. 
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Crystals were mounted via robot onto the beamline at 100 K and irradiated with X-rays 
(0.9795 Å). Diffracted X-rays were detected with a Pilatus 6M-F detector. Diffraction data 
were integrated and reduced using the XIA2 package176; POINTLESS177 was used to 
determine the space group; and SCALA177 and TRUNCATE178 were used to scale and 
merge the data respectively. Structures were solved by molecular replacement with 
PHASER, using a previously defined structure as a model (5BT0). The structures were 
then manually edited using COOT179 and then refined with TLS parameters using 
RefMac5. To insert non-standard residues and modifications into COOT and RefMAc5 
parameter files had to be generated from the geometry optimised structures made in 
Section 2.3.1. Optimised structures were inputted into AceDRG to generate restraint 
parameters for use with COOT and RefMac180. All programs were accessed via the 
CCP4 package (http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/178) 
 
2.7.3 CAVER analysis 
Tunnels and channels are very common in most proteins. These tunnels facilitate 
communication between the core of the protein and the bulk solvent. The PyMOL plugin 
CAVER 3.0181 was used to analyse potential tunnels for transmission of protons or water 
molecules. CAVER finds pipeline like voids within protein 3D structures connecting a 
defined pocket (e.g. the sfGFP Chromophore) to the bulk solvent. Firstly, it creates a 
Voronoi diagram. It generates a representation of the protein using spheres of a set 
radius. The sphere radius is determined by the Van de Waal radius of the smallest atom. 
Atoms larger than this are represented by a user defined number of spheres. The 
program then probes the gaps between spheres that connect from the set point (sfGFP 
chromophore) to the bulk solvent. To prevent the software finding tunnels everywhere a 
minimum probe width is set.  For this work a 0.75 Å probe radius was used. This 
diameter should be suitable to find potential water channels and proton shuttles. 
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2.7.4 Size exclusion chromatography-dynamic light scattering (SEC-DLS) 
Samples were passed through a Superdex™ 200 10/100 GL column (GE, 
Healthcare) then passed through a Zetasizer MicroV dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
system (Malvern) to determine particle size and approximate molecular weight. Then it 
was finally passed through a Viscotek Refractive Index detector to determine an 
accurate protein concentration based on the difference between the sample and a 
reference cell filled with buffer. The whole system was powered using an ÄKTA Pure 
FPLC system (GE Healthcare). Access to the system was provided by the Protein 
Technology hub at Cardiff University School of Biosciences. 
An aliquot (100 µL at ~5 mg/mL) of sample was injected onto the column 
equilibrated in 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0]. The sample was then flowed through the system 
at 0.75 mL.min-1. Data were analysed using the OmniSEC software suite of packages 
provided with the system. With SEC-DLS the Mw of a protein is derived from the 
hydrodynamic radius which is directly derived from the observed light scattering. 
Therefore, to get a more accurate estimation of the Mw calibration is required. For this 
work sfGFP WT was used as the calibrant. 
 
2.7.5 Thermal denaturation 
To test the thermostability of sfGFP variants, protein samples were diluted to 0.5 
µm in 50 µL aliquots and placed in triplicate in a Rotor-Gene Q thermocycler (Qiagen). 
Samples were heated from 25 °C to 95 °C at a rate of 1°C/min. Fluorescence was 
monitored continuously throughout monitoring emission at 510nm (470 nm excitation). 
The change in fluorescence over change in temperature (-ΔF/ΔT) was plotted 
against temperature. The temperature where the maximum change in fluorescence 
occurs was determined as the protein melting point. The higher this temperature is, the 
more stable to protein. 
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 Strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) reaction 
2.8.1 Conjugation of small molecules 
 SPACC reactions were carried out with both whole cells and purified protein. 
Whole cells were diluted to an equivalent OD600 of 1 in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 
dibenzylcyclooctyne (DBCO)-amine was added to a final concentration of 100 µM. 
Reactions were left overnight at room temperature under dark conditions. Purified 
protein was diluted to 10 µM in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and DBCO-amine (in DMSO) 
was added as above to 100 µM concentration and left for various lengths of time at room 
temperature with gentle mixing. After conjugation samples were spun at >15,000 xg for 
5 mins to remove any insoluble particulates. Excess click reagents were removed by 
using a PD10 desalting column. 
 Click efficiency was determined by using a fluorescent DBCO dye; either DBCO-
Texas Red (Figure 2.2a) or DBCO-TAMRA (Figure 2.2b). Dye was added to 10 µM of 
purified sfGFP protein to a final concentration of 50 µM. Reactions were left mixing 
overnight at room temperature. Following incubation, samples were run on an SDS-
PAGE gel as described in Section 2.6.1. Gels were imaged on a GelDoc-It (Bio-Imaging 
Systems) before Coomassie staining to capture bands containing fluorescent dye and 
then after Coomassie staining to show total protein. The digital image of fluorescent dye 
was then analysed with Image J. The concentration of dye clicked to the protein was 
derived using the intensity ratio between Clicked and unclicked dye, with the later 
running in the dye front. A click efficiency was then determined by comparing the 
concentration of clicked protein to total protein. 
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Figure 2.2 2D structures of a) DBCO-TEXAS RED and b) DBCO-TAMRA dyes used throughout 
this work. 
 
2.8.2 Creation of artificial homo dimers 
Purified sfGFP148azF (100 µM) and sfGFP148 SCO (100 µM) were mixed together in 
equal volume overnight at room temperature. Samples of monomer and dimer mix were 
analysed on SDS-PAGE to determine if the conjugation worked. Successful dimer 
reactions were purified via size exclusion as described in Section 2.4.4 using a HiLoad 
26/600 Superdex S200 pg. After purification, absorbance and fluorescence spectra were 
taken of purified dimers (Sections 2.6.3, 2.6.4). Mass spec (Section 2.7.1) and 
crystallography trials (Section 2.7.2.1) were also undertaken.  
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3 Modulation of sfGFP structure and function via non-native 
post-translational modification 
 Introduction 
Expansion of the genetic code to allow non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) to be 
incorporated into proteins (reviewed extensively in,122,182-184 and in Chapter 1) has 
allowed for novel approaches for precise protein post translational modifications 
(PTMs).93,121 PTMs are commonly observed in nature, leading to addition of new 
chemistry that can modulate and supplement protein function.115 Arguably the most 
important PTMs are covalent modifications e.g. phosphorylation of proteins, which acts 
as a highly responsive protein on/off switch,6 or enzymatic cleavage of proteins in the 
clotting cascade.3 The impact from these modifications varies from introducing 
conformational changes to the protein structure to addition of new chemical properties 
not available within the standard 20 amino acids.115,185 The incorporation of ncAAs had 
a new facet to PTM through directed and defined modification of the protein through 
both the new chemistry itself78,94,107,115,186-189 or covalent modification (termed 
bioorthogonal modification). Primarily, modification of ncAAs incorporated into proteins 
has been used to passively label proteins with useful reporter molecules, such as 
fluorescent probes,91,121,190 as opposed to direct modulation of the protein. In this 
chapter, I will demonstrate how the use of ncAAs in conjunction with site-specific 
bioorthogonal modification can modulate protein function through induced 
conformational changes. 
A versatile ncAA that has been used previously is p-azido-L-phenylalanine (azF). 
It introduces the phenyl azide reactive group into proteins,94,155 which has classically 
been used as a tool in biochemistry as a means of photo-crosslinking useful moieties to 
proteins and other biologically relevant molecules.85,191  As mentioned in section 1.4.3, 
there are two useful chemistries of phenyl azides that are of use to engineering new 
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PTM approaches: click chemistry and photoactivation. With regards to photochemistry, 
on irradiation with UV light a nitrene radical is formed following the loss of N2. This radical 
can then follow various pathways (Section 1.4.2)94,115,148 that can lead to functional 
changes within proteins.44,110,149,152 An alternative approach is to use strain promoted 
azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC).107,117 As described previously (Section 1.4.3) 
SPAAC is a reaction that is both biocompatible and bioorthogonal and allows for the 
labelling of proteins and other biomolecules, with a wide variety of adducts both in vitro 
and in vivo.84,93,122,192 Genetic encoding of azF into proteins,94 allows precise placement 
of phenyl azide chemistry within proteins, which enables opportunities to modulate 
protein function via either light or covalent modification.115 There are several studies that 
have focussed on the molecular basis of photochemical control.78,102,112,115 However, 
there is no data save for theoretical modelling78 on how adding SPACC reagents such 
as cyclooctynes effects the structure of proteins.115 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Structural position of His148 in GFP. a) Overall structure of sfGFP highlighting CRO 
and residue 148 as sticks. b) The proximity of sfGFP residue His148 to the Chromophore (CRO). 
Hydrogen bond between CRO hydroxyl group and Nitrogen of the imidazole group of His 148 
shown in cyan. 
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As previously mentioned (Section 1.5) fluorescent proteins such as sfGFP have 
proven to be exemplar model systems for investigating and understanding the effects of 
ncAA incorporation on protein function.183,193 Structural studies are crucial tools for 
understanding the molecular basis of action of ncAA engineering.115 Such are still 
relatively rare for ncAA containing proteins but such information is now becoming 
available85,87,110,154,194-196, especially recent work from the Jones group; structural studies 
of mutants that actively modulate function rarer still115. 
In this chapter, I will focus on how targeting residue His148 can lead to functional 
modulation of sfGFP fluorescence. His148 is proximal to the chromophore (~3.0 Å) and 
forms a hydrogen bond with the tyrosyl group (Figure 3.1). It has also been considered 
essential to the function and stability of sfGFP,145,153 mutation of His148 to lysine and 
arginine (to promote deprotonation of the chromophore) significantly reduce yields of 
soluble folded protein.153 Mutation of His148 also leads to an increase in 400 nm 
absorbance with subsequent decrease in absorbance at ~485 nm. Suggesting that the 
chromophore exists predominantly in the protonated CroA form as opposed to the usual 
phenolate CroB form, as discussed in Section 1.5 (Figure 1.5). His 148 is also partially 
surface accessible (117.1 Å2) as such is a prime target for modification using SPAAC. 
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Figure 3.2 Functional and structural effects on mutating residue 148 in sfGFP to azF. a) 
Absorbance spectra of sfGFP WT (solid line) and sfGFP148azF (dashed lines) showing photo-
switching of dominant absorbance peak from 485 nm to 400 nm. b) Overlapping overall 3D 
structures of sfGFPWT (grey) and sfGFP148azF (cyan) chromophores and residue 148 are 
represented as sticks. c) Close-up of chromophore and residues 148 and T203, showing loss of 
hydrogen bonds between CRO, 148 and 203, when H148 is mutated to azF. d) Loop shift 
introduced by incorporation of azF at position 148 blocks a water channel from chromophore to 
bulk solvent hinted as cause of absorbance shift. Figure adapted from115 
 
Previous work by this lab has established that azF incorporation at residue 148 
alters the spectral properties of sfGFP152. The primary effect is a change in the ground 
state charged form of the chromophore (CRO) leading to change in the dominant 
absorbance [electronic excitation] blue shifting from 485 nm to 400 nm (Figure 3.2a). 
These effects are thought to be caused by the removal of a hydrogen bond between 
CRO and His148 leading CRO to exist predominantly in the CroA state (protonated, λmax 
~400 nm) with only the minority of CRO residues populating CroB (deprotonated, λmax 
~485 nm). A second integral hydrogen bond between the tyrosyl group of CRO and the 
hydroxyl group of T203, (Figure 3.2c) is also lost due to back bone shifting of β-strand 
7.115 Incorporation of azF also causes a back bone shift that brings the β-strand housing 
residue 148azF (7) closer to strand 6 (Figure 3.2b+d). 
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In this chapter I will present a structural and comparative insight into 
fluorescence switching by either UV irradiation or click addition of sfGFP His148 
mutation to azF (sfGFP148azF). Firstly, I will confirm the photo-switching mechanism 
described by Hartley115,186 after sfGFP148azF irradiation. I will also modify sfGFP148azF with 
DBCO-amine (Section 2.8.1) and investigate the effects on structure and function. 
Addition of DBCO-amine should introduce a new hydrogen bond donor/acceptor group 
via the terminal amine or the triazole formed by SPAAC linkage that can potentially lead 
to new interactions, networks, local conformational changes and ultimately modulate the 
fluorescence. Additionally, I will use computational modelling to predict the structural 
changes of SPAAC addition of DBCO-amine to sfGFP148azF. The accuracy of these 
predictions will be measured against the crystal structure of sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine 
described towards the end of the chapter. 
 
 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 In silico modelling of sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine 
Computational modelling provides a relatively inexpensive and fast route to 
explore vast screens of mutations to proteins and their effect on protein structure. This 
affords researchers a prediction that they can design a hypothesis around. Theoretically, 
in silico modelling should be able to predict structural changes by reducing proteins to 
the lowest possible energy state then allowing them to relax using molecular 
dynamics.169,197 By preforming mutations and modifications in silico before transferring 
to the wet lab allows labs to focus on a few residues saving time, labour and resources. 
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Figure 3.3 Click reaction scheme between phenyl azide and DBCO-amine creating two possible 
regioisomers of the complex, ‘anti’ and ‘syn’ 
 
The first requirement is understanding the basic chemical outcomes and to 
generate the required geometry parameters for use in modelling. DBCO-amine is a 
heterocyclic cyclooctyne ring with two benzyl groups at C3-C4 and C7-C8.  The amine 
side chain is connected to the molecule via a N atom at position 5 directly opposite the 
alkyne bond causing the molecule to be asymmetric. There are two possible 
regioisomers that can occur during the SPAAC reaction ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ (Figure 3.3), and 
hence both isoforms were modelled. 
Before models of sfGFP could be generated with DBCO-amine attached, 
residues had to be designed and parameterised for mutation with PyMOL166 and MD 
simulation simulations with GROMACS169,198,199 as described in Section 2.3.1. The 
linkage residues for both ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ were designed, using Avogadro165 chemical 
design software, as single ncAAs [i.e. azF-triazole-DBCO]. To ensure that all atom 
partial charges and bond lengths, angles, and dihedrals between linking components 
were energetically sensible, artificial residues were submitted to geometry optimisation 
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(GAMES-US),200,201 and partial charge calculation (RED).202-204 ACEPYPE167 was then 
used to extract parameters for use with GROMACS. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Energy minimisation curves over 4 ns for models of ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ regioisomers 
sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine black and red respectively. 
 
In silico models were generated of sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine (syn) and 
sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine(anti), using the crystal structure for sfGFP148azF (PDB ID: 
5BT0), as a starting model as described in Section 2.3.2. Models were successfully 
energy minimised to convergence, i.e. they had reached a point where the change in 
potential energy approached zero. This is shown in the energy minimisation curves in 
Figure 3.4, where the change in potential energy tends towards zero. Of the two models 
sfGFP148azF DBCO-amine (anti), relaxed to a lower overall potential energy of circa -1250 
kJ/mol than sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine (syn), with a final potential energy of circa -1150 
kJ/mol. This would suggest that the ‘anti’ conformation is the more energetically 
favourable in this instance. Molecular dynamics was then run for 100 ps as outlined in 
Section 2.3.2 to ‘relax’ the protein structure and remove any steric clashes missed by 
energy minimisation.  As described earlier in this chapter, incorporation of azF at residue 
148 causes a backbone shift of β strand 7 that contributes to the reduction and blue shift 
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in absorbance [electronic excitation]. The ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ isomers were compared to the 
structure of sfGFP WT (2B3P), to determine if the changes caused by azF incorporation 
were reversed and any other structural alterations that might occur. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Backbone alignments of sfGFPWT and in silico models. a) sfGFPWT (grey) v 
sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine‘anti’ (green), b) sfGFPWT (grey) v sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine‘syn’ (cyan), 
c) sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine‘anti’ v sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine‘syn’. 
 
Overall, modelling suggested that attachment via either the syn or anti 
regioisomer had a large effect on the global structure of the protein. Alignment of the 
three structures (Figure 3.5), with sfGFPWT shows that the backbone has changed. The 
RMSDs of the ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ regioisomers compared to sfGFPWT being 1.51 Å and 1.92 
Å respectively, suggesting differences between the models and the sfGFPWT structure. 
One key difference between the ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ models is that -strand 7 housing residue 
148 is shifted in the ‘anti’ form but the ‘syn’ form is in a similar position to the WT (Figure 
3.6b). Another potentially significant difference is at the chromophore. Backbone 
alignment (to sfGFPWT) of the central strand containing the chromophore (T62 – C70) 
showed RMSDs of 0.96 Å and 0.85 Å for ‘syn’ and ‘trans’ models respectively, 
suggesting a large change in the functional core of the protein. This has the potential to 
significantly alter the hydrogen bonding network of sfGFP, causing alterations to 
fluorescence. The largest differences occur within the chromophore itself, (Figure 3.6a) 
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both models are distorted from the ideal planar structure with the most severe distortion 
arising from the ‘syn’ model. If this chromophore conformation is accurate, it would 
disrupt the function of sfGFP148azF +DBCO-amine by the conjugated double bond 
system. However, it is also possible that the simulation has caught the chromophore 
switching between cis and trans isomers, however this is unlikely as cis-trans 
isomerisation was not parameterised. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Structural comparison of sfGFP WT (grey) and 148 DBCO-amine models in ‘syn’ and 
‘anti’ conformations (cyan and green respectively) a) Aligned chromophores and b) Alignment of 
β strand 7 with residue 148 represented as sticks. 
 
The backbone of β-strand 7 (N144 – T153) for both models were aligned to 
sfGFPWT to observe any shifts in the strand containing the modified azF residue at 148 
compared to the wild type. The RMSDs for ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ were 0.89 Å and 0.94 Å 
respectively, showing some significant changes to β-strand 7. Residue 148-DBCOamine 
in both ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ models is rotated about 90° anticlockwise about the Cα χ1 bond 
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compared to the orientation of His148 in the sfGFPWT structure. This would imply that 
the rotation of this residue would be responsible for the shift of β strand 7. 
The above structures have provided us with a hypothesis as to how DBCO-
amine modification would affect sfGFP148azF. It also shows that DBCO-amine will more 
likely attach in the ‘anti’ conformation as this conformation had the lowest potential 
energy. To test our ability to predict the structural outcomes of modifications we must 
create sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine.  
 
3.2.2 Expression of sfGFP148azF in E. coli cells 
To probe how modification of sfGFP148azF with DBCO amine affects the structure-
function relationship, we need to produce the basic starting protein: sfGFP148azF. To do 
this I will use the plasmid encoding the gene for sfGFPH148TAG described in 152. We also 
need to determine that only azF is being incorporated at residue 148. To do this we 
expressed sfGFP148azF in presence and absence of azF and undertook mass analysis. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Expression test of sfGFP148azF in presence and absence of azF (+ve and -ve 
respectively). a) Resuspended cell cultures under UV light showing green fluorescence in 
presence of azF but not without. b) SDS-PAGE gel showing expression of a protein ~27 kDa in 
+ azF sample only. 
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SfGFP148azF was successfully produced only in the presence of azF. As shown in 
Figure 3.7a, sfGFP148azF cells had an observable green colour only in the presence of 
azF, indicative of the production of functional sfGFP; cells cultured without azF exhibited 
no observable colour beyond that of the natural colour of E. coli cells. Analysis of cell 
contents by SDS-PAGE (Figure 3.7b) shows a band in the + azF cell culture at about 27 
kDa that was not present in the negative control (- azF). This is enough evidence to 
conclude that cells expressing sfGFP148azF can produce functional protein and confirms 
that only azF is being incorporated at the 148TAG position. 
 
Fluorescence in whole cells prior to lysis, shows a significant change in the 
excitation profile of sfGFP148azF compared to sfGFPWT (Figure 3.8). The most significant 
difference is sfGFP148azF has a dominant excitation peak at 400 nm and a secondary 
peak at 500 nm, which is circa 70% of the intensity of the 400 nm peak. This suggests 
that the protonated CroA form is dominant as opposed to sfGFPWT, which shows that 
the CroB form is dominant, with the excitation peak at 485 nm dominant compared to 
400 nm excitation. Upon UV irradiation, the 400 nm peak is significantly reduced 
compared to the unirradiated form suggesting that there is a decrease in the population 
of deprotonated chromophores. There is no major change in the ~485 nm (CroB) peak 
intensity suggesting an overall loss in fluorescence potentially caused by protein 
breakdown. There is a slight blue shift (~10 nm) from 500 nm to 490 nm with no 
significant effect on intensity. 
In whole cells, it appears that sfGFP148azF is significantly less fluorescent than 
sfGFPWT. This could be accounted by a lower production level of azF incorporated 
proteins in E. coli compared to wild type proteins in relation to cell density. For an 
appropriate comparison between sfGFPWT and sfGFP148azF both need to be purified and 
compared at a standardised concentration. 
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Figure 3.8 Excitation spectra monitoring emission at 511 nm of whole E. coli cells expressing 
sfGFP WT (Black) and sfGFP148azF (Red) before and after UV irradiation (solid and dashed lines 
respectively). UV irradiation of sfGFP148azF causes a decrease in fluorescence at the 400 nm peak 
and for the 500nm peak to blue shift to ~490 nm with no major change in intensity. Spectra 
normalised to sfGFP WT. 
 
3.2.3 Purification and characterisation of sfGFP148azF 
3.2.3.1 Purification 
Before detailed analysis and modification of sfGFP148azF, the protein needs to be 
purified and compared to sfGFPWT. The sfGFP constructs used in this thesis have a 
hexahistidine tag at the C-terminal (GSHHHHHH-Cterm) for nickel affinity purification. 
The first step was nickel affinity chromatography, with elution monitored by UV-vis 
absorbance at 485 nm (Figure 3.9a). Two elution peaks with absorbance at 485 nm were 
observed: a minor peak at around 50 mM and the major peak at 150 mM Imidazole. 
Fractions (2 mL) were collected around the peaks and run on SDS PAGE along with the 
column flow through to assess the level of protein that didn’t bind the column. 
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Figure 3.9 Purification of sfGFP148azF. a) Elution profile from nickel purification of sfGFP148azF. 
Absorbance at 485 nm in green and concentration of imidazole (mM) in Black. b) SDS-PAGE 
analysis. 
 
Analysis by SDS-PAGE (Figure 3.9b) revealed that the first elution peak 
contained sfGFP148azF was contaminated with other proteins. This is due to non-specific 
binding of non-target proteins and sfGFP148azF with partially cleaved His-tags. The 
second elution peak contained pure sfGFP148azF. There also appears to be a large 
concentration of protein at ~27 kDa in the column flow through suggesting that the 
sample exceeded the column’s binding capacity. The fractions representing this peak 
were pooled, and buffer exchanged into fresh 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 as described in 
Section 2.4.2. Although there is a significant band at ~27kDa in the flow through, it was 
deemed unnecessary to expend the time and energy on purifying the sample further. 
 
3.2.3.2 Characterisation of sfGFP148azF 
To study the effects of modification with alkyne adducts we need to characterise 
the spectral properties of the unmodified proteins. Samples of sfGFP148azF at 0.5 M 
(fluorescence) and 10 µM (absorbance) were prepared and analysed before and after 
irradiation with UV light as described in Section 2.5. Purified sfGFP148azF shows a 
bimodal absorbance spectrum in the 350 nm - 550 nm range (Figure 3.10a), with  max 
at 400 nm and 500 nm, with the molar extinction coefficients calculated to be 34,000 
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and 28,000 M-1.cm-1 respectively. This is a different peak ratio compared to the 2:1 ratio 
of 400 nm:500nm as described previously 152. This suggests that some photolysis of azF 
has occurred as this results in a reduction in the 400 nm: 500 nm ratio. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Absorbance and fluorescence spectra of sfGFP WT (green), sfGFP148azF (black) and 
sfGFP148UV (red). a) Absorbance spectra shown as Molar extinction coefficient. b) Excitation 
spectra showing sfGFP148azF photo-switching to a dominant 490 nm excitation after irradiation. c) 
Emission spectra of above variants excitation was at 485, 500 and 490 nm for sfGFP WT, 
sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148UV respectively (solid lines). sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148UV were also 
excited at 400 nm (dashed lines). Fluorescence spectra were normalised to the maximum 
emission value of sfGFPWT. 
 
After irradiating the sample with UV light, photo-switching was observed as 
evidenced by the change in the 400 nm:500 nm peak ratio. The 400 nm absorbance 
peak was reduced by ~42% whilst the 500 nm peak blue shifted ~10 nm to 490 nm and 
increased to a molar extinction coefficient of ~35,000 M-1.cm-1. A similar trend was 
observed for the fluorescence excitation spectra (on monitoring emission at 511 nm) 
(Figure 3.10b): before irradiation sfGFP148azF has a dominant excitation peak at 400 nm 
a secondary excitation peak at 500 nm. The photo switching between CroA and CroB 
forms upon UV irradiation indicates that the azide group in sfGFP148azF was intact and 
functional. It also indicates that the protein is sensitive to UV irradiation. UV irradiation 
of sfGFP148azF also agree with previous work showing a photo-switching between the 
major electronic excitation peaks of 400 nm and 490 nm. 
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3.2.3.3 Mass spectrometry of sfGFP148azF 
To further confirm that the purified protein had incorporated azF at residue H148 
the mass was determined by LC/MS-TOF mass spectrometry as described in Section 
2.7.1. Aliquots of sfGFPWT and irradiated sfGFP148azF were also run as described. 
Observed masses are displayed with expected masses calculated (as described Section 
2.7.1) in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Mass analysis of sfGFP148azF 
 
Mass spectrometry confirmed that both sfGFPWT and sfGFP148azF (Figure 
3.11a+b) matched the expected masses (27800 and 27877 Da respectively) for a full 
length protein, with the expected sequence and CRO maturation. Irradiated sfGFP148azF 
(Figure 3.11c) had a lower mass by 12 Da compared to the unirradiated sample. The 
decrease is too small to be explained by reduction of the azide group to an amine (-26 
Da) (see scheme in Figure 3.11d). It is also too small to explain the formation of the 
dehydroazepine observed in the irradiated sfGFP148azF crystal structure (-28). However, 
the dehydroazepine is an unstable intermediate which incorporates a water molecule 
forming an azepine moiety. The expected mass of the azepine moiety of 27,867 Da 
closely matches the observed mass of 27,865 Da. This result confirms that the previous 
crystal structure of irradiated sfGFP148azF (5BTT) had captured an intermediate during 
the photolysis reaction. Crystals were grown under dark conditions and then were 
Species Calculated Mw 1 (Da) Measured Mw (Da) 
sfGFP WT 27827 27,826 
sfGFP148azF 27,879 27,877 
Photolysis product (no crosslink) 
Phenyl amine 27,852 
27,865 Dehydroazepine 27,850 
Azepinone 27,867 
1 Masses calculated as described in Section 2.7.1 using ExPASy MW ProtParam tool for native protein 
sfGFP148F and then adjusted for chromophore maturation (-20) and replacement of F for azF (+41). 
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irradiated before X-ray diffraction, as such the water molecule required for the 
conversion of the dehydroazepine to an azepine moiety was unable to move close 
enough to the residue and hence trapping the intermediate state. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Mass Spectrometry of sfGFP variants. Chromatograms of a sfGFPWT b) sfGFP148azF 
and c) sfGFP148UV. d) Scheme showing two possible paths after formation of nitrene radical that 
could result in mass change in c). 
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3.2.4 Production, purification and properties of sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine 
3.2.4.1 Copper free azide-alkyne modification of sfGFP148azF 
As described previously (Section 1.4.1), there are various alkyne adducts that 
can be attached to an azide group via strain promoted azide alkyne cycloaddition 
(SPAAC). Di-benzyl-cyclooctyne (DBCO) adducts were chosen as they react with azides 
without the presence of a copper catalyst. This is amenable to working in vivo as Cu+ 
ions may negatively interfere with the functions of living cells. DBCO-amine was selected 
as the amine group introduces a potential hydrogen bond donor, which has the potential 
to alter to the hydrogen bonding network of sfGFP. 
Fluorescent proteins including sfGFP are often used for in vivo imaging. 
Therefore, it would useful to be able to modify proteins whilst they are in cells. To 
determine if is possible, DBCO-amine was added to E. coli cells expressing sfGFP148azF 
and left overnight at 4°C as described in Section 2.8.1. Fluorescence spectra were taken 
as soon as DBCO-amine was added and after overnight incubation as described 
(Section 2.6.4). After incubation with DBCO-amine there is a circa 75% decrease in 
fluorescence on excitation at 400 nm and a concomitant increase in fluorescence on 
excitation at 490 nm (Figure 3.12a). Such a change in fluorescence strongly indicates 
that DBCO-amine modifies protein function in the context of whole cells. This strongly 
suggests that E. coli cell membranes are permeable to DBCO-amine, allowing DBCO-
amine to modify target proteins containing the bioorthogonal reaction handle within cells. 
For detailed characterisation of the modified protein, purified sfGFP148azF was 
clicked with DBCO-amine overnight as outlined in Section 2.8.1 with a tenfold molar 
excess of DBCO-amine (100 µM) compared to sfGFP148azF (10 µM). Fluorescence 
spectra were taken at the start of the reaction and after incubation overnight (Figure 
3.12a). Modification of isolated sfGFP148azF, yields a similar change in excitation spectra 
as in whole cells (Figure 3.12a). There is a circa 80% decrease in fluorescence at 400 
nm excitation and corresponding blue shift of the 500 nm peak to 490nm (~10 nm). 
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Fluorescence at the new 490nm peak increased over 3-fold in comparison to unmodified 
sfGFP148azF (Figure 3.12b). 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Alteration of sfGFP148azF fluorescence using SPAAC. a) change in fluorescence 
excitation in vitro (solid lines) and in vivo dashed lines in absence (black) and presence (red) of 
DBCO-amine (inset). b) Emission spectra of in vitro of sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine at 400 nm 
excitation (black) and 490 nm excitation (red) Data are normalised to sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine. 
 
To determine the efficiency of sfGFP148azF modification, SPAAC was performed 
with a fluorescent dye DBCO-Texas Red (Figure 3.13a) as described in (Section 2.8.1). 
The probe was added in a 10-fold molar excess to protein and left to incubate overnight 
at room temperature. Efficiency of the reaction was assessed by loading the incubated 
sample onto an SDS-PAGE and then imaging the gel. The concentration of protein that 
had conjugated with dye was calculated as described (Section 2.8.1) and divided by 
total protein concentration to yield and efficiency percentage. According to this method, 
sfGFP148azF clicked to the dye with an efficiency of ~75%. 
To determine if the described photo-switching (above) is a result of DBCO-amine 
attachment or modification of the protein in general, excess dye from the (sfGFP148azF + 
DBCO-Texas Red) reaction mix, was removed using a spin concentrator column and 
absorbance and emission spectra (λex=400 nm) were taken. Modification of sfGFP148azF 
with DBCO-Texas red did not alter the absorbance of sfGFP148azF (Figure 3.13b). There 
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is no significant change in the 400:490 nm absorbance ratio, suggesting that it is 
specifically the amine side chain that causes the absorbance and fluorescence change 
when sfGFP148azF is modified with DBCO-amine. Alternatively, the bulk of the dye may 
block access to conformations open to the amine derivative that are responsible for the 
change in absorbance.  
 
 
Figure 3.13 Modification with DBCO-Texas red. a) Chemical drawing of DBCO-Texas red b) 
Absorbance spectra of sfGFP148azF Unmodified (black) and modified with DBCO-Texas red c) 
Fluorescence emission (λex=400 nm) coloured as in b). 
 
3.2.4.2 Separation of modified and unmodified sfGFP148azF 
Modified and unmodified sfGFP148azF protein was separated by ion exchange 
chromatography using a Mono Q column (GE Healthcare) and eluted via a gradient of 
NaCl from 0-1M. Elution of GFP was monitored by 485 nm absorbance. The 
chromatogram showed two distinct peaks (Figure 3.14a). Due to the small size of 
DBCO-amine (276 Da) there is little difference between modified and unmodified protein 
on an SDS-PAGE gel. Therefore, fractions of both peaks were collected and pooled 
separately as peak 1 and peak 2, then submitted for mass spectrometry. 
The expected mass for sfGFP148azF modified with DBCO-amine (sfGFP148azF + 
DBCO-amine), is 28,155 Da. The first peak gave a single major mass product of 28,154 
Da (Figure 3.14b). Hence, the sample contained pure sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine. The 
second sample from ion exchange, showed two mass populations at 27,878 Da and 
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28,154 Da (Figure 3.14c). This meant the sample contained a mixture of both modified 
and unmodified protein and was discarded. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Separation of modified and unmodified sfGFP148azF a) Elution profile after ion 
exchange separation of modified and unmodified sfGFP148azF. Absorbance (485 nm) in green and 
concentration of NaCl in black. Two peaks were eluted at ~140 mM and 170 mM NaCl (peaks 
one and two). b) mass spectra of peak 1 from a showing single peak at 28,154 Da. c) Mass 
spectra of peak 2 from a showing two major peaks, at 27,878 and 28,154. 
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3.2.5  Spectral properties of purified sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine 
The data from in vivo fluorescence suggests that modification of sfGFP148azF with 
DBCO-amine reverses the effects of azF incorporation at residue 148 on sfGFP function. 
To determine the extent of this reversal the Absorbance and fluorescence emission 
spectra of purified sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine were taken.  Absorbance spectra of the 
purified sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine shows a significant change in function with the major 
absorbance peaks shifting from the CroA (λmax ~400 nm) to CroB (~490 nm) dominant 
absorbance peak (Figure 3.15a). The molar extinction coefficient at CroA (ε400) 
decreased from 34,000 to 15,000 M-1cm-1. Conversely the secondary peak at 500 nm 
blue shifted 10 nm and ε was increased from ~25,000 to ~35,000 M-1cm-1. This change 
is greater than that observed after UV irradiation of unmodified sfGFP148azF (Figure 3.15). 
 
 
Figure 3.15 Absorbance and fluorescence spectra of modified and unmodified sfGFP148azF in 
vitro a) Absorbance spectra of purified sfGFP WT (green) sfGFP148azF (black) and 
sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine (red). b) Excitation spectra (emission 511nm) c) Emission spectra 
of sfGFPWT, sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine (Ex 485 nm, solid line; Ex 400, dashed line) and 
sfGFP148azF (Ex 500nm, solid line; ex 400 nm, dashed line). Fluorescence spectra were 
normalised to sfGFPWT. 
 
Despite the presence of a 400 nm absorbance peak, excitation at this 
wavelength results in negligible fluorescence emission. This represents a ~95% loss of 
emission at the less favourable 400 nm excitation and a concurrent ~3.5 fold increase 
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in emission at ~490 nm excitation (Figure 3.15c). The quantum yield and brightness of 
sfGFP148azF at 490 nm excitation improved after modification with DBCO-amine (~3 fold 
and ~6 fold respectively; Table 3.2). The quantum yield was also higher (85%) than 
sfGFPWT (75%) and other commonly used fluorescent proteins (e.g. EGFP 60%,77 and 
EYFP 61%) on excitation at the preferred 490 nm. 
 
Table 3.2 Spectral Properties of sfGFP148azF 
[a] Data derived previously115,186 [b] Excitation at 400 nm was negligible and so QY was not 
determined. [c] Value differs from described in Pedelacq et al127 
 
3.2.6 Crystallography 
As mentioned previously (Section 3.1), little structural work, save theoretical 
modelling,78 has been done to elucidate the mechanisms of how nnPTMs would affect 
the structure of the protein. Given the interesting observations in terms of modulating 
protein function on attachment and the lack of molecular information to understand the 
underlying mechanism of action, sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine was crystallised, and the 
structure determined using X-ray diffraction at Diamond light source (Section 2.7.2). At 
time of publication (2016),115 the described structure below was the first such structure 
of a SPAAC modified protein. 
 
sfGFP148azF 
max 
(nm) 
em 
(nm) 
ε 
(M
-1
cm
-1
) 
Φ 
(%) 
Brightness (ε x Φ) 
M
-1
cm
-1
 
% 
sfGFP 
DARK[a] 
400 511 34246 69 23630 64 
500 511 15769 32 5046 14 
UV[a] 
400 511 24024 30 7207 20 
490 511 34262 51 17474 48 
+DBCO-
amine 
400 511 23600 N/A 
490 511 36900 85 31365 85 
sfGFP[a] 485 511 49036[c] 75 36777 100 
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3.2.6.1 Crystal formation and refinement 
SfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine crystals appeared in 0.1M PCTP Buffer, pH 6.0, 
25% PEG 1500 after 7 days of incubation at 20°C . Of the crystals submitted for X-ray 
diffraction the best data set diffracted to 2.66 Å. Full diffraction and refinement statistics 
are listed in full in Table 3.3. The crystal had a space group of P212121 which is different 
to both light and dark states of sfGFP148azF (PDB 5BT0 and 5BTT) which both have a 
space group of P432121. This suggests that there is a significant difference with how the 
crystals formed. Analysis of the contents of the crystal cell suggests that there were 2 
molecules in the unit cell. 
The structure was successfully solved with molecular replacement using 5BT0 as a 
model. After initial refinement steps, residue 148 was replaced with both ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ 
regioisomers of azF + DBCO-amine triazole linkage and refined to determine which form 
fitted the density best. For both molecules in the unit cell, the electron density fitted the 
‘anti’ regioisomer only. Once the triazole linkage orientation was established, the model 
went through several more rounds of refinement until the R factor and Rfree values 
reached convergence at 19.4% and 29.0% respectively. The structure was deposited 
onto the PDB database under accession code 5DY6. 
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Table 3.3 Statistics from X-ray diffraction refinement and final bond parameters for crystal 
structure of sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine 
 
3.2.6.2 Structure and overall topology 
As with the crystal structures of sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148UV, two molecules are 
observed in the unit cell. sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148UV show a side by side arrangement, 
however the protein monomers in the sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine structure, are arranged 
in a top to bottom conformation (Figure 3.16a). Both structures for sfGFP148azF and 
sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine 
Data collection/reduction statistics 
Wavelength (Å) 0.97623 
Beamline Diamond I03 
Space group P212121 
a (Å) 42.98 
b (Å) 89.38 
c (Å) 122.37 
Resolution range (Å) 72.18-2.66 
Total reflections measured 99,142 
Unique reflections 14,111 
Completeness (%) (last shell) 99.2 (99.4) 
I/σ (last shell) 15.0 (1.1) 
R(merge)a (%) (last shell) 5.8 (199.6) 
B(iso) from Wilson (Å2) 100.4 
Refinement statistics 
Non-H atoms 3,658 
Solvent molecules 2 
R-factor b (%) 19.4 
R-free c (%) 29.0 
RMSD bond lengths (Å) 0.016 
RMSD bond angles (°) 2.113 
Ramachandran Plot Statistics 
Core region (%) 94 
Allowed region (%) 5 
Additionally allowed region (%) 0 
Disallowed Region (%) 1 
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sfGFP148UV (Figure 3.16b+c respectively), have a crystal interface around residue 148 
(β strands 7 and 8). This has potential to be disrupted by the increased surface area of 
residue 148 after modification with DBCO-amine and gives one explanation of the 
different monomer configuration. 
 
  
Figure 3.16 Unit cell arrangements for sfGFP148azF variant structures a) sfGFP148azF + DBCO-
amine b) sfGFP148azF c) sfGFP148UV Residue 148 is shown as orange spheres. 
 
Overall the backbone RMSD between both monomers is at 0.09 Å with very few 
visible differences between both chains. Both chain A and chain B monomers maintain 
the central β-barrel structure with no major differences to the overall protein scaffold 
(Figure 3.17a). Both chromophores align perfectly showing no perturbations within the 
core of the protein (Figure 3.17b). There are differences between the termini of both 
chains however these are inherently flexible regions and have no bearing on the main 
structure of the protein. 
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Figure 3.17 Alignment of Chain A (green) and B (cyan) of sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine crystal 
structure (5DY6) a) Overlay of chain A and chain B highlighting structural differences. b) Cross-
section of the β-barrel showing both chromophores in perfect alignment. d) Residue 148 of both 
chains shows modification with DBCO-amine with little difference apart from amine side chain. 
 
The azF–DBCO-amine triazole linkages of both chains align perfectly and fit 
within the electron density (Figure 3.17c). However, there was no clear density observed 
for the amine sidechain. This implies that there is inherent flexibility at this part of the 
molecule. The structure exhibits two possible rotamers for the amine side-chain. The 
octynyl ring forms a boat conformation and the puckered triazole linkage is rotated ~45° 
with respect to the plane of the aromatic side chain. The other noticeable difference 
between both chains is Loop P187-V193. The P187-V193 loop has an RMSD of 1.39 Å 
between chain A and B. This loop shift is caused by different orientations of the carbonyl 
group of I188 and of P192, with neither Pro187 or Pro192 changing from trans to cis 
peptide bonds (Figure 3.18). 
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of loop P187-V193 in chain A (green) and chain B (cyan). a) overlay of 
both chains. Electron density maps of b) chain A and c) chain B. 
 
3.2.6.3 Comparisons with other structures 
The overall structure of DBCO-amine modified sfGFP148azF is similar in terms of 
its global structure to the original sfGFPWT (2B3P) and the unmodified sfGFP148azF 
(5BT0). However, subtle yet significant conformational changes around residue 148 are 
observed that are likely to drive the functional changes observed on modification with 
DBCO-amine. When compared to sfGFPWT (2B3P) and sfGFP148azF (5BT0), the overall 
structures are very similar (Figure 3.19a). After backbone alignment the RMSD between 
sfGFPWT and sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine is 0.44 Å and 0.29 Å between the modified and 
unmodified structures. There are however important differences with regards to local 
structure, especially around residue 148. 
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Figure 3.19 Structural overlay of DBCO-amine modified sfGFP148azF. a) Backbone alignment of 
sfGFP WT (white) and sfGFP148azF before and after modification with DBCO-amine (cyan and 
green respectively). b) Zoomed in region around residue 148. Chromophore and 148 shown as 
sticks. c) Potential hydrogen bond between the triazole linkage and the backbone amide of K166, 
stabilising a backbone shift. (Figure derived from115). 
 
For both sfGFP WT and unmodified sfGFP148azF residue 148 is oriented to occupy 
similar positions close to the CRO (see Figure 3.19b, above), and point away from the 
N and C termini. The main difference between the two is that sfGFP148azF can no longer 
form a H-bond to the tyrosyl group of the CRO and the local water molecules are 
rearranged disrupting the conserved hydrogen bond network throughout sfGFP. Hence, 
disrupting the principle route of escape for the tyrosyl hydroxyl proton in the 
Chromophore.  Modification with DBCO-amine causes a rotation of residue 148 through 
approximately 90° around the χ1 dihedral (Figure 3.19b). This causes a shift in the 
backbone -strand 7 that houses residue 148. The strand shifts by 1.4 Å reverting to a 
similar configuration observed for sfGFPWT. A putative hydrogen bond between the 
triazole linkage and the backbone amide of residue K166 appears to stabilise the 
structural shift (Figure 3.19c). Therefore the general mechanism of action is akin to 
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PTMs such as phosphorylation,115 i.e. small conformational changes result in alterations 
to a critical non-covalent interaction network. 
 
 
Figure 3.20 Variation of residues T203 and E222 in sfGFP148azF structures. a) alignment of 
sfGFPWT (grey) sfGFP148azF (cyan) sfGFP148azF+ DBCO-amine (green), highlighting T203 and 
E222 with CRO and residue 148 shown for reference. b) close-up view of E222 showing a 0.8 Å 
shift of the side chain carboxyl group between modified and unmodified sfGFP148azF. c+d) Side 
views of T203 alignment showing distance shift of CΔ between sfGFPWT, sfGFP148azF and 
safGFP148azF + DBCO-amine. Side view of T203 alignments (e+f) showing rotation of hydroxyl 
group. 
 
Residues T203 and E222 are proximal to the chromophore and residue 148 
(Figure 3.20a) and have both been shown to be important for the protonation state of 
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the chromophore.9,77  Both residues show subtle changes in their conformation. There 
is little alteration in the conformation of E222 between the structures of sfGFPWT and 
sfGFP148azF. However, when sfGFP148azF is modified with DBCO-amine there is a 0.8 Å 
shift in the delta carbon (CΔ; Figure 3.20b). As mentioned previously in this chapter T203 
is shifted after mutating 148 to a phenylazide.115 Modification with DBCO-amine induces 
more conformational changes of T203. The sidechain shifts ~1.3 Å and ~0.9 Å with 
respect to sfGFPWT and sfGFP148azF (respectively; Figure 3.20c+d). There is also a 
rotation of the side chain with respect to both structures of ~90° anticlockwise (sfGFPWT; 
Figure 3.20e) and ~180° clockwise (sfGFP148azF; Figure 3.20f). It is likely that these 
changes to hydrogen bonding in the DBCO-amine structure, re-establish the hydrogen 
bonding network around the chromophore aiding in deprotonation of the chromophore. 
The shift of T203 to a position near that of sfGFPWT re-establishes the direct hydrogen 
bond between T203 and CRO directly aiding in deprotonation. 
 
3.2.6.4 Comparison to sfGFP148UV 
The structural mechanism for the basis of modulating the function of sfGFP148azF 
with UV irradiation has been previously established (see Section 3.2.3.3 and 115,186). 
Given both UV irradiation and modification with DBCO-amine induce similar changes in 
sfGFP148azF function (i.e. shift from 400 nm to 490 nm major excitation) through changes 
in ground state protonation of the CRO, the structures for both are compared below. 
Alignment shows that visually both structures are very similar, which is backed up by a 
very low backbone RMSD (Figure 3.21a; 0.26 Å). 
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Figure 3.21 Structural comparison of sfGFP148UV (cyan) and sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine (green). 
a) whole backbone alignment with residue 148 displayed as orange sphere. b) closeup of β-
strand 7 with residue 148 shown as sticks. c) Chromophore region showing differences between 
E222, T203 and residue 148. 
 
Alignment of β-strand 7 of both sfGFP148UV and sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine 
revealed an RMSD of 0.43 Å (Figure 3.21b). The two key differences are a 0.9 Å shift in 
the backbone of residues N-terminal to residue 148. Residue 148 is rotated ~90° 
anticlockwise in the structure for sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine with respect to sfGFP148UV, 
which occupies a similar orientation to sfGFPWT and sfGFP148azF. The chromophore 
region also has a couple of differences namely alternate rotamers of T203 and E222 
(Figure 3.21c). Although both T203 and E222 sidechains occupy different rotamers in 
the sfGFP148UV and sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine, the hydroxyl (T203) and carboxyl (E222) 
occupy the same space in both structures and so there would be no difference in 
hydrogen bonding networks between both structures. 
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3.2.6.5 Caver analysis 
As described earlier it is believed that the observed fluorescence changes, from 
incorporating azF at residue 148 occur because of disruption to hydrogen bonding 
around the chromophore. The most noticeable of which is a removal of the hydrogen 
bond between the chromophore tyrosyl group and the imidazole group of His148 when 
histidine is mutated to azF. When sfGFP148azF is modified with UV light or DBCO-amine, 
it is assumed that there is a rearrangement of the conserved water network causing a 
water molecule to replace the position that His148 occupies in sfGFPWT and hence 
promotes the CroB form of the chromophore. However, this is only an assumption 
because of the low resolution of the sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine structure there aren’t 
many structured water molecules. 
 
Figure 3.22 Predicted channels from caver 3.0 program exiting between β strands 6 and 7. a) 
Wild type sfGFP b) sfGFP148azF +DBCO-amine, c) sfGFP148UV and d) sfGFP148azF. Structural 
waters are represented by gold spheres, Tunnels are represented as chain of spheres. 
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The resolution for the modified structure (2.66 Å), is significantly lower than the 
dark and light structures of sfGFP148azF (2.03 Å and 2.14 Å respectively), and over 1 Å 
lower resolution than sfGFPWT (2B3P; 1.4 Å). Due to the lower resolution of 
sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine, there are few structural waters observed compared to the 
other structures. Therefore, it is not possible to directly determine if a water has replaced 
the function of His148. However, with use of the program Caver181, it is possible to 
visualise a conserved channel between sfGFPWT, sfGFP148UV, and sfGFP148azF+DBCO-
amine (Figure 3.22a-c) and an implied water network. These features are absent in the 
sfGFP148azF structure (Figure 3.22d).  The region around β-strand 7 between residues 
146-148 is believed to be a key proton “escape route” within the charge transfer 
network.138,185 The disruption of the CRO-148 hydrogen bond, shown in the sfGFP148azF 
structure, promotes the dominance of the CroA form of the chromophore. The 
reestablishment of the network by introduction of a structural water molecule promotes 
the CroB form. The lack of such a channel (and thus potentially water-contributing proton 
wire) in sfGFP148azF compared to the other structures may be a significant contributing 
factor to its CRO being predominantly in the protonated CroA form in the ground state. 
Modification of the azF148 by either light or Click attachment of DBCO-amine restores 
the channel and thus at least in part restores the phenolate ground state of CRO. 
 
3.2.6.6 Comparison of sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine to the ‘anti’ model 
As the structure for sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine shows that the triazole formed in 
the ‘anti’ conformation it was compared against the model for ‘anti’ conformation. Whole 
backbone alignment showed a RMSD of 1.8 Å between the two structures, which is a 
significant difference. Visually most of the differences occur between flexible loops at 
the ends of the β-barrel and at the N and C termini (Figure 3.23a). The most significant 
backbone perturbation is on β-strand 7, where there is a separation of 1.7 Å between 
both strands N terminal from Residue 148 (Figure 3.23b). Residue 148 for both 
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sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine structure and the in silico model are rotated about 90° away 
from the position of the WT (Figure 3.23c).  This suggests that the model was able to 
predict the orientation of the phenylalanine side chain. However, there is not a perfect 
alignment between the two residues. 
 
 
Figure 3.23 Comparison of sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine structure (Green) and in silico model 
(cyan) a) overall backbone alignment. b) Zoomed in region of β-strand 7. c) Alignment of β strand 
7 His148 for sfGFPWT shown in grey. 
 
The chromophore region (T62 – C70) of the ‘anti’ model was aligned to the 
equivalent region of the sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine and the backbone aligns 
comparatively well compared to the overall protein structure (RMSD 0.9 Å) but is still 
quite high compared to the crystal structures of sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148UV (Figure 
3.24a). The chromophores do not align properly with an offset of circa 1.3 Å (Figure 
3.24b), suggesting that both chromophores occupy the centre of the β-barrel differently.  
The chromophores also do not occupy the same conformation, side chain of Thr65 for 
the ‘anti’ model is rotated ~120° anticlockwise compared to the crystal structure (Figure 
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3.24c) and the tyrosyl group of the model chromophore is also rotated clockwise ~45° 
from the plane of the sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine structure (Figure 3.24d). Although some 
these perturbations are energetically feasible and could be explained as alternate 
conformations. The most plausible cause is due to incorrectly parameterising the 
restraints within the GROMACS program. Firstly, the sfGFP chromophore is an 
extended conjugated double bond system and is hence required to be planar. Secondly, 
no other sfGFP structure to the author’s knowledge shows the same orientation of the 
T65 component of the chromophore. 
 
 
Figure 3.24 Comparison of the chromophore region of sfGFP148azF + DBCO amine structure 
(Green) and in silico model (cyan). a) Top view b) Top view c) Side view d) End view from the 
tyrosyl group. 
 
 Conclusions 
As discussed at the start of this chapter, covalent PTMS are important for the 
fine tune regulation of protein function allowing for a more instant response to changing 
cellular conditions.6 PTMs can be either; reversible such as phosphorylation6 and 
acetylation7,8 for rapid on/off regulation of proteins; or they can be irreversible such as 
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enzymatic cleavage in thrombin3 and the clotting cascade, which allows a large 
concentration of the protein to be safely stored in the inactive form until required.3,6 The 
ncAA, Nε-acetyl-lysine has been used to mimic acetylation in histones to establish its 
role in nucleosome positioning and transcription.106 However, this is a very specific 
example and is hard to transfer, with incorporation of azF we are able to transplant non-
canonical PTMs into any protein system. 
The versatility of genetically encoded phenyl azide chemistry has been 
demonstrated above to switch protein function through two different nnPTM events, 
bioorthogonal conjugation and photolysis with UV irradiation. In both examples, the 
changes in dominant protonation state of the chromophore occurred as an indirect result 
of altered local interactions. Namely, changes to hydrogen bonding networks around the 
chromophore. Local interaction networks are key to the function of all proteins and so, 
genetically encoded phenylazide chemistry can be used to functionally modulate 
proteins outside of classical photo-crosslinking pathways.85,94,102,117,152 The structural 
knowledge of the mechanisms of action for both routes, will help to increase 
understanding of molecular pathways. 
Part of this work was to see if using in silico modelling would be able to predict 
the structure of a modified protein, which was achieved to an extent as two models were 
successfully created. However, there were significant differences compared to both the 
existing sfGFPWT crystal structure and the newly generated structure for 
sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine. There were also issues with the parameterisation of the 
chromophore in silico, i.e. planarity of the chromophore was not conserved. The models 
did however, correctly predict that the side chain for residue 148 would be rotated away 
from the protein after modification with DBCO-amine. Use of the models also suggested 
the correct regioisomer of the modification (‘anti’). Most biological processes occur on a 
microsecond scale therefore it should be noted here that 1 ns may not necessarily be 
enough time for a simulation to properly equilibrate. Therefore, in silico modelling can 
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provide useful predictions for the molecular mechanisms of nnPTMs, but greater care is 
necessary to ensure a real result is outputted and not a product of user bias/error. The 
information provided above, about the structural effects of modifying PTMs  can be used 
to improve in silico design of similar modifications in the future.78 By inputting the 
experimental data of the sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine crystal structure into GROMACS or 
other MD software, we are able to improve the parameterisation of the ncAAs.25,169,197,205-
209 This is an underdeveloped field so there is still a lot of work to be done. 
Since publishing this work,115 I have improved use of molecular modelling to help 
explain improved bioluminescence and stability in deletion mutants of firefly luciferase 
(fluc),210 furthering the work of Arpnio et al.148 By modelling individual deletions on the 
binding loop of fluc we were able to explain how changes to the structure lead to various 
changes in function.  
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4 Engineering functionally linked protein dimers. 
 Introduction 
The design and production of self-assembling protein complexes is currently of 
great interest, because it provides new routes to construct new functional architectures 
with properties not present in the simple monomeric form.24-26 Oligomerisation is 
common place in nature; most proteins exist as oligomers either as part of transient or 
permanent complexes.12-14 The most commonly observed oligomers are symmetrically 
organised homodimers.10,11 As such oligomerisation has emerged as an alternative 
route to engineering new, useful sampling of new functional-structural space and higher 
order complexes from a limited selection of monomers. Creation of new, emergent 
systems will require engineered protein oligomers to have the ability to self-assemble 
and show cooperativity between subunits so making complexes more than the sum of 
their parts. Ideally this means inter subunit communication and creation of new structural 
features. There have been great strides towards creating self-assembling protein 
oligomers using a variety of approaches.4,25,27 Previous work has used, helix-helix 
interactions,30-32 metal ion coordination,33,34,211 fusion domains,24 disulphide bridging17 
and using naturally inspired protein-protein interfaces to remodel proteins to successfully 
create self-assembling oligomers35-38. However, there is little to no functional synergy 
observed between individual subunits, due to long-range interactions outside of the 
oligomerization interface that need to be considered for connecting functional centres. 
Both disulphide and metal coordination have been used to create a range of GFP 
oligomers but with little evidence of communication.17 Additionally to this, work by 
Edwards et al. where domain insertion was used to successfully link TEM β-lactamase 
and cytochrome b562 (cytb562) to generate haem dependent ampicillin resistance in 
bacteria.212,213 When cytb562 is saturated with haem then TEM is active. However, in the 
absence of haem TEM is non-functional hence functional modulation was introduced 
into the protein.212,213 Cytb562 has also been successfully linked to GFP to create an 
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energy transfer system.134 The issue with domain insertion is that it requires the 
secondary protein domain to be encoded into the primary domain at the genetic 
level.134,212,213 This requires extra linker sequences between the two protein domains. 
Another requirement for this work is that the protein needs to have both N and C terminal 
domains at the linkage region or for the protein to be circularly permutated to 
accommodate this requirement and as such is not ideal for many proteins.134,212,213 
Having previously demonstrated how proteins can be modulated through 
modification with small molecules, in this chapter I will describe the design and creation 
of communicating, artificial fluorescent protein dimer networks using click chemistry 
(Figure 4.1a, Section 1.4.3).187,188,214 There are many benefits to this approach including 
a simpler design that is reliable and predictable. Mutually compatible sites can be placed 
at various points throughout the constituent monomer proteins to determine the optimal 
crosslink position. Classical cystine-based disulphide bridges, struggle to achieve this 
due to the lack of reaction orthogonality and hence can lead to mixed oligomer 
populations (A + B = A-A, B-B and A-B). In addition, the presence of cysteines already 
present in the protein’s sequence could lead to unintended disulphide bond formation or 
additional engineering is required to remove native cysteines. Disulphide bonds are also 
susceptible to reduction and the short side chain of cysteine could lead to steric clashes 
that may inhibit dimer formation. NcAAs such as tyrosine or lysine derivatives182,183,187,194 
(e.g. Figure 4.1a) reduce the risk of clashes by having longer sidechains, whilst 
maintaining the structural intimacy required for inter-monomer communication. 
Strain promoted azide alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC)118, as used in Chapter 3, 
was utilised to assemble the dimers due to its simplicity and that it doesn’t require any 
toxic cofactors or catalysts. Unlike copper catalysed azide-alkyne reaction SPAAC 
allows for the formation of both ‘syn’ and ‘anti’ regioisomers118,215 (Figure 4.1b). 
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Figure 4.1 SPAAC with genetically encoded ncAA, azF (azide) and SCO (strained alkyne). a) 
Scheme showing SPAAC reaction between two genetically coded ncAAs. b) Regioisomers of 
SPAAC reaction (Section 2.3). 
 
Super-folder green fluorescent protein (sfGFP)127 was chosen as the target 
protein due to its track record of being a good model for understanding the molecular 
influence of ncAA incorporation on protein samples, 152,193,194 in the context of click 
reactions115 and biohybrid assemblies.59,109,119 Autofluorescent proteins also have 
important fundamental molecular mechanism associated with the fluorescent process, 
and have thus proved to be an ideal system for studying the importance of long range 
interaction networks, long range proton wires, electron transfer and coupled 
photochemistry.101,138,145,216-218 This chapter will present how in silico design can be used 
to generate protein homodimers with enhanced and positively modulated function. 
Experimentally determined structures of the dimers show that novel long range 
interaction networks are formed connecting the chromophores of the homodimer 
monomers. The data described below suggest that communication between the 
chromophores is determined by symmetry, as non-symmetrical homodimers showed 
little evidence of synergy. 
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 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 In silico design of click chemistry sites 
It is predicted that regions of a protein’s surface with a higher tendency to 
associate with each other, i.e. hydrophobic pockets and regions with large numbers of 
hydrogen bond donors and acceptors which can stabilise the interface, are more likely 
to yield a productive click reaction. This is because the more stable the interface, the 
greater time that the click compatible residues are in proximity to each other and hence 
facilitate the reaction. While monomeric proteins like sfGFP9,77,127 do not readily self-
associate weak interactions can be manifested and potentially exploited in the context 
of Click chemistry. Previous work from the Jones group has shown that sites for optimal 
Click chemistry efficiency do not always coincide with higher degree of surface 
accessibility,151 which is against the normal dogma associated with optimal sites on 
proteins for modification. 
To predict potential optimal coupling regions and interaction surfaces, in silico 
docking was used to assist dimer design. Initially, the ClusPro server173 (cluspro.org) 
was used to generate potential dimer configurations as described (Section 2.3.3).  
ClusPro creates large numbers of possible dimer interfaces, energy minimises them and 
then takes the top 1000 models with the lowest energy and clusters them to other 
structures within a RMSD of 9 Å then ranks them according to the number of members 
in a cluster. Of the 18 models output from ClusPro, the 5 largest clusters (Models 1-5, 
Figure 4.2) were refined and analysed using RosettaDock171,174 to rank the models 
based on energy and interface score (Table 4.1). The advantage of using Rosetta is that 
it minimises the side chains of the protein as opposed to the rigid-body minimisation 
used by ClusPro and hence reduces steric clashes at the interface.171,172 Whilst there 
were several different orientations of one sfGFP to the other observed, docking revealed 
residues 145-148, 202-207 and 221-224 were present at the interface of the models and 
so were used as a basis for selecting residues for dimerisation. 
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Figure 4.2 Top 5 lowest energy models after Rosetta dock, with reference chain in green and 
second chain in white. Residues 132, 148 and 204 shown as sticks (yellow, magenta and cyan 
respectively). 
 
Table 4.1 Statistics for in silico modelling of sfGFP dimer interfaces. Models are ranked from 
lowest energy to highest according to RosettaDock. 
Model 
Total energy 
(kJ/mole) 
Interface Energy 
(kJ/mole) 
I-RMSD 
(Å2) 
Model 5 -503.94 -13.434 1.755 
Model 1 -501.966 -4.192 0.278 
Model 4 -497.071 -6.993 0.397 
Model 2 -497.112 -6.375 0.56 
Model 3 -494.492 -3.079 0.195 
 
4.2.2 Rationale for selection of residue 148 as a dimerisation point. 
Three residues were selected, based on the dimer models, for replacement with 
click compatible ncAAs, azF85,94 (azide) and SCO84,92 (alkyne) (Figure 4.1a). H148 and 
Q204 were selected based on their location at the predicted interface (Figure 4.3a) and 
their association with the chromophore (Figure 4.3b). The association with the 
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chromophore of both residues influences the charged state of the chromophore,9,146 that 
exists in two states the protonated A form (CroA) that excites at ~400 nm and the 
deprotonated phenolate B form (CroB) that excites at ~490 nm, as described earlier in 
the introduction (Section 1.5). Both residues also have been shown to contribute towards 
the formation of an extended proton and water wire tunnel from the chromophore to the 
solvent.138,139 Previous work shows that residues H148 (Chapter 3) and Q204 have also 
can be efficiently modified with small cyclooctyne adducts after being substituted with 
azF (Section 3.2.4.1).109,151 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Residue selection for creating homodimers a) Top ranked model from ClusPro and 
RosettaDock, residues 132, 148 and 204 shown as spheres and labelled. b) Molecular 
interactions between residues 148 and 204 (yellow), the sfGFP chromophore (grey) and water 
molecule W1 (red sphere). 
 
4.2.3 Production, purification and characterisation of sfGFPSCO variants 
4.2.3.1 Expression of sfGFP148SCO 
The production of the following proteins has been described elsewhere but 
followed the same procedure as outlined in Section 2.4: sfGFP148azF (Chapter 3);115,186,194 
sfGFP132azF and  sfGFP204azF (Chapter 5 and 151) The non-canonical amino acid s-
cyclooctyne-L-lysine (SCO) was chosen as the Click partner to azF for dimerisation 
because  it can be genetically encoded using the a reprogramd codon (TAG) through an 
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engineered Methanosarcina mazei pyrrolysine-tRNA/amino acyl tRNA synthase in a 
manner similar to the azF incorporation (Chapter 3). Genetic encoding was possible 
through use of the plasmid pEVOLSCO,84 which was a kind gift from the Lemke group 
(EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany). As all three SCO containing proteins (sfGFP132SCO, 
sfGFP148SCO, and sfGFP204SCO) were produced in the same way only the production and 
purification of sfGFP148SCO is described below. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Comparison of expression of sfGFP148SCO in the presence (+SCO) and absence (-
SCO) of SCO. a) Resuspended cell pellets irradiated by UV light shows fluorescence in the 
presence of SCO but no fluorescence in the absence. b) SDS-PAGE gel of cell pellets showing 
increased expression of a protein at about 27 kDa in the +ve control. 
 
The pBAD-GFP plasmid containing the sfGFP gene with the codon equivalent to 
residue 148 replaced by the amber stop codon TAG (termed pBAD-GFP148TAG) and 
pEVOLSCO for incorporating SCO in response to the TAG stop codon were transformed 
into E. coli TOP10 cells (Section 2.2.6). After overnight incubation in autoinduction 
medum, cells had a light green colour (Figure 4.4). Thus, SCO was successfully 
incorporated into sfGFP at residue 148 to generate a functional [coloured and 
fluorescent] full length sfGFP148SCO. 
Cells were harvested and lysed as described previously (Section 2.4.1). 
SfGFP148SCO was purified from cell lysates using a 5 mL cobalt-NTA 5 column (Generon) 
equilibrated in 50mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 300mM NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole. The protein 
was eluted with a gradient of 20 mM to 500 mM Imidazole and fractions showing a 
significant peak at 400nm absorbance were collected (Figure 4.5). Subsequent analysis 
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by SDS-PAGE proved that fractions containing sfGFP148SCO were at least 95% pure 
(Figure 4.5b). 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Cobalt affinity purification of sfGFP 148 SCO a) chromatogram of purification run showing 
400 nm and 485 nm absobance in red and green respectively. Concentration of imidazole is also 
shown in black. b) SDS-PAGE analysis of samples from purification lanes from left to right are 
as follows L: Ladder, Lys: cell lysate before purification F/T: column flow through before imidazole 
elution; elution fractions 1-3. 
 
4.2.3.2 Characterisation of sfGFP148SCO and sfGFP204SCO 
Previous work has shown that incorporating ncAAs into proteins can have a wide 
variety of effects on the function of the protein (For examples see Chapter 3 and  
78,110,115,151,186). Therefore, before studying what effects are caused on dimerisation with 
proteins containing azF, there is a need to characterise effects SCO incorporation has 
on sfGFP. As has been described above and in the previous chapter His148 is required 
as part of the process involved in generating a deprotonated phenolate chromophore in 
the ground state via a hydrogen bond network. It is predicted that incorporation of SCO 
at residue 148 will disrupt this network similarly to the effect shown by azF incorporation 
(see Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3).115 
Similarly to sfGFP148azF, the major population of sfGFP148SCO predominantly exists 
in the CroA form as evidenced by the major absorbance peak at 395 nm. The presence 
of an absorbance peak associated with CroB (492 nm), suggests that a small population 
of chromophores occupy the CroB state (Figure 4.6a). The molar extinction coefficients 
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for sfGFP148SCO are like sfGFP148azF (See Chapter 3 and below), at 31,000 M-1.cm-1 and 
17,300 M-1.cm-1 for CroA and CroB respectively. Incorporation of SCO at 148 also 
reduced the emission of sfGFP to the same level as that on incorporation of azF. 
Excitation at either 400 nm or 492 nm showed fluorescence had dropped by 75% and 
85% (respectively compared to sfGFPWT (Figure 4.6b, Table 4.2), effectively switching 
the protein ‘off’. 
 
Incorporating azF at residue 204 has limited impact on the absorbance of sfGFP, 
save for a minor increase in molar extinction coefficient (~4%, Figure 4.6c). There is 
however a decrease in fluorescence of about 20% (Figure 4.6d). Incorporation of SCO 
at position 204 leads to a loss in molar extinction coefficient (down to ~40,000 M-1.cm-
1). However, there is no difference in emission in comparison to sfGFPWT. 
 
Table 4.2 Spectral characteristics of sfGFP variants 
Variant 
λmax 
(nm) 
λem 
(nm) 
ε (M-
1.cm-1) 
QY Brightness 
sfGFPWT 485 511 49,000 0.75 36750 
sfGFP148azF 
400 511 34,200 0.69 23,598 
500 511 19,800 0.32 6,336 
sfGFP148SCO 
395 511 31,000 0.52 16,120 
492 511 17,300 0.84 14,532 
sfGFP204azF 485 511 51,000 0.68 34,680 
sfGFP204SCO 485 511 39,800 0.6 26,268 
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Figure 4.6 Spectral properties of sfGFP variants. a) Molar extinction coefficient of sfGFPWT 
(green), sfGFP148azF (red) and sfGFP148SCO (black). b) Emission spectra of sfGFPWT (Ex = 485 
nm). and sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148SCO excited at 400 nm (solid lines) and at 492nm (dashed 
lines). c) Molar extinction coefficient spectra of sfGFPWT (green), sfGFP204azF (black solid lines) 
and sfGFP204SCO (Black dashed lines). d) Normalised emission spectra of sfGFP204 variants (Ex 
= 495 nm). Absorbance spectra were measured at 10 µM protein. Fluorescence spectra were 
measured at 0.5 µM protein and normalised to sfGFPWT 
 
 
4.2.4 Creation and purification of sfGFP dimers 
4.2.4.1 Preliminary dimerisation. 
Table 4.3 Table listing dimer variations created by click chemistry and constituent monomers. 
Dimer Monomer 1 Monomer 2 Symmetrical/Non symmetrical 
sfGFP148x2 sfGFP148azF sfGFP148SCO Symmetrical 
sfGFP204x2 sfGFP204azF sfGFP204SCO Symmetrical 
sfGFP148SCO-204azF sfGFP204azF sfGFP148SCO Non symmetrical 
sfGFP148azF-204SCO sfGFP148azF sfGFP204SCO Non symmetrical 
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Now that the properties of the monomers have been determined, testing of dimer 
formation can begin. Initially, the credibility of predicting a dimer interface was tested by 
analysing products of dimerisation through gel mobility shift assays. The combinations 
of mutants tested are shown in Table 4.3, and are split into: symmetrical dimers, 
comprising two monomers with a ncAA at the same position; and non-symmetrical 
dimers where both monomers have ncAAs at different residues. The 204x2 dimer data 
were kindly supplied by Jacob Pope. 
To create dimeric sfGFP, azido (sfGFP148azF or sfGFP204azF) and alkyne 
(sfGFP148SCO or sfGFP204SCO) variants of sfGFP were added in a 1:1 molar ratio. Each 
monomer was at a concentration of 100 µM as described in Section 2.8.2. Samples of 
monomers and the click reaction mix were run on SDS-PAGE gel to determine the extent 
of dimerisation. If monomers have successfully dimerised with each other than there 
should be an obvious band shift in the dimerisation lane. An example of a mobility shift 
assay for the formation of sfGFP148x2 is shown below (Figure 4.7). All four SDS-PAGE 
mobility shift experiments showed dimer formation was possible. The band on SDS-
PAGE dimer ranged from an apparent mass of 56 kDa – 65 kDa. Dimers were separated 
from unconjugated monomers by size exclusion chromatography as described in 
Section 2.4.4. It should be noted several rounds of SEC were required to remove the 
last traces of monomeric protein, but all four dimers were purified. 
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Figure 4.7 SDS-PAGE of purified sfGFP Dimers compared to monomers. a) sfGFP148 variants. 
Lanes from left to right: Gene Flow BLUeye protein marker (Ladder), sfGFP148azF (148azF), 
sfGFP148SCO(148SCO), Dimer mixture (148x2). b) sfGFP204 variants  Lanes from left to right: Gene 
Flow BLUeye protein marker (Ladder), sfGFP204azF (204azF), sfGFP204SCO(204SCO), Dimer mixture 
(204x2). 
 
4.2.4.2 Non-dimerising residues 
Residue 132 was not predicted to be at the potential dimer interface (Figure 4.3a) 
but like residues 148 and 204, has been shown to be Click chemistry compatible with a 
range of cyclooctyne based moieties from fluorescent dyes (Chapter 5 and 151), to short 
single DNA strands to carbon nanotubes (Chapter 5 and 109,119). As such it should 
provide an ideal residue to test our ability to predict viable protein-protein Click chemistry 
reactions. Adding sfGFP132SCO to sfGFP132azF (Chapter 5 and 151) and to sfGFP204SCO 
showed no evidence of dimerisation (Figure 4.8), as predicted by in silico modelling. 
This suggests that, our approach successfully selects regions for creating dimers. It is 
possible that residue 132 does not dimerise efficiently as it is on a flexible loop and 
hence dynamic, reducing the likelihood of the azide and alkyne moieties coming into 
contact long enough for the reaction to occur. Another possible explanation is that the 
residues surrounding 132 are unable to form enough weak intermolecular bonds to 
stabilise the interface. 
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Figure 4.8 Dimerisation potential of non-dimer interface residue E132. SCO was incorporated at 
residue 132 (132SCO) of GFP and dimerisation was attempted with azF incorporated at either 132 
(132azF) or 204 (204azF) of GFP. No clear dimerisation product was observed for either 
symmetrical of non-symmetrical dimer (132x2 and 132SCO-204azF was observed by gel mobility 
shift assay. 
 
4.2.4.3 Mass spectrometry 
To prove that dimers were covalently linked, aliquots (10 µM) of sfGFP148x2 and 
sfGFP204x2 were submitted for liquid chromatography time of flight mass spectrometry 
(LC-/TOF-MS) as described in Section 2.7.1. The Mass spectra yields dominant peaks 
at 54,203 Da and 55,866 Da for sfGFP148x2 (Figure 4.9a) and sfGFP204x2 (Figure 4.9b) 
respectively. For sfGFP204x2 the observed mass is 2 Da higher than predicted (55,864) 
by the method described (Section 2.7.1). This minor difference could be explained by 
the deconvolution spectra calling a 13C2 peak, i.e. a mass peak where two of the carbon 
atoms are of the rare but stable isotope 13C,219 however it is most likely to do with the 
resolution of the mass spectrometer. As such, we can assume that sfGFP204x2 is what 
we believe it to be and has successfully formed a covalent dimer. 
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Figure 4.9 Determining the size of symmetrical sfGFP homodimers. Mass spectra of a) sfGFP148x2 
and b) sfGFP204x2. 
 
Things become more complex with sfGFP148x2, as the observed mass is 
significantly lower (~1640 Da) than expected mass of 55,846 Da. The protein is too large 
to be either of the monomers (azF = 27,878 Da, SCO = 27,968 Da), yet is too small for 
the predicted full length dimer. The mass loss could be explained by the partial loss of 
both His tags (2xHHHHHH) which theoretically would be a mass loss of 1646 Da. This 
would make the observed mass 3 Da heavier than the predicted. This mass difference 
could again be explained by the deconvolution software picking out a peak with multiple 
Carbon-13 atoms i.e. 13C3. Therefore, we can conclude that the sample is sfGFP148x2 and 
that we have successfully produced both symmetrical homodimers and they have 
crosslinked as we expected via SPAAC. 
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4.2.5 Fluorescence properties of symmetrical and non-symmetrical sfGFP 
dimers 
By using bioorthogonal reaction handles, both symmetrical and non-symmetrical 
dimers were generated. This was achieved by using a common crosslink residue to 
mimic symmetry, or different cross-link residues to mimic non-symmetry. The 
fluorescent properties of both symmetrical (sfGFP148x2 and sfGFP204x2) and non-
symmetrical dimers (sfGFP148azF-204SCO and sfGFP148SCO-204azF) were investigated. 
4.2.5.1 sfGFP148x2 
Regulated activity is a common feature of protein oligomers,13 ranging from 
active complex formation, to functional switching through interaction network 
modulation. As described previously in this chapter (also in Chapter 3 and 115,152,220), 
mutation of H148 removes a key H-bond with the chromophore that disrupts a proton 
shuttling network used to deprotonate the chromophore. Hence, sfGFP148 mutants tend 
to show dominant CroA (neutral form) absorbance as opposed to CroB (phenolate form). 
This is true of sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148SCO. 
Conjugation of the two proteins via SPAAC has the potential to restore the 
networks responsible for shifting the population of the CroA state to CroB for at least 
one protein in the dimer [sfGFP148azF]. As can be seen in Figure 4.10a, this appears to 
be the case with sfGFP148x2. The dominant absorbance peak is in the CroB region, 
although it is slightly red shifted from sfGFPWT (λmax = 485 nm) to 492 nm. There is a 3-
fold increase (1.5-fold per chromophore) in brightness (Table 4.4) due to an equivalent 
increase in molar absorbance coefficient from 49,000 M-1.cm-1 (sfGFPWT) to over 
150,000 M-1.cm-1 (Table 4.4, Figure 4.10a). This increase equates to 4x the combined 
value of both constituent monomers, i.e. the sum absorbance at ~490 nm of sfGFP148azF 
and sfGFP148SCO (~37,100 M-1.cm-1). The CroB: CroA absorbance ratio shifts 10-fold 
from ~0.5 for the monomers to ~5 for the dimer (Figure 4.10a). This order of magnitude 
shift in absorbance is mirrored in fluorescence emission. Excitation at the CroB 
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wavelength (492 nm) results in a ~10-fold increase compared to either monomer (Figure 
4.10b, Table 4.4). 
 
Table 4.4 Spectral properties of sfGFP variants 
Variant 
λmax 
(nm) 
λem 
(nm) 
ε 
(M-1.cm-1) 
QY 
Brightness 
(M-1.cm-1) 
sfGFPWT 485 511 49,000 0.75 36,750 
sfGFP148azF 
400 511 34,200 0.69 23,598 
500 511 19,800 0.32 6,336 
sfGFP148SCO 
395 511 31,000 0.52 16,120 
492 511 17,300 0.84 14,532 
sfGFP148x2 492 511 150,200 0.80 120,160 
sfGFP204azF 485 511 51,000 0.68 34,680 
sfGFP204SCO 485 511 39,800 0.6 26,268 
sfGFP204x2 490 511 160,000 0.71 113,600 
 
Despite both azF and SCO being chemically very different to each other and the 
original imidazole group of H148, the absorbance spectrum implies that both 
chromophores in sfGFP148x2 exist predominantly in the CroB state. Additionally, the 
dimer exhibits overall enhanced function sfGFP148x2 when compared to sfGFPWT 
suggesting further synergistic benefits of dimer formation (Table 4.4, Figure 4.10b). 
Molar excitation and brightness increase of ~320% for sfGFP148x2 (160% per 
chromophore) compared to the WT, higher than expected for a simple additive effect 
where both monomers are acting independently of each other. The change is more 
dramatic when compared to the monomers, where a 8-20-fold increase in brightness 
observed. 
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Figure 4.10 Spectral properties of sfGFP148 variants before and after dimerisation. a) Absorbance 
spectra of sfGFPWT (green), sfGFP148x2 (black), sfGFP148azF (red), and sfGFP148SCO (red dashed). 
b) Emission spectra (Excitation at 492 nm for sfGFP148 variants, excitation 485 nm for sfGFPWT. 
Emission spectra are normalised to sfGFPWT. Absorbance spectra were carried out at 10 µM and 
Fluorescence emission spectra were carried out at 0.5 µM. 
 
4.2.5.2 sfGFP204x2 
Dimerisation at residue 204 also enhances protein function beyond simple 
monomer addition. As described previously, incorporation of either azF or SCO at 204 
has very little effect on sfGFP fluorescence and absorbance151 (Section 4.2.3.2, Figure 
4.11a) with the CroB form being predominant in both sfGFP204azF and sfGFP204SCO. 
Formation of sfGFP204x2 causes major enhancement of both absorbance and 
fluorescence. Molar absorbance coefficient (ε) increased ~330% compared to sfGFPWT 
from ~49,000 M-1.cm-1 to 160,000 M-1.cm-1 (Figure 4.11a). This equates to an ε of 80,000 
M-1.cm-1 per chromophore and an increase of 200% and 160% compared to sfGFP204SCO 
and sfGFP204azF respectively. Fluorescence emission also increases in line with the 
increased light absorbance (Figure 4.11b). After dimerisation sfGFP204x2 increases ~3-
fold compared to sfGFPWT and sfGFP204SCO, and ~3.75-fold greater than sfGFP204azF 
(Table 4.4). As with sfGFP148x2, sfGFP204x2 has enhanced brightness both in comparison 
to the combination of two monomers and to sfGFPWT, a long established benchmark for 
fluorescent protein performance. Showing that the modelling was not only successful in 
predicting interface regions that both help to promote the formation of a permanent 
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crosslink but when dimers are formed create functional synergy between the two 
monomers. 
 
Figure 4.11 Spectral properties of sfGFP204x2 variants. a) Absorbance spectra of sfGFPWT (green), 
sfGFP204x2 (blue), sfGFP204azF (black), and sfGFP204SCO (black dashed). b) Emission spectra of 
sfGFP204 variants (Excitation at 487 nm) and sfGFPWT (excitation at 485 nm). Emission spectra 
are normalised to sfGFPWT. Absorbance spectra were carried out at 10 µM and Fluorescence 
emission spectra were carried out at 0.5 µM. 
 
4.2.5.3 Non-symmetrical dimers sfGFP148azF-204SCO and sfGFP148SCO-204azF 
Dimers were generated that linked residue 148 and 204 in the two available 
combinations (148azF+204SCO and 148SCO+204azF). The absorbance and 
fluorescence spectra of the non-symmetrical dimers (sfGFP148azF-204SCO and sfGFP148SCO-
204azF) are shown below with a predictive additive absorbance spectrum for each dimer 
(Figure 4.12). The additive absorbance spectra are the summation of each individual 
monomer absorbance spectra (i.e. sfGFP148azF + sfGFP204SCO and sfGFP148SCO + 
sfGFP204azF). After dimerisation there is no obvious functional synergy observed between 
individual monomers. In both dimeric forms, the CroA and CroB states are present 
suggesting a mixture of the individual properties of each monomer i.e. CroA state (from 
sfGFP148) and CroB state (sfGFP204). The retention of the significant CroA form in the 
hetero-linked dimers highlights the importance of the symmetry to the formation the 
inter-CRO interaction network formed by sfGFP148x2. The absorbance spectrum of 
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sfGFP148azF-204SCO shows a degree of synergy but there is still a significant CroA form in 
the dimer below. This change is likely due to the effect of modifying 148azF as shown 
by modification with DBCO-amine or UV irradiation (Chapter 3).115 Dimerisation of 
sfGFP148SCO with sfGFP204azF has an overall negative effect on protein function as molar 
extinction coefficients for both CroA and CroB forms are less than predicted in the 
monomer additive spectrum (Figure 4.12b). This suggests that constituent monomers of 
both sfGFP148azF-204SCO and sfGFP148SCO-204azF are acting largely as individual proteins 
with little effect on each other. 
 
Figure 4.12 Spectra of non-symmetrical dimers sfGFP148azF-204SCO (a-b) and sfGFP148SCO-204azF (c-
d). a) Measured absorbance spectrum of sfGFP148azF-204SCO (red) compared to the individual 
monomers sfGFP148azF (black, solid line), sfGFP204SCO (black, dashed line), and the additive 
spectrum of both monomers (solid grey line). b) Emission spectra at excitation wavelengths 
shown for sfGFP148azF-204SCO. a c) Measured absorbance spectrum of sfGFP148SCO-204azF (red) 
compared to the individual monomers sfGFP148SCO (black, solid line), sfGFP204azF (black, dashed 
line), and the additive spectrum of both monomers (solid grey line). d) Emission spectra at 
excitation wavelengths shown for sfGFP148SCO-204azF. Emission spectra were normalised to 
sfGFPWT (Excitation at 485 nm). 
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4.2.6 Thermal denaturation 
It has been reported previously, that dimerisation can result in a more stable 
folded protein structure.10,11,221 Strong interaction networks are formed between 
hydrophobic dimerisation domains, which are now buried from the bulk solvent and 
hence, reduce the energy state of the complex, meaning increased stability of the 
complex over the individual monomers.11,221 Multiple techniques have been used to 
show the stability of proteins usually involving either chemical or thermal 
denaturation,11,134,148,222 for example Pellegioni et al222 used a combination of techniques 
to show that dimerisation of a flavoprotein increased thermal stability. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Thermal denaturation curves of sfGFP variants showing the transition from folded to 
unfolded protein. a) sfGFPWT (green), sfGFP148x2 (black) and sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148SCO (red 
solid and dashed lines respectively). b) sfGFPWT (green), sfGFP204x2 (black) and sfGFP204azF and 
sfGFP204SCO (red solid and dashed lines respectively). Curves represent change in fluorescence 
against temperature and are normalised to the transition point for each sample. 
 
To determine if dimerisation has any effect on the stability, sfGFPWT, sfGFP148x2 
and sfGFP204x2, and constituent monomers were thermally denatured as described in 
Section 2.7.5. The overall thermal denaturation characteristics are shown above in 
Figure 4.13. The more stable the protein, the more resistant it should be to thermal 
unfolding. GFP fluorescence is known to be dependent on the folded state of the protein 
9,127,134  so unfolding of GFP leads to the loss of inherent fluorescence due to exposure 
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of the CRO to the solvent leading to rapid quenching. Thus, fluorescence is a sensitive 
way of monitoring thermal unfolding and thus general overall stability. 
It should be noted that sfGFP is a very robust and stable protein, more so than 
most proteins. This is evident from the thermal unfolding of sfGFPWT, which has an 
observed denaturation midpoint of 86°C. Incorporation of azF at both residues 148 and 
204, and incorporation of SCO at residue 204, have a minimal effect on stability, with 
the denaturation midpoints circa 84-86°C. Incorporation of SCO at residue 148 had a 
more significant effect, with sfGFP148SCO having an observed midpoint of 77°C, 
suggesting reduced stability of the protein. The reason for such change is not known. 
From the structure of sfGFP148azF compared to sfGFPWT, little change is seen in side 
chain packing on mutations but azF and histidine can occupy similar volume (Figure 
4.14).  SCO on the other hand, is an extended aliphatic side chain so local contacts that 
are possible when aromatic groups are present at residue 148 may be lost so leading to 
a local destabilisation around the CRO. It should be noted that while we expect 
fluorescence to be a good reporter on the global structural integrity of GFP, in some of 
the mutants, loss of fluorescence could be due to local perturbations in the CRO 
environment that may proceed global unfolding. 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Respective volumes of residue 148 (spheres) of a) sfGFPWT (grey), b) sfGFP148azF 
(green) and c) sfGFP148SCO (cyan). His and azF occupy similar volumes whereas the extended 
aliphatic side chain of SCO occupies a different area of space. 
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The sfGFP148x2 dimer had an observed denaturation midpoint of 80°C, halfway 
between the midpoints of sfGFP148azf and sfGFP148SCO (Figure 4.13a). It is quite 
noticeable that the peak for sfGFP148x2 is broader than the peaks for the monomers 
suggesting that there is independent unfolding of each monomer within the dimer 
causing a longer transition point from folded to unfolded protein. A similar broadening is 
observed with sfGFP204x2. However, the midpoint is 86 °C which is marginally higher 
than either monomer (sfGFP204azF = 84 °C, sfGFP204SCO = 85 °C) and the same as 
sfGFPWT. The lack of significant increase in midpoint suggests that there is no increased 
stability of sfGFP upon forming dimers, but as mentioned the monomers are already 
very stable compared to most proteins. Therefore, to better investigate the effects of this 
dimerisation on stability future work should start with a less stable starting point. 
 
4.2.7 Crystallography 
Given that both symmetrical dimers have synergy in terms of functional switching 
and enhanced spectral properties, the structures of sfGFP148x2 and sfGFP204x2 were 
determined to provide an insight into the molecular basis of action.  To do this both 
dimers were crystallised, and the structures solved. How the structure of sfGFP148x2 was 
solved is described below. 
4.2.7.1 Crystal formation, Diffraction and refinement 
Purified sfGFP148x2 was concentrated to approximately 10 mg/mL and used to 
set up crystal trials. Aliquots (0.2 µL) of protein were tested for crystal formation across 
96 crystallisation conditions using a broad screen as described in Section 2.7.2. Crystals 
were left to grow at 25 °C for 2 months. Crystal formation was monitored as described 
(Section 2.7.2). Several conditions yielded large rod like crystals with a distinct green 
colour. These were harvested as described and taken to Diamond Light Source for X-
ray diffraction. Of the successful conditions the one that yielded the best crystal, i.e. the 
one with the highest resolution, was condition C6 (0.1M PCTP Buffer [pH 9.0], 25% PEG 
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1500). The crystal formed as a long hexagonal prism, with a distinct green colour (Figure 
4.15a). The crystal was over 570 µm long and on average 44 µm in diameter. The crystal 
diffracted to a resolution of 1.96 Å and had a space group of P65 (Figure 4.15b). This is 
different to most sfGFP crystal structures determined by this lab including sfGFP148azF 
and sfGFP148azF + DBCO-amine, which had space groups of P 432121 and P 212121 
respectively. This suggests that dimer formation has disrupted the traditional crystal 
contact points of sfGFP. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 sfGFP148x2 crystal and diffraction pattern. a) Beam line image of sfGFP148x2 crystal 
C6. With 100 µm scale bar for size reference. b) X-ray diffraction pattern of sfGFP148x2 crystal 
  
Full diffraction statistics are shown in Table 4.5. In brief there were over 964,841 
reflections of which 41,916 were unique giving 21.8x coverage of the crystal 
(multiplicity). There was 100% completeness of data across all resolution shells and 
99% in the highest resolution shell. The correlation coefficient (CC1/2) was 1.0 (0.68 in 
highest resolution shell). These statistics suggest that the data are of sufficient quality 
for refinement. Using the structure of sfGFP148azF (5BT0) as a search model, cell 
component analysis (Mathews test, Section 2.7.2.2) determined that there were two 
monomer units (i.e. one dimer) in the unit cell. Using 5BT0 as a search model, PHASER 
was able to resolve the phasing of the diffraction data via molecular replacement to 
generate a model for refinement. The phased model contained two monomer proteins 
forming a single dimer in the unit cell, chain A and chain B. After substituting azF and 
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SCO in both possible combinations and refining, it was deemed that chain A was the 
azF containing monomer and that chain B contained SCO at residue 148. At 
convergence the R factor and R free were at 18.2% and 21.1% and the RMSD of bond 
lengths and angles were 0.015 Å and 1.868° respectively (Table 4.5). This suggests that 
the refinement has generated a good model and so was submitted to the protein data 
bank and assigned the accession number 5NHN. It should be noted that for simplicity, 
Protein Data Bank in Europe (PDBe, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/node/1) have since split 
the linkage into lysine and phenylalanine within chains A and B respectively, and a new 
ligand containing the triazole linkage and the SCO renamed DB5. However, in the 
context of this chapter we will consider the linkage as azF and SCO. 
4.2.7.2 Overall structure of sfGFP148x2 
Upon examining the refined structure for sfGFP148x2, there is a head-to-tail 
monomer arrangement with both pairs of termini facing away from each other (Figure 
4.16a). The two chains are linked by an elongated azide-alkyne triazole link in the ‘anti’ 
conformation at the centre of the dimer (Figure 4.16b). Both chromophores are 15 Å 
apart and facing in towards each other across the interface (Figure 4.16c). The surface 
area of the dimer interface was calculated by PISA  
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/prot_int/pistart.html),223  and the interface has a buried area 
of ~1,300 Å2, similarly to naturally occurring dimer interfaces,15 with largely the same 
residues from each monomer contributing. Hydrogen bonding plays an important role 
with residues E142, N146, S147, N149 and N170 from both monomers contributing to 
form 8 inter-subunit hydrogen bonds (Figure 4.16d). 
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Table 4.5 Crystallographic statistics for sfGFP x2 crystal. 
sfGFP148x2 
PDB ID 5NHN 
Refinement statistics 
Wavelength (Å) 0.979 
Beamline Diamond IO4 
Space group P 65 
a (Å) 99.80 
b (Å) 99.8 
c (Å) 108.92 
Resolution range (Å) 67.71-1.96 
Total reflections measured 964841 
Unique reflections 41,916 
Completeness (%) (last shell) 100 (99.9) 
Multiplicity (last shell) 21.8 (14.1) 
I/σ (last shell) 22.9 (4.0) 
CC1/2 1.000 (0.680) 
R(merge) (%) (last shell) 7.9 (68.8) 
B(iso) from Wilson (Å2) 41.03 
Refinement statistics 
B(iso) from refinement 50.8 
Log Likelihood Coordinate rms 0.126 
Non-H atoms 3877 
Solvent molecules 226 
R-factor (%) 18.2 
R-free (%) 21.1 
RMSD bond lengths (Å) 0.015 
RMSD bond angles (°) 1.868 
Ramachandran Plot Statistics 
Core region (%) 98.42 
Allowed region (%) 1.13 
Additionally allowed region (%) 0 
Disallowed Region (%) 0.46 
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Figure 4.16 Structure of sfGFP148x2. Chain A (azF) is coloured green and Chain B (SCO) is 
coloured cyan. a) Dimer arrangement of sfGFP148x2 with triazole linkage shown as sticks. b) 
azF-SCO triazole linkage showing electron density as grey mesh. c) Top down view of sfGFP148x2 
showing distance between chromophores. d) Stick representation of hydrogen bonding network 
at sfGFP148x2 interface. 
 
Formation of the cross link causes residue 148 of the azF monomer to shift away 
from the chromophore. This creates a cavity that is occupied by a water (W1azF in Figure 
4.17a), that forms hydrogen bonds with the chromophore and 148azF. In the 
sfGFP148SCO monomer unit these interactions are mirrored with CROSCO and 148SCO 
(W1SCO). Both these structured waters replace the disrupted hydrogen bond from 
mutating His148 to either azF or SCO. They also form key components of an extended 
hydrogen bonding network, predominantly composed of water molecules, spanning the 
dimer interface and connecting both chromophores (Figure 4.17b). Each monomer 
(sfGFP148azF and sfGFP148SCO) contributes three symmetrical water molecules (W1, W2, 
and W3) with the central water W4 and the backbone of F145SCO provide the bridge 
across the interface, of the two monomers, that links the two networks together.  Hence, 
dimerisation forms an extended, inter-monomer proton wire formed mostly by 
structurally managed waters linked by hydrogen bonds and allowing for the 
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deprotonation of both chromophores causing the switch from CroA state to the CroB 
form. 
 
 
Figure 4.17 Structural change caused by dimerisation of sfGFP148 a) Conformational change to 
azF148 on dimerisation. Residue 148azF from 5BT0115 coloured magenta. b) Water network 
linking both chromophores of sfGFP148x2 (CROazF and CROSCO for azF and SCO monomers 
respectively), forming a proton wire. 
 
4.2.7.3 Comparisons between sfGFP148x2 chains and sfGFP monomers 
To determine if there are any major structural changes, both chains of the 
sfGFP148x2 structure were aligned with each other and with the structure for 
sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine described in Chapter 3. Full backbone alignment of the A and 
B chains of sfGFP148x2 yielded an RMSD of 0.12 Å. This suggests that there is very little 
structural difference between both chains. Upon visual inspection we see no significant 
differences to the overall protein structure (Figure 4.18a). The β-strand containing 
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residue 148 also showed no significant distances, save for the rotation of the χ1 dihedral 
of residue 148 of ~30° and a 2.2 Å backbone shift of residue Ser147 (Figure 4.18b). 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Structural comparison between Chain A (green) and Chain B (cyan) of sfGFP148x2. 
a) overall structure, b) comparison of region around residue 148. Residue 148 and CRO of both 
chains shown as sticks. 
 
Alignment of chains A and B to the structure of sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine (5DY6 
yields back bone RMSDs of 0.27 Å for both chains. As with alignment between chains 
A and B, alignment to the DBCO-amine modified sfGFP shows no perturbations of note 
(Figure 4.19a), save on β-strand 7, where residue 148 occupied different χ1 dihedrals 
(Figure 4.19b). Figure 4.19 shows that β-strand 7 of chain A and sfGFP148azF+DBCO-
amine align very closely. However, β-strand 7 of chain B does not align with 
sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine with a similar shift described when compared to chain A 
above. 
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Figure 4.19 Structural comparison between Chain A (green) and Chain B (cyan) of sfGFP148x2 
and sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine (magenta). a) overall structure, b) comparison of region around 
residue 148. Residue 148 and CRO shown as sticks. 
 
Backbone alignment to sfGFPWT, had RMSDs of 0.31 Å and 0.42 Å for sfGFP148x2 
chains A and B respectively, with most variation occurring in flexible loop regions and at 
the N and C termini (Figure 4.20). One major difference between both chains A and B 
compared to sfGFPWT was at the loop containing residues 187-195 which showed the 
same conformation differences as described in Chapter3 between the WT structure and 
sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine, which reaffirms the suggestion that this loop is flexible, and 
structure varies dependent on crystal packing (Figure 4.20b). There is also a 2.9 Å shift 
of β-strand 7 in Chain B compared to sfGFPWT (Figure 4.20c), which could explain why 
there is still a significant CroA population in sfGFP148x2 with the strand occupying a 
similar position to the crystal structure of sfGFP148azF. 
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Figure 4.20 Structural comparison of sfGFPWT (Grey) and sfGFP148x2 Chain A (green) and B 
(cyan). a) overall protein structure showing minor deviations at loops and termini. b) Closeup of 
loop 187-195 region showing large variations between WT and dimer structures. c) Close up of 
148 region showing 2.9 Å shift in β-strand 7 for Chain B in comparison to sfGFPWT 
 
4.2.7.4 Comparison with sfGFP204x2 
The structure of sfGFP204x2 was solved by Dr Pierre Rizkallah and Jacob Pope. 
The crystal diffracted to a resolution of 1.28 Å, with a P212121 space group. There were 
4 molecules in the unit cell i.e. two dimers, both showing density around the linkage site.  
sfGFP204x2 dimers form a quasi-symmetrical “head-to-head” alignment with an ~70° 
offset between the two monomers (Figure 4.21a). The protein monomers are arranged 
such that the C termini are close together at one end, as are the loops linking β-strands 
10 and 11 at the opposite end of the protein, forming a mirror image between monomers 
(Figure 4.21a) This arrangement is stabilised by the formation of the azF-SCO triazole 
linkage in the ‘syn’ conformation, causing a reverse turn type structure (Figure 4.21b). 
The two chromophores are ~22 Å apart and are not in plane with each other (Figure 
4.21c). 
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Figure 4.21 Structure of sfGFP204x2. sfGFP204azF coloured green and sfGFP204SCO is coloured 
cyan. a) overall monomer arrangement and interface with azF-SCO crosslink shown as sticks. 
and chromophores shown as spheres. b) Close up of triazole linkage with electron density map 
overlaid. c) Chromophore arrangement within sfGFP204x2 
 
The sfGFP204x2 dimer interface is divided into two halves; a directly contacting 
interface, and a narrow (~5-6 Å wide) water filled cavity coordinating several organised 
water molecules (Figure 4.22a). The interface is maintained by a non-symmetrical 
network of hydrogen bonds between residues, N146, S147, T225 of sfGFP204azF and 
residues N39, and R73 of sfGFP204SCO, with the triazole linkage also contributing (Figure 
4.22b). The hydrophobic interactions are more symmetrical, with residues V206, L221 
and F223 from both monomers contributing (Figure 4.22c). The two chromophores of 
sfGFP204x2 are linked via an indirect hydrogen bonding network involving: 204SCO, the 
triazole linkage, various side chain residues and the organised waters in the interface 
cavity (Figure 4.23). 
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Figure 4.22 sfGFP204x2 dimer interface. a) Dimer interface including presence of water molecules 
within inter-monomer cavity (right). Conserved water W1 is highlighted. b) Interface hydrogen 
bonding between both monomers. c) Hydrophobic interface below the SPAAC linkage site. 
 
Although residues 148 and 204 are close together on adjacent β-strands (7 and 
8 respectively), there are several key differences between the two dimer structures. 
Firstly, monomer arrangement in sfGFP204x2 is very different compared to sfGFP148x2. 
Compared to the “head-to-tail” monomer arrangement found in sfGFP148x2, sfGFP204x2 
forms a “head-to-head” alignment with an ~70° offset between the two monomers. This 
arrangement is stabilised by the formation of the azF-SCO triazole linkage in the ‘syn’ 
conformation, causing a reverse turn type structure, as opposed to the elongated ‘anti’ 
conformation found in sfGFP148x2. It should also be noted that the density around the link 
for sfGFP204x2 was not as well defined as in sfGFP148x2, suggesting that the link was 
dynamic or there was a small population of unit cells where the monomer arrangement 
was reversed. The two chromophores are ~22 Å apart and are not in plane with each 
other, as is the case with sfGFP148x2, suggesting that potential communication between 
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monomers would be more direct in sfGFP148x2 than in sfGFP204x2. The interface surface 
area, as calculated by PISA (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/prot_int/pistart.html),223 of 
sfGFP204x2 is almost half the area of sfGFP148x2 (900 Å2 versus 1600 Å2), suggesting a 
weaker dimerisation interface as there are fewer contacts formed between the two 
monomer units.221 
 
 
Figure 4.23 The hydrogen bonding network connecting CROazF and CROSCO of sfGFP204x2. 
Hydrogen bonds shown as blue dashed lines, water molecules shown as small red spheres. 
 
4.2.7.5 The role of water networks in sfGFP dimers 
Both sfGFP148x2 and sfGFP204x2, like other sfGFP structures,77,115,127 show 
evidence of defined water channels thought to act as proton shuttles from the 
chromophore to the bulk solvent. There is also another water channel that interconnects 
both chromophores within the dimer. The classical ball and stick representation used 
above shows the precise residues and water molecules involved in these channels at a 
high resolution, however it is a very complex representation, and it can be hard to 
visualise the direct path and size of potential channels. Using CAVER,181 which 
calculates both the path of potential channels and the size of channels, can help to find 
which residues and water molecules are involved in forming a channel. CAVER overlays 
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a simple representation of potential channels within a structure as shown below for 
sfGFP148x2 (Figure 4.24a) and sfGFP204x2 (Figure 4.24b). CAVER is also able to 
determine the length of the tunnels and the width at any given point throughout the 
tunnel, highlighting any bottlenecking points.  Of the two structures, sfGFP148x2 has the 
shortest and most direct route at ~41 Å long as opposed to 94 Å between the two 
monomers of sfGFP204x2. The tunnel of sfGFP148x2 is also wider than sfGFP204x2, at its 
narrowest the channel is 0.91 Å in diameter whereas sfGFP204x2 is narrower at 0.76 Å 
diameter at the channel bottleneck. This has the potential to slow down dynamic 
exchange of water molecules and hence can impede proton shuttling transfer within the 
dimer system.181 
 
 
Figure 4.24 Caver analysis of sfGFP dimers.  Monomers containing azide coloured green and 
monomers containing SCO coloured cyan. Predicted channels for a) sfGFP148x2 and b) sfGFP204x2 
are displayed in magenta. 
 
It has been proposed that water networks play a vital role in the function of 
fluorescent proteins.110,115,138,139,185,217 In WT GFP and other monomeric FPs from A. 
victoria, water molecules other than the directly bonded CRO water molecule (W1,Figure 
4.17), that contribute to the network are largely exposed to bulk solvent and hence 
subject to dynamic exchange. However, in the sfGFP dimer structures above these key 
waters are held within the dimeric interface and hence, buried either wholly or partially 
forming hydrogen bonds with the protein, slowing down their exchange with bulk solvent. 
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Surface burial and reduced dynamics may only be simple effects, but they may make 
an important contribution to the observed functional effects shown above. As such the 
structural insights into how proteins can communicate between each other may be a 
foundation to transfer the combination of in silico design and SPAAC to create protein 
dimers into other protein systems. In addition, the reduced dynamics observed due to 
partial burying of solvent molecules, is likely to have a key role in the formation of the 
more concerted, organised, and permanent proton wire network as observed in 
sfGFP148x2. 
 
4.2.7.6 Comparison to the in silico model 
One of the central aims of this work was to design functionally enhanced protein 
dimers using in silico predictions. As described above (Section 4.2.1), five models were 
generated and to test their validity they need to be compared to the solved structures. A 
table of RMSDs after backbone alignment of each model vs both dimers is displayed 
below (Table 4.5). The best model to align with sfGFP148x2 was the highest ranked model 
(Model 5) with an RMSD of 4.72 Å, whilst sfGFP204x2 aligned best with Model 4 (Ranked 
3rd) with an RMSD of 5.62 Å, which are much higher compared to backbone alignments 
with sfGFPWT with RMSDs of 0.4 and 0.2 Å for sfGFP148x2 and sfGFP204x2 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.25 Comparison of in silico (grey) v structurally determined sfGFP dimers a) sfGFP148x2 
(cyan) v Top ranked model. b) sfGFP204x2 (orange) v 3rd ranked model. 
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Visual inspection of the alignment of both sfGFP148x2 v Model5 (Figure 4.25a) 
and sfGFP204x2 v Model 4 (Figure 4.25b) highlights how poorly the molecules align 
with very little visible backbone overlap. Therefore, the models are not like the solved 
structure. However, when taking into consideration that the initial clustering for each 
model included all structures within a 9 Å RMSD, it is possible that the precise monomer 
conformations observed in both crystal structures are included in these clusters but 
without viewing all the members of each cluster and aligning to each we cannot be sure. 
It should also be noted that ClusPro generates dimers using a rigid backbone based 
algorithm and as such does not account for subtle permutations of side chains. Despite 
these limitations in silico modelling was able to generate viable models for providing a 
starting point to the engineering process limiting target selection to a narrow region of a 
protein as opposed to ‘blindly’ selecting residues from the whole protein.  As such the 
aim of using in silico techniques to further the design of dimers has been successful, not 
only in showing which residues to select but in which ones not to select as shown in the 
failure to generate any dimeric protein by incubating sfGFP132SCO with either sfGFP132azF 
or sfGFP204azF. 
 
Table 4.6 Comparison of RMSDs of backbone alignment of in silico models v determined 
structures. 
Model 
Energy score 
(kJ/mol) 
RMSD v sfGFP148x2 
(Å) 
RMSD v sfGFP204x2 
(Å) 
Model 5 -503.94 4.72 12.77 
Model 1 -501.966 9.53 20.55 
Model 4 -497.071 18.96 5.62 
Model 2 -497.112 11.95 20.83 
Model 3 -494.492 8.31 8.54 
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 Conclusions 
The most commonly found protein units in nature is symmetrical protein dimers. 
Synergistic effects are common, with inter-monomer communication occurring through 
shared interaction networks. This chapter has shown that, monomeric proteins units can 
successfully generate dimers through in silico prediction of potential dimeric interface 
regions and use of bioorthogonal ncAA chemistries particularly SPAAC. We have also 
shown that symmetry is a key factor in creating functional synergy between monomers, 
through the formation of continuous transport networks. Generating new protein 
oligomerisation systems is a topic of great interest in protein engineering. 14,25,26,35,224 It 
allows a route to understanding this commonly observed biological process, explores 
new functional and structural space, and expands use of proteins in nanoscience. One 
of the key challenges to creating functionally linked dimers, has been to generate 
functional links between separate subunits beyond the region of the interface, which has 
been achieved in this chapter. This methodology is not limited to the chemistry and 
ncAAs described above, with other strained alkyne regioisomers92,109 and linking 
chemistries available,121,122,214 and hence open to a vast variety of dimer conformations 
not explored here. Coupling this new knowledge with advancements in ncAA 
incorporation such as, codon reprogramming to allow multiple different ncAAs to be 
incorporated225,226 and cell lines that have had reprogrammed codons replaced to reduce 
non-specific ncAA incorporation,227-229 we are able to design higher order functionally 
linked oligomers for use in synthetic biology and in nanoscience. This chapter focused 
on creating functionally linked homodimers, the next step is to design and create 
heterodimers between different proteins to study how their functions would 
integrate/enhance. This area of research along with generating oligomers above dimers 
is currently being undertaken at the Jones group.  
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5 Precise interfacing of proteins with single-walled Carbon 
Nanotubes (swCNTs) using genetically encoded phenyl 
azide chemistry 
 Introduction 
Proteins perform a wide variety of functions ranging from catalysis and molecular 
recognition to charge transfer and energy conversion.119 The dimensions of many 
proteins are in the nanometer range: from 2-10 nm for monomeric proteins to >100 nm 
for complexes. Thus, given the variety of functions performed by proteins and the scale 
they work at, proteins can be considered nature’s nanomachines.119 To exploit these 
biomolecular interactions with single molecule specificity and control, is a central 
challenge for biotechnology, as is the assembly of platforms to monitor these events.230-
234 Studying proteins at the single molecule level allows for measurement of dynamics 
and distributions of molecular properties and population states, usually masked by 
ensemble measurements that average the signal over all the population. Utilising 
proteins at the single molecule level can also lead to increased sensitivity for many 
applications, from biosensing to molecular electronics.54,71,231,235 The increased 
sensitivity arises by being able to look at differences between bulk effects and differing 
behaviours of individual molecules. By using orientation specific, directed attachment, 
we can observe many single molecules acting in the same way, hence amplifying the 
overall signal. Therefore, there is an increased interest is developing strategies that 
permit single biomolecule interfaces to be generated that are directly linked to 
nanoelectronic systems such as nano carbon. 
The aim of this chapter is to create stable protein-swCNT interfaces that can be 
used for downstream applications such as, nanoelectronics and 
biosensors.52,54,57,60,69,235-240 A key issue in development of protein-swCNT interfaces, is 
ensuring site-specific attachment to a nanoelectrode. Ideally, in solution assembly is 
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required to develop solution processing single-molecule bioelectronic devices. However, 
with pristine swCNTs this is not possible due to the low solubility of swCNTs. 
There has been great interest in using one-dimensional nanostructured materials 
as nanoelectronic systems for biological interfacing, and single walled carbon nanotubes 
(swCNTs) emerged as an important and viable option.52-56 Previous work has reported 
that biomolecules near swCNTs can alter the electronic properties of the nanotubes.241 
Various mechanisms, such as direct charge transfer or local perturbations of the pi 
electron network by introducing charged residues to the swCNT surface, cause these 
changes, with even minute changes in the local charge environment showing an obvious 
effect in swCNT properties, such as conductance.52,54,71,238 Appropriate size compatibility 
is ensured as swCNTs are on the same size scale as biological molecules. 
Both covalent236,242-245 and non-covalent246-249 chemical strategies have 
successfully been employed to interface biomolecules (predominantly DNA) with 
swCNTs, and interactions have been monitored by electronic and optical 
techniques.52,250,251 With regards to proteins however, many of these approaches are 
non-specific in terms of their attachment site and leading to heterogenous and non-
optimal interface locations.119 This can result in the attachment of multiple uncontrolled 
molecules onto individual swCNTs in a non-specific manner. As a result, there is 
currently little scope for measuring individual proteins interfaced in defined orientations. 
Hence it hampers the development of single-molecule interfaces for device 
implementation. 
The importance of orientation and site-specific attachment has been 
demonstrated by Holland et al.49 for glucose oxidase attached to gold nanoparticle using 
mutations at different residues. Previous work from the Jones lab51 demonstrated with 
cytochrome b562 that engineered thiol groups and pairs of thiols can be used to assemble 
the protein in different orientations on gold. This showed how different orientations lead 
to different conductance profiles. However, despite this precise control at the single 
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molecule level, over orientation and number of proteins attached to nanoelectronic 
systems such as swCNTs is still an issue.49,51 
 
 
Scheme 5.1 Photochemical insertion of a protein via genetically encoding phenylazide chemistry. 
sfGFP (PDBid = 2B3P) is used as a model protein. 
 
In this chapter, the interfacing of proteins to swCNTs in an orientation specific 
manner is explored, using phenyl azide chemistry. Phenylazide photochemistry is a 
powerful approach to attaching molecules to swCNTs; irradiation with ultraviolet light 
(UV) results in the formation of a highly reactive nitrene radical that can react with the 
electron rich SP2 carbon bonds in swCNT side walls,113,252 creating a permanent 
crosslink (Scheme 5.1). However, phenyl azide photochemistry has typically only been 
used for attaching small molecules to swCNTs, as biomolecules typically don’t have the 
required chemistry. As described in the previous chapters, I have shown that using a 
reprogramd genetic codon,183 it is possible incorporate phenyl azides into proteins using 
the non-canonical amino acid (ncAA) p-azido-L-phenylalanine (azF).94,152,182 UV 
irradiation of azF containing proteins will result in covalent attachment of proteins to 
swCNTs, at a defined residue in a specific orientation, creating an intimate interface 
between protein and swCNT. 
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The use of phenyl azide chemistry opens up additional avenues of protein-
swCNT interfacing through the use of bioorthogonal Click reaction; here I describe how 
such bioorthogonal Click reactions can be used to generate 1:1 end-wall protein 
conjugates to swCNTs. The attachment of these proteins is shown to be specifically 
directed in orientation of attachment. The swCNTs were functionalised at Queen Mary 
University (London, UK) by Dr Mark Freeley (Palma group). The process involves 
wrapping short single stranded DNA oligonucleotides (ssDNA) around swCNTs.249 This 
process solubilised the tubes, due to tight binding from π–π stacking interactions.249 
DNA wrapping of tubes also protects the sidewalls leaving only the ends of tubes 
available to functionalisation via carboxylic acid groups.253-255 DBCO-amine groups were 
linked to the swCNTs end walls, for attachment with azF containing proteins, using 
bioorthogonal “1+1” click chemistry, known as strain promoted azide-alkyne 
cycloaddition (SPAAC; Figure 5.1a).115,117,118 
Autofluorescent proteins such as super-folder green fluorescent protein 
(sfGFP)127 are very useful for nano electronics. They come in a wide range of different 
colours9,127,256 creating a large range of absorption spectrum coverage that can be used 
for photo capture systems.159  They also have been shown to exhibit light modulated 
conductance and stimulated emission by forming complex energy transfer 
systems.136,137  sfGFP was used to demonstrate the importance of linkage site for 
communication between proteins and swCNTs. Two swCNT-protein configurations were 
investigated, where sfGFP mutants were engineered with azF at residues proximal 
(Residue 204) and distant (Residue 132) to the chromophore of sfGFP (Figure 5.1b). 
The effects of mutations on sfGFP have been explored previously (Chapter 4 and 
115,149,151,152). Effects on GFP fluorescence on interfacing with swCNTs were monitored 
by fluorescence both in solution and on surfaces at single protein level, where evidence 
of coupling between swCNTs and sfGFP was observed. Part of this work has been 
published in Freeley et al.119 
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Figure 5.1 Single protein attachment of sfGFP to swCNTs. a) Scheme showing conjugation of 
sfGFP to functionalised swCNT using SPAAC. b) Schematics of the short axis sfGFP204azF 
(sfGFPSA) and long axis sfGFP132azF (sfGFPLA) swCNT interface points and orientations. Linkage 
residues are shown as grey sticks and swCNT shown as gold spheres. Approximate distances 
between swCNT end wall and sfGFP CRO are shown in red. 
 
 Results and discussion 
5.2.1 Creation and purification of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA 
Plasmids for sfGFP204azF (sfGFPSA, Chapter 4) and sfGPF132azF (sfGFPLA , 
Chapter 4) were kindly donated by Reddington151 and were co-transformed into TOP10 
(Invitrogen) E. coli cells with pDULEcyanoRS, expressed, and purified as described in 
Section 2.4.3 and 115,151,152 by nickel affinity chromatography. SDS-PAGE analysis of 
sfGFPLA and sfGFPSA showed a single protein band at ~27 kDa with >95% purity (Figure 
5.2). Purified protein was buffer exchanged into fresh 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] and the 
concentration determined. 
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Figure 5.2 SDS-PAGE analysis showing purified a) sfGFPLA b) sfGFPSA. Weights of molecular 
marker (Lad) are labelled. 
 
To ensure that modification of the proteins with either UV irradiation or DBCO-
amine had no effect on sfGFP fluorescence, aliquots of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA (10 µM) 
were modified with either irradiation by UV light (305nm) for 15 minutes, or addition of 
DBCO-amine (50 µM) overnight at room temperature. Absorbance and fluorescence 
spectra of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA were taken before and after modification. As shown in 
Figure 5.3a, modification of sfGFPLA yields no discernible loss of absorbance with either 
UV irradiation or DBCO-amine modification. However, modification by either route does 
instigate a loss of ~10% fluorescence emission (Figure 5.3a). As with sfGFPLA 
modification of sfGFPSA with UV irradiation and DBCO-amine shows no discernible 
effect on absorbance with only a circa 10% drop in emission (Figure 5.3b). The loss of 
fluorescence observed by modifying sfGFPSA with either proposed route is to be 
expected given the proximity of residue 204 to the chromophore (0.57 nm) and its role 
in sfGFP water networks.115,134,185 However, the loss of fluorescence in sfGFPLA is 
surprising given the distance of residue 132 from the sfGFP chromophore (2.59 nm). 
However, the loop where residue 132 resides, is at the end of a predicted channel, which 
may play a role in water networking and charge transfer within the core of GFP and thus 
influence fluorescence. This will be covered in more detail in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.3 Absorbance (Black) and emission spectra after excitation at 485 nm (Red) of a) 
sfGFPLA and b) sfGFPSA. Before modification (solid lines), after 15 mins UV irradiation (dotted 
lines) and after overnight incubation with DBCO-amine (dashed lines) (c) Structure of DBCO-
amine. Spectra were normalised to the unmodified protein (black). Click reactions were 
performed at 10 µM protein to 50 µM DBCO-amine in 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] 0.5% DMSO. For 
fluorescence spectra samples were diluted to 0.5 µM in 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0]. 
 
5.2.2 Attachment of sfGFPLA and sfGFPSA to swCNT sidewalls. 
To attach proteins to the sidewalls of CNTs as described in Scheme 5.1. Aliquots 
of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA (100 nm) were drop casted onto glass coverslips with swCNTs 
deposited, followed by irradiation with UV (305 nm LED light) and washing with distilled 
water and ethanol. AFM analysis was performed by Dr Adam Beachey and Miss 
Suzanne Thomas (School of Physics and Astronomy, Cardiff University) using 
Gwyddion image analysis software (http://gwiddion.net).257 The overall morphology of 
the AFM images for the two variants suggests that they attach in regular and defined 
orientations across the swCNT based on the location of the azF residue within the 
protein. sfGFPLA is generally circular with a narrow diameter while sfGFPSA appears to 
bind with its long axis almost perpendicular to the swCNT (Figure 5.4). 
The measured heights are lower than expected based on the crystal structure.127 
Both variants measured circa 1 nm high as opposed to ~3.1 nm and ~5 nm for sfGFPSA 
and sfGFPLA respectively. It should be noted that the proteins are unlikely to be uniformly 
attached at the apex of the tube and the azF is placed in a flexible loop,77 so a true height 
profile of the protein alone relative to the tube will be difficult to measure. Furthermore, 
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AFM is known to underestimate heights of soft matter such as biomolecules.159,258 The 
overall difference in width of the protein spots compared to swCNT is an also important 
independent validation of protein binding. 
 
Figure 5.4 AFM analysis of sfGFPLA (Left hand panels) and sfGFPSA (Right hand panels. Each panel 
presents a representative AFM image of protein (100 nM) deposited on coverslips containing 
swCNTs together with height analysis of representative areas. (a) Control samples without 
illumination (preUV) and after washing; (b) samples after illumination at 305 nm (postUV) and 
washing. There are clear differences between sample pre- and post-illumination, including 
distinctive spots with heights and widths larger than of the swCNT, indicative of protein 
attachment only on irradiation. The height analysis in (a) and (b) corresponds to areas of the 
equivalent colours in the AFM image. In (b), blue represents a bare CNT region (labelled CNT 
on AFM image) and red a sfGFP attachment area (labelled protein on AFM image). (c) Height 
analysis across the length of the tube shown in (b). The heights in the plot key correspond the 
equivalent areas numbered on the AFM image. Heights 4 and 8 (cyan) in the AFM image in (b) 
correspond to bare tubes between protein attached areas (white). 
 
 When the azF sfGFP variants were incubated in the dark with swCNTs, little 
permanent binding was observed (Figure 5.4a). Initial AFM scans suggested that there 
may be some residual GFPLA bound to swCNTs in the dark but the peaks thought to 
correspond to protein disappeared on repeat scanning and the tip quickly became 
fouled.  sfGFPWT did not display any apparent binding prior to and after illumination with 
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UV light confirming the requirement of the azF to generate a permanently attached 
protein (Figure 5.5). 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Representative AFM images and height analysis of (a) bare swCNT and (b) wild-type 
sfGFPWT (no azF incorporated) after illumination and washing. The height profiles shown in the 
right-hand panels represent the equivalent coloured the lines in the AFM images. In the sfGFPWT 
sample, protein was applied (100 nM) and subjected to 305 nm illumination as for the azF 
containing proteins. There is no evidence of permanent protein binding given both the lack of 
defined spots on the swCNTs together with heights and width profiles. 
 
5.2.3 Functional effects of sfGFP sidewall attachment 
GFP provides an ideal model to study the effect attachment to swCNTs has on 
protein function, using the inherent fluorescence of the protein as a useful output for 
monitoring function down to the single molecule level. As fluorescence is sensitive to 
even small changes to the local environment and protein structure, it allows impact on 
function and thus potentially communication between the two systems to be monitored.9 
Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) was used to investigate surface 
bound molecular fluorescence at single molecule resolution. For this sfGFP variants 
were cast onto swCNTs fixed onto glass coverslips. TIRF was carried about by Dr David 
Jamieson (School of Pharmacy). Comparative images covering the same area following 
AFM then TIRF of swCNT bound sfGFPSA are shown in Figure 5.6 showing a correlation, 
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between areas of high fluorescence with areas with a high density of proteins attached 
to swCNTs. This confirms that that sfGFPSA is functional after attachment to swCNTs. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Functional analysis of sfGFPSA interfaced with swCNTs. A) TIRF image with 
approximate corresponding area b) imaged by AFM (magnified area shown to right of main AFM 
image). Presence of some protein molecules are indicated by white arrows. 
 
For both sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA, linear structures were observed by TIRF that 
equate to protein bound to swCNTs while an irradiated mix of sfGFPWT and swCNTs 
yielded no such obvious structures (Figure 5.7). In comparison to free protein, reduced 
emission intensity was observed (Figure 5.8a-b). Analysis of TIRF data reveals the 
function of GFP is significantly altered on attachment to swCNTs, with the position of 
attachment having an additional influence. Single molecule imaging shows that sfGFPLA 
has increased rate of blinking when bound to tubes in comparison to free protein (Figure 
5.8d),101,216 while sfGFPSA displays more classical single state characteristics. Both 
proteins free in solution exhibit single step photobleaching, confirming that single 
proteins were observed for both variants (Figure 5.8c-d). 
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Figure 5.7 Single molecule TIRF imaging of a) sfGFPWT (wtGFP), b) sfGFPLA and c) sfGFPSA with 
CNTs following UV treatment. sfGFPWT is not observed to undergo UV initiated binding to CNTs, 
with no fluorescently decorated tube-like structures visible. sfGFPLA and sfGFPSA variants are 
observed to decorate CNTs, with fluorescent tube-like structures visible via TIRF imaging. 
 
After attachment to swCNTs, both proteins show a significant reduction in 
fluorescence intensity compared to the free protein, and each exhibited temporal 
fluctuations in addition to on/off blinking. TIRF images (Figure 5.8a-b) illustrate this 
change in behaviour upon sfGFPSA coupling to swCNTs; single spots are observable 
until they are stochastically photobleached for sfGFPSA free in solution (Figure 5.8a). In 
contrast, a much weaker fluorescence is observed for swCNT-sfGFPSA with low intensity 
spots fluctuating and blinking (Figure 5.8b). The addition of successive frames reveals 
the overall sfGFPSA decorated swCNT structure (Figure 5.8b). 
Intensity traces from individual spots of swCNT coupled proteins (Figure 5.8e-f) 
shows a decrease in fluorescence intensity when both sfGFPLA and sfGFPSA are 
attached to swCNTs. However, the traces of sfGFP-swCNT hybrids also show an 
increase in the fluorescence lifetime, i.e. the time it takes for sfGFP to photobleach 
(switch off), of individual protein spots and an increase in blinking frequency (rapid on/off 
rates), compared to the free protein (Figure 5.9a). This suggests a dynamic 
photophysical interaction between sfGFP proteins and the swCNT. Whilst swCNT 
coupled sfGFPSA photobleaches to background levels, swCNT-sfGFPLA, although less 
bright, has an increased resistance to photobleaching (Figure 5.9b). Both variants 
exhibit dynamic fluctuations of small magnitude, rarely showing discrete steps, unlike 
the free protein counterparts. The observed fluctuations are not readily attributed to a 
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small number of discrete states in the data, suggesting highly dynamic processes, likely 
the result of continuous variations in events including possible charge or energy transfer 
between protein and swCNT. Due to length-scales of swCNTs and the diffraction limit, 
it cannot be ruled out that co-localisation and simultaneous observation of more than 
one protein are contributing to some of the added complexity of TIRF traces. Given the 
attachment of multiple proteins to swCNTs it’s possible that multiple simultaneous 
energy/charge transfer events to a single tube create perturbations and feedback to 
individual proteins, resulting in the more continuous, rather than discrete, energy 
behaviour observed. This would be consistent with discrete step-like events observed 
being a result of swCNTs with single or low numbers of decorated protein. 
 
Figure 5.8 Single molecule imaging of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA free in solution and CNT bound. a-
b) TIRF imaging time course of sfGFPSA free and swCNT attached. a) Single free sfGFPSA are 
observed that stochastically photobleach. b) swCNT-sfGFPSA is less bright and undergoes 
significant intensity fluctuations. Summing frames reveals the linear structure of decorated 
swCNTs. c-f) representative intensity traces of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA free in solution (c-d) and 
swCNT bound (e-f). Attachment alters the photo-physics of the fluorescent properties; reducing 
fluorescence intensity, prolonging lifetime and inducing fluctuation. Raw data (grey), Chung 
Kennedy filtered data (blue/red) and Chung Kennedy filtered background intensity traces are 
shown). g-h) sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA decorated swCNTs revealed by TIRF. 
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The major fluorescence changes seen above suggests that there is some degree 
of interaction between the swCNTs and the attached proteins. The different fluorescent 
behaviours of sfGFPLA and sfGFPSA indicate that the attachment position (with respect 
to the protein) has a role in this apparent communication between protein and swCNT. 
The classic explanation for this communication is energy between sfGFP and swCNT, 
which is known to occur in sfGFP when close to a suitable acceptor.134,259 Simple energy 
transfer however, cannot explain the longer decay times observed alongside the lower 
intensities, which may suggest that the photocycling between absorption and emission 
events is slower. Simultaneous energy transfer events of multiple proteins on a single 
swCNT could feedback to individual proteins reexciting the chromophore for extended 
‘on time’. The attachment of multiple proteins to single swCNTs could result in many 
simultaneous energy/charge transfer events to a single tube creating the feedback to 
individual fluorescence proteins, resulting in a more continuous behaviour as opposed 
to the classical discrete stepwise behaviour observed with single molecules. This would 
be consistent with data of swCNTs with the small step-like events observed with 
individual tubes with single or few proteins attached to it, limiting the influence of 
simultaneous energy transfer and feedback. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Comparison of ensemble single molecule TIRFM photobleaching kinetics of GFPSA 
(blue) and GFPLA (red). A reduction in fluorescence intensity and prolongation of photobleaching 
lifetime is observed for both GFP attachment orientations (a). This change in fluorescence 
characteristics manifests as different ensemble photobleaching behaviour between GFPSA (blue) 
and GFPLA (red) attachment (b). SWCNT attachment ensemble decay deviates from the simple 
exponential decay of the proteins in solution. 
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The fluorescence behaviour of sfGFPLA was affected to a greater extent than 
sfGFPSA, with the former exhibiting reduced intensity but little photobleaching even after 
~90s. This is unexpected given the differences in distance and positions between the 
azF residue and the sfGFP Chromophore. Analysis of the sfGFP structure with 
CAVER,181 which detects possible channels including water tunnels, show possible 
channels between protein and swCNT (Figure 5.10). This observation together with 
previous work on water-based charge transfer networks in sfGFP,138,139,185 suggests that 
residue 132 is close to the exit of an internal water coupled directly to the chromophore. 
Coupling proteins to the electron rich pi bond network of the swCNT side wall, close to 
the tunnel exit may provide a mechanism for the influence of the swCNT on 
fluorescence. While the exact nature of coupling between swCNT and sfGFP and the 
associated networks needs to be investigated further, it does not appear to be a simple 
distance dependent relationship highlighting the potential importance of coupling 
position in terms of bond networks commonly found in protein. 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Internal tunnels (calculated using CAVER181) for GFPSA (a, blue and red) and 
GFPLA (b, cyan) from the functional centre, the chromophore, to the SWCNT sidewall. The 
chromophore is coloured green and shown in the stick representation. The surface of the protein 
is shown in grey and as transparent so that the internal tunnels and chromophore can be 
visualised. 
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5.2.4 Attachment of sfGFPLA and sfGFPSA to ssDNA wrapped swCNTs 
As shown in the previous section and described by others,119,236,243-245 it is hard 
to investigate single molecule interactions with swCNTs due to relatively large areas for 
attachment, i.e. it’s hard to control the number and spacing of proteins that attach to the 
tubes, which means that it is hard to isolate individual proteins. In this section I describe 
the attachment of single protein molecules the ends of single swCNTs. This is achieved 
by blocking the side walls of swCNTs from attachment by coating the tubes in single 
stranded DNA (ssDNA) as described in Tu et al.249 The ssDNA binds to the swCNT side-
wall via π-π stacking interactions. This allows the tubes to disperse in aqueous solutions 
as well as protecting the side walls from functionalisation. The ssDNA/swCNTs were 
functionalised by attaching DBCO-amine to free carboxyl groups at the CNT endwalls. 
The DBCO-amine linker was chosen as it allowed for proteins to be anchored close to 
the swCNT end. The short nature of the linker sterically hinders binding of other protein 
molecules. 
Purified sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA were sent to Queen Mary University (London, UK) 
for attachment to DNA-functionalised swCNTs, as described in119,249  by Dr Mark 
Freeley. Protein (1 µM) was mixed with ssDNA/swCNTs (200 nm) and left to incubate 
overnight. Covalent attachment of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA mutants to DBCO-
functionalized ssDNA/SWCNTs was monitored by casting the hybrid solutions on 
muscovite mica and imaging the substrate surface via atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
Representative AFM images of sfGFP-swCNT nanohybrids are shown below 
(Figure 5.11a +b). AFM reveals both sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA, are tethered uniquely to the 
terminal ends of individual ssDNA/swCNTs as shown by individual round spots ~3 nm 
high at the end of each of the modified tubes. Both sfGFP variants linked to swCNTs 
with similar efficiencies of ~30% (measured on AFM by visually counting tubes with and 
without proteins). AFM analysis also revealed that of the obtained nanohybrids ~88% of 
swCNT-sfGFPSA and ~82% of swCNT-sfGFPLA nanostructures exhibited single protein 
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attachment to only one end of the nanotube. It is believed that protein-swCNT ratios 
greater than one (i.e. 2:1 protein-swCNT hybrid formation) were minimised by the mild 
sonication process required for forming the ssDNA-swCNTs.254,260,261 The sonication 
reduced the number of free carboxyl groups at the swCNT termini and hence reduced 
DBCO-protein anchoring sites. 
 
 
Figure 5.11 AFM images of sfGFP-swCNT hybrids, a) ssDNA/swCNT-sfGFPSA b) 
ssDNA/swCNT-sfGFPLA. Z-scale (height) = 6 nm. Images adapted from119 
 
5.2.5 Fluorescent Characterization of ssDNA/swCNT-sfGFP nanohybrids. 
To demonstrate communication within the ssDNA/swCNT-sfGFP nanohybrids, 
steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy was performed (Dr Mark Freely, QMU). sfGFPs 
have been shown to act as light-induced electron donors in photochemical reactions 
with various electron acceptors,254,262,263 and changes in sfGFP fluorescence are a good 
indicator of communication through other coupled processes such as energy transfer.134 
Therefore, the emission intensity of sfGFP was compared before and after conjugation 
to ssDNA/SWCNTs. 
In the case of sfGFPSA, fluorescence emission is reduced presumably via 
quenching, by ∼80% after conjugation with ssDNA/swCNTs (Figure 5.12a). This change 
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is significant as modification with DBCO-amine alone has no observable effect on 
fluorescence (Figure 5.12b), and there is only a ~20% reduction when mixing sfGFPSA 
with ssDNA/swCNTs in the absence of linking molecules (Figure 5.12a). This indicates 
that the employed coupling strategy gives rise to an enhanced quenching beyond that 
caused by passive and transient physisorption of proteins and CNTs, or due to the 
chemical functionalization of the proteins at the bioengineered anchoring point. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Steady state fluorescence spectra of a) sfGFPSA and b) sfGFPLA. Emission spectra 
of free protein (black), ssDNA/swCNT-sfGFP hybrids (blue) and ssDNA/swCNTs mixed with free 
protein in the absence of DBCO-amine linker (red). representative models of swCNT-sfGFP 
nanohybrids are displayed (inset). 
 
In comparison, fluorescence of sfGFPLA in the long axis monofunctionalized 
hybrids was only quenched by ∼20%. This is the same reduction as observed by mixing 
sfGFPLA and ssDNA/swCNTs (Figure 5.12b), however it is ~10% more than addition of 
DBCO-amine to sfGFPLA alone (Figure 5.3a). These results strongly suggest that direct 
communication between the proteins and the CNTs only occurs for the SWCNT-GFPSA 
nanohybrids: the precise nature of the interface position plays an important role in the 
coupling due to the predicted shorter distance between the CRO and the nanotube in 
the sfGFPSA hybrids as compared to the sfGFPLA hybrids. 
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5.2.6 Single-Molecule fluorescence of ssDNA/swCNT-sfGFP nanohybrids. 
Nanotube-sfGFP coupling was monitored, to single molecule resolution, via total 
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy (performed by Dr Mark Freeley), by 
casting dilute solutions of sfGFP-swCNT nanohybrids onto glass coverslips. sfGFP has 
characteristic blinking behaviour which can be influenced by the local 
environment.101,216,264 Representative intensity versus time single molecule traces 
showing ‘on’ and ‘off’ for sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA both in free form and conjugated to 
swCNTs can be shown in Figure 5.13. Single-molecule fluorescence dynamic studies of 
sfGFPWT have shown that off-time periods are independent of excitation intensity.264 
Individual sfGFPSA showed high blinking activity with shorter ‘off’ states, i.e. faster 
switching between “on” and “off” states, while the swCNT-GFPSA nanohybrids exhibited 
longer off time periods (Figure 5.13a and b). This is good evidence that there is 
functional coupling between the swCNT and sfGFPSA, at the single molecule level. The 
swCNT-sfGFPLA heterostructures however, exhibited almost identical blinking rates 
when compared to the sfGFPLA alone (Figure 5.13c+d). 
 
Figure 5.13 Representative single-molecule fluorescence traces for: a) sfGFPSA b) swCNT-
sfGFPSA hybrid c) sfGFPLA and d) swCNT- sfGFPLA hybrid. Adapted from 119 
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This behaviour was confirmed and quantified by constructing histograms of 
single-molecule off-times for the hybrid structures and both sfGFP variants (Figure 5.14). 
The histograms were fitted with monoexponential decay curves as described in previous 
single-molecule sfGFP studies;216,264 from these, the decay time for each sample was 
calculated. sfGFPSA alone exhibited a decay time of 9.2 s, while the SWCNT-GFPSA 
nanohybrids had a decay time of 7.7 s (Figure 5.14a). The shortening of the decay time 
corresponds to an increase in the length of the off times, corroborating the longer off 
times seen in the intensity versus time plots displayed in Figure 5.13. sfGFPLA has a 
shorter decay time (6.6s) compared to sfGFPSA, however differences in decay times 
between different protein variants is to be expected, as has been observed 
previously.216,265 This variance is due to mutations altering the chromophore 
environment (i.e. H-bonding networks), and the ability of the chromophore to return to a 
ground state to be reexcited.61 As the hydrogen bonding network around CRO extends 
across the whole protein (Chapter 6) even mutations far from the chromophore such as 
with the E132azF mutation in sfGFPLA, causes alterations in long range interactions and 
hence subtly affects the lifetime of sfGFP fluorescence. In contrast to sfGFPSA, the decay 
time of sfGFPLA single-molecule off-events is unchanged in the swCNT-sfGFPLA hybrids 
(Figure 5.14b). 
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Figure 5.14 Histograms and corresponding exponential fits of single molecule off times of a) 
sfGFPSA and swCNT- sfGFPSA hybrids, and b) sfGFPLA and swCNT-sfGFPLA hybrids. Adapted 
from 119 
 
Overall, only the short axis (swCNT-GFPSA) nanohybrids showed any single-
molecule alterations to the optical properties of sfGFP. It is believed that the close spatial 
proximity of the sfGFPSA chromophore in relation to the end of the swCNT is the driver 
of  the changes in lifetime; this demonstrates the importance of appropriately designing 
linkage positions for functional communication. The observed electronic coupling is likely 
to occur through energy or charge transfer. Previous work has shown that energy 
transfer between GFP and a local acceptor can result in quenching in a distance 
dependent manner.134,259 Additionally, photoinduced charge transfer between GFP, 
acting as the donor,135,262,263,266 and the CNT as the acceptor253,255,267-272 is a particularly 
interesting alternative to classical energy transfer given the differences between 
sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA in terms of the attachment position. Given that graphene and 
swCNTs have been shown can have an x-4 distance dependence on energy transfer 
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efficiency,273 and that the chromophore is twice as far away from the swCNT in sfGFPLA 
as it is in sfGFPSA (3.1 Å versus 1.6 Å respectively, Figure 5.1). There is a 16 fold 
decrease in predicted energy transfer efficiency and hence why attachment of sfGFPLA 
to swCNT end walls seemingly has no effect. This also helps to explain why both sfGFP 
variants showed altered fluorescence properties upon direct attachment to swCNTs 
(Figure 5.8), as without the DBCO-amine linker the chromophore is brought into closer 
contact with the π electron system. 
To further explain why there is apparent communication between sfGFPSA and 
the swCNT, a model was created of sfGFPSA +DBCO-amine, (as described in Chapter2) 
and then attached to a swCNT in silico. Analysis of the model swCNT-sfGFP hybrid with 
CAVER181 (Figure 5.15a), showed a proton exit/entry point close (1.28 Å) to the 
attachment site in sfGFPSA (residue 204) linked to a charge transfer network back to 
CRO (Figure 5.15b).217,218 Changes to these residues are known to affect the charge 
transfer network resulting in changes in the charged form of the CRO ground state.9,274 
This is likely how communication between swCNT and sfGFP would occur, with the azF 
+ DBCO-amine triazole linkage providing a bridge between the two existing charge 
transfer systems. Thus, the interface position with respect to the protein influences the 
degree of this coupling, where only the correctly bioengineered system exhibits the 
expected direct protein − nanotube communication. 
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Figure 5.15 Interaction network of residue 204 a) Predicted caver channel (magenta spheres) 
from theoretical model of swCNT-sfGFPSA (grey). CRO and 204azF + DBCO-amine linkage 
(green sticks) highlighted. b) The local interaction network of Gln204 (yellow sticks) with respect 
to CRO (green sticks), other residues (grey sticks, annotated) and water molecules (red spheres 
and annotated WX. 
 
5.2.7 Generation of a sfGFP – CNT protein junction 
The swCNT-sfGFP assemblies created above, hold great potential for the 
development of solution processable single-molecule optobioelectronic systems and 
devices including light gated (biotransistors) and sfGFP-based stimulated emission 
(BioLEDS).275-277 Biomolecular function (e.g., sfGFP electronic excitation and light 
induced charge transfer 134,160,275-277) can be used to modulate conductance, and proteins 
have been observed to demonstrate transistor-like behaviour at the single molecule 
level.45,50,51 Ideally, any protein component will be fully integrated into circuit system 
much in the same manner as a solid-state device. Attaching proteins to the side walls of 
materials such as CNTs means proteins are on the periphery and not directly integrated. 
In other words, a protein should be part of the circuit and act a junction between two 
conducting elements i.e. the SWCNTs (Figure 5.16a). To facilitate this, a sfGFP variant 
was engineered with two CNT-anchoring azide handles on opposite faces of the protein 
along the short axis (sfGFPSAx2). The two azF groups on a single molecule of sfGFPSAx2 
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allows the protein to bridge two swCNT endwalls, which then form the basis of a 
nanoelectronic circuit component. 
 
 
Figure 5.16 Proposed model for protein based CNT bridges. a) Model of sfGFPSAx2 between two 
swCNTs. Demonstrating change in input current as light (hv) is absorbed by protein molecule. b) 
In silico model (Side-on and top-down views) of sfGFPSAx2 with residues 111 and 204 mutated to 
azF. 
 
Residue Glu111 was selected as the second residue for generating the 
molecular bridge. Glu111 was selected as it is on the opposite face of the sfGFP β-barrel 
to residue 204 (Figure 5.16b). The E111TAG mutation was introduced into the existing 
pBAD-sfGFPSA using site directed ligase independent mutagenesis (SLIM) to create 
sfGFPSAx2.278 The plasmid for sfGFPSAx2 was co transformed into E. coli cells with the 
pDULE azF incorporation plasmid. Transformed cells expressing were visibly green in 
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presence of azF but not in its absence suggesting that azF was successfully 
incorporated into sfGFPSAx2 (Figure 5.17a). SDS-PAGE analysis shows an over-
expressed band at circa 27.5 kDa in the presence of azF, which isn’t present when azF 
is not added (Figure 5.17b). Cells expressing sfGFPSAx2 were harvested, lysed, and 
purified as described previously (Section 2.4.3) by nickel affinity chromatography. SDS-
PAGE analysis showed the protein had greater than 95% purity (Figure 5.18), and so 
was buffer exchanged into fresh 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] and the concentration 
determined. 
 
 
Figure 5.17 Comparison of expression of sfGFPSAx2 in the presence (+azF) and absence (-azF) 
of azF. a) Resuspended cell pellets irradiated by UV light shows visible fluorescence in the 
presence of azF but no fluorescence in the absence. b) SDS-PAGE gel of cell pellets showing 
increased expression of a protein at about 27 kDa in the +azF sample. 
 
 
Figure 5.18 SDS-PAGE showing purification of sfGFPSAx2. Lanes as follows: Ladder (Lad), Cell 
lysate (Lys), column flow through (F/T) and elution fractions. Elution shows single protein band 
at ~27.5 kDa. 
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To ensure that modification of sfGFPSAx2 would not affect protein functionality, 
sfGFPSAx2 (10 µM) was incubated for 1 hour with DBCO-amine as described above. 
However, DBCO-amine was added in a 10x molar excess (100µM) instead of 5x as with 
sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA, because of the presence of an extra phenylazide moiety in 
sfGFPSAx2. Absorbance and emission spectra were recorded both before and after 
DBCO-amine addition (Figure 5.19). Absorbance spectra of purified sfGFPSAx2 showed 
no change in λmax (485 nm) but there was a slight reduction in molar extinction coefficient 
from 51 mM-1.cm-1 (sfGFPSA) to ~41 mM-1.cm-1. Modification of sfGFPSAx2 with DBCO-
amine resulted in a slight reduction in molar excitation coefficient ~40 mM-1.cm-1 and 
emission (excitation 485 nm) ~10%. As the reduction is only slight, it can be assumed 
that modification with DBCO-amine does not have a significant effect on protein function. 
Therefore, sfGFPSAx2 is a suitable candidate for creating a swCNT-protein-swCNT 
bridge. 
 
Figure 5.19 Absorbance (Black) and emission spectra of sfGFPSAx2 (Red, Ex=485nm), before 
and after 1 hour incubation with DBCO-amine (solid and dashed lines respectively). Spectra were 
recorded at 10 µM and 0.5 µM for absorbance and emission spectra respectively. Fluorescence 
emission normalised relative to unmodified sfGFPSAx2. 
 
Purified sfGFPSAx2 was conjugated with swCNTs as above and deposited onto 
silica by Dr Mark Freeley as previously described. AFM showed that sfGFPSAx2 was able 
to bridge two swCNTs together as shown in Figure 5.20. Height profile analysis from 
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AFM images showed a clear difference in height between protein junctions (1.5 nm) and 
miscellaneous adsorbates along the swCNTs (0.7nm), confirming that the aim to 
generate protein based junctions between sfGFPSAx2 and swCNTs. Further 
investigations will focus on optimizing the yield of formation of such systems and 
investigating their electrical properties in device configurations. In future, it would also 
be useful to explore other orientations of sfGFP including the long axial variant 
(sfGFPLAx2). Investigating non-linear protein bridging (e.g. right angle variants) and 
multiway junctions (3-4 nanotubes connected to a single protein). 
 
Figure 5.20 Analysis of swCNT-sfGFPSAx2 hybrids a) Representative AFM image of sfGFPSAx2-
swCNT junction labelled. b) height profiles along tube axis demonstrating the difference between 
random adsorbates on CNT walls (black) and a protein junction (red). 
 
5.2.8 Comparisons of both approaches 
Above is described two routes that the ncAA azF can be used to interface sfGFP 
with swCNTs. Firstly, by using classical phenylazide photochemistry, to directly link 
proteins to swCNT sidewalls, and secondly, using click chemistry to attach proteins to 
ssDNA wrapped swCNT endwalls that have been functionalised with DBCO groups. 
Using a variety of techniques, we have been able to show specific, functional linkage 
that shows evidence of communication using either approach. The communication has 
been shown to be orientation specific i.e. when the CRO of sfGFP is orientated closer 
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to the swCNT (sfGFPSA) there is a greater effect than when CRO is orientated further 
away (sfGFPLA). 
Both approaches, have advantages and disadvantages for example: the direct 
linkage approach allows for a very direct and intimate linkage allowing for efficient 
communication between attached proteins and swCNT. However, it is hard to control 
the number and location of proteins attached to swCNT endwalls.119 By using the ssDNA 
wrapped swCNTs this issue is avoided allowing for precise individual attachment of 
proteins to swCNT endwalls allowing for proteins to be directly integrated into a circuit 
containing swCNTs. This is useful for when a protein is needed to be directly integrated 
into a system i.e. for creating a protein transistor.160 However, if a larger number of 
proteins is required to make for example a biosensor57 or light harvesting system,159 then 
it is an advantage to use the direct linkage to side walls allowing for multiple proteins to 
bind the swCNTs. Another advantage the ssDNA/swCNTS has over regular swCNTs is 
that proteins can be attached in solution and hence proteins aren’t concentrated onto 
tubes by drying effects. However, work in this lab is begining to explore the possibility of 
in solution UV attachment of proteins onto regular swCNTs. 
 
 Conclusions 
In summary, functional sfGFP-swCNT nanohybrids were created, using two 
orientations of sfGFP to create functionally linked nanohybrids using both phenylazide 
photochemistry and click chemistry. Attachment of sfGFPSA and sfGFPLA, to the side 
and end walls of swCNTs was explored and showed that it is possible to functionally link 
proteins peripherally (side wall attachment) and directly (end wall attachment), with 
respect to a swCNT based nanodevice. Both approaches have the potential to be used 
as nanoelectronic components. However, there is still scope for refinement with both 
techniques. 
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Using phenylazide photochemistry we demonstrated that the intimate linkage at 
defined residues to the sidewalls of swCNTs, using genetically incorporated 
phenylazides, is both robust and leads to functionally linked communication between 
bound proteins and the swCNT leading to extended fluorescence lifetimes. The degree 
of influence on the fluorescence is, in part dependent on the attachment position of the 
protein to the swCNT, i.e. there is a more noticeable change when sfGFPSA is attached 
to the tubes (CRO close to swCNT) than when sfGFPLA is linked to the tube (CRO further 
away). Therefore, defining protein attachment allows for both consistent fabrication of 
nanohybrids, and orientation based functional linkage. As such this method has shown 
its potential to be transferred to other protein systems.85 
Protein-swCNT nanohybrids were also created by coupling single proteins to 
individual swCNTs via an in solution methodology. A monofunctionalization yield of more 
than 80% was obtained in the formation of ssDNA/swCNT-sfGFP heterostructures with 
controlled protein orientation. Fluorescence investigations showed evidence of site-
specific functional communication between the proteins and the nanotubes. Additionally, 
single molecule fluorescence studies confirmed the importance of bioengineering 
optimal protein attachment sites: evidence of coupling was observed when sfGFP was 
attached via the 204 residue, close to the chromophore, while in the case of sfGFP 
attached via the 132 residue, which is at a larger distance from the chromophore, no 
protein communication with the nanotube was detected. Finally, the incorporation of two 
bioorthogonal reaction handles into individual sfGFPs allowed the construction of single 
protein bridging systems. As ncAA incorporation with bioorthogonal reaction handles 
becomes more accessible,122,183 including azF,85 this approach provides a general route 
for protein attachment to the ends of carbon nanotubes. The approach is by and large, 
a powerful approach to generate tailored and optimal single protein−CNT hybrids that 
hold great potential for the development of solution processable single-molecule 
bioelectronic systems and devices based on the use of carbon nanoelectrodes.  
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6 Cooperativity between multiple ncAAs in the same protein 
 Introduction 
The interlinked nature of the interactions that comprise protein 3D structure 
means that cooperativity is prevalent on varying degrees of scale. Cooperativity can take 
the form of stabilising protein secondary and tertiary structure though extended 
hydrogen bond donor/acceptor networks or hydrophobic interactions allowing the 
protein to fold robustly to withstand changes in environmental conditions without 
undergoing gross unfolding events. Cooperativity can also be critical for function as 
outlined by catalytic triads and O2 transport by haemoglobin. Even residues apparently 
far away from each other in the molecular structure can be linked through bond networks 
so be structurally and functionally linked. Haemoglobin is an excellent example and so 
are the artificial fluorescent proteins described in Chapter 4. Despite the obvious 
importance of cooperativity, little research has investigated the effects multiple ncAAs 
incorporated into a structure can impact on function. In this chapter I will address this by 
looking at how incorporating 2 or 3 azF residues can alter the light sensitivity of GFP. It 
is important to iterate here that cooperativity will be effects observed on incorporation of 
multiple azF that are not present when only single azF residues are present at the 
selected positions. 
As described previously (Chapter 3) incorporating non-canonical amino acids 
(ncAAs) such as p-azido-L-phenylalanine into proteins has numerous benefits including 
introducing new chemistries into proteins, instil new functions and directed post 
translational modifications. There are many studies investigating the incorporation of 
ncAAs,78,85,86,94,95,107,115,119,155,279 which introduce a wide variety of ncAAs for many 
different uses such as infrared probes,280 aiding in solving crystal structures,83 
introducing photocontrol with photocaged and light reactive residues,85,110,115,149,152 and 
introducing defined post translational modifications.78,115,119,186 Most of this research has 
focused on incorporating single ncAA into proteins.84,92,94,96,155,194 Although there has 
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been research on incorporating a ncAA at multiple positions in a protein and indeed work 
where, two distinct non-natural amino acids have been incorporated (e.g. for the purpose 
of attaching two different fluorescent probes to monitor protein dynamics225), very little 
work has been done to investigate the potential of incorporating multiple amino acids at 
strategic regions within a protein to function synergistically. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 a) Structure of sfGFP highlighting residues K26, E34 and E132 and the distances between each 
other and the chromophore. b) Bottom up view of sfGFPWT showing a predicted CAVER tunnel in cyan. c) 
same view as b) of a sfGFP 26/132 azF model showing that previous tunnel has split into two similar tunnels. 
 
This chapter will focus on incorporation of 2 or 3 azF residues into a single sfGFP 
molecule to determine what, if any, effect there will be on function, especially sensitivity 
to irradiation with UV light (see Chapter 1). The three residues chosen are K26, E34 and 
E132. Previous work indicates that when azF is incorporated individually at each of 
these positions, there is no significant shift in fluorescence either before or after UV 
irradiation.152 Residues Lys26 and Glu132 are relatively close to each other (17 Å, α 
carbon to α carbon, Figure 6.1a), but do not make any apparent direct interactions and 
are distant from the chromophore (21 Å and 27 Å for K26 and E132 respectively), so 
should not affect the function of the chromophore. However, using CAVER 3.0 we find 
a potential channel from the chromophore that exits between these two residues (Figure 
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6.1b), which may influence the charge transfer process.139,185,218,262,265  When azF is 
modelled into residues 26 and 132 we see that this predicted channel splits into two 
channels highlighting the potential for these positions to generate a profound effect on 
the function of the protein (Figure 6.1c). As described in Chapter 5, interfacing sfGFP at 
the 132 position with swCNTs leads to major changes in sfGFP fluorescence (increased 
resistance to photobleaching with lower intensities), suggesting communication between 
bound sfGFP molecules and the swCNT. Thus, residue 132 and its neighbouring residue 
26 may have more significant effects on GFP structure-function relationship than might 
be anticipated. 
 
 Results 
6.2.1 Construction of double and triple mutants 
Plasmids for sfGFP26TAG, sfGFP34TAG, sfGFP132TAG and sfGFP34/132TAG were 
already available from previous work by Reddington85,152 and Hartley (Unpublished 
data). However, the remaining 2 double mutants and the triple mutant had to be created. 
This was undertaken using whole plasmid site directed mutagenesis as described in 
Section 2.2. Subsequent agarose gel analysis of the PCR products showed single bands 
at circa 4.5 kb for all three PCR reactions indicating successful amplification of the 
plasmid (Figure 6.2). There was no amplification of the negative controls (PCR reactions 
with no templates) suggesting that amplification was of the desired PCR product. PCR 
products were purified and recircularised as described in Section 2.2.3), then 
transformed into E. coli NEB 5α cells for DNA propagation and sequencing as described 
in Section 2.2.6. Sequencing confirmed successful mutation of all three plasmids. 
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Figure 6.2 Agarose gels showing amplification of a) sfGFP 34TAG and sfGFP 132TAG and b) sfGFP 34/132 
plasmids with sfGFP 26TAG mutation primers. There is no amplification in either negative control. 
 
6.2.2 In situ fluorescence changes of cell lysates from sfGFP variant 
expressing E. coli. 
Plasmids encoding the production of sfGFP26/34azF, sfGFP26/132azF, sfGFP34/132azF 
and sfGFP26/34/132azF were cotransformed into E. coli cells with pDULEcyanoRS (Section 
2.2.6 and 94). To determine which if any of the sfGFP double/triple mutants affect the 
fluorescence after UV irradiation, cell cultures expressing each variant were harvested, 
resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] to an OD600 of 0.1 and lysed (Section 2.5). 
Fluorescence emission spectra (on excitation at 485 nm) were measured before and 
after 1 hour UV irradiation. Of the double mutants sfGFP26/34azF sfGFP34/132azF showed no 
discernable change in emission after UV treatment and so were discarded from future 
experiments (Figure 6.3a and b). 
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Figure 6.3 Emission spectra of sfGFP variants straight after cell lysis. Cell lysate emission spectra 
for a) sfGFP26/34azF; b) sfGFP34/132azF; c) sfGFP26/132azF and d) sfGFP26/34/132azF before (Black) and 
after (red) UV irradiation. There is no discernable difference in emission of the cell lysates after 
UV exposure in the 26/34 and 34/132 samples. There is however a decrease in emission after 
UV exposure in both the 26/132 and triple azF samples. Cell lysates were excited at 485 nm. 
 
The emission of sfGFP26/132azF decreased by about 35% (Figure 6.3c). As single 
azF incorporation at either residue 26 or 132 has little effect on fluorescence intensity 
on exposure to UV light (Figure 6.4), suggesting that there is an interaction, either 
directly or indirectly, between residues 26 and 132 that caused the reduction in 
fluorescence beyond a simple additive effect of having multiple ncAAs in a protein. The 
triple azF containing variant, sfGFP26/34/132azF shows no further decrease in fluorescence 
(Figure 6.3d), when an additional azide is incorporated at residue 34. This suggests that 
that the loss of fluorescence is due to cooperation between azF26 and azF132. To 
investigate the potential basis for the observed effects on fluorescence, sfGFP26/132azF 
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and sfGFP26/34/132azF were produced on a larger scale and purified. From here on in 
sfGFP26/132azF and sfGFP26/34/132azF will be referred to as sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Fluorescence of cell lysates before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines) UV irradiation. 
a) sfGFP26azF and b) sfGFP132azF 
 
6.2.3 Production and purification of sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 
To ensure azF incorporation at TAG stop codons as opposed to non-specific 
incorporation of tyrosine, sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 were expressed in presence and 
absence of azF (Section 2.4.1). As shown in Figure 6.5a, we see the presence of a ~27 
kDa protein at high yield only with the presence of azF. There is also a similar expression 
between both the double and triple mutants. This means that there is no significant drop 
in expression by incorporating a third azF residue. Both cultures with azF added were 
visibly green and fluorescent (Figure 6.5b). 
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Figure 6.5 a) Whole-cell SDS-PAGE gel showing expression of sfGFP x2 and sfGFP x3 in 
presence (+azF) and absence (-azF) of azF. b) Whole cells expressing sfGFP x2 or sfGFP x3 
resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] in presence (+azF) and absence (-azF) of azF showing 
functional sfGFP in azF positive samples. 
 
Cells from both sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 were harvested and lysed as 
previously described (Section 2.4.1). Cell lysates were then passed through a HiTrap 
TALON® column (5 mL) under the same conditions as in Section 2.4.3. Elution of 
sfGFPazFx3, yielded a single band at ~27 kDa in the elution. However, sfGFPazFx2 showed 
evidence of a secondary band ~56kDa as well as the 27 kDa band, suggesting the 
possibility of a sfGFP dimer or a contamination (Figure 6.6).  The pure fractions of 
sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 with only a 27 kDa band were pooled, and buffer exchanged 
into fresh 50mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] for spectrophotometry (Section 2.6.3). 
 
Figure 6.6 SDS Page analysis after cobalt affinity chromatography of sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 
showing in both cases a band ~27 kDa in the lysate (Lys) and elution fractions but not in the flow 
through (F/T).  A second band of ~54 kDa is shown in the elution of sfGFPazFx2. 
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6.2.4 UV irradiation induced spectral changes of sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 
To confirm the emission data shown by the cell lysates and determine if the 
fluorescence loss is due to azF residue, the absorbance and emission spectra were 
taken at 10 µM and 0.5 µM respectively before and after UV irradiation. The absorbance 
spectra of both sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 dark forms shows a dominant absorbance at 
485 nm with molar excitation coefficients of circa 51 mM-1cm-1 and 54 mM-1cm-1 for 
sfGFPazFx2 and sfGFPazFx3 (respectively, Figure 6.7, Table 6.1). Upon UV irradiation 
absorbance reduces for both variants to ~41 mM-1cm-1. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Absorbance (black) and emission (red) spectra of poly azF variants before and after 
1 hour of UV irradiation (solid and dashed lines respectively of a) sfGFPazFx2 and b) sfGFPazFx3 
(red)). Absorbance spectra normalised to millimolar excitation coefficient. Emission spectra 
(excitation at 485 nm) are normalised to the dark sample. 
 
The emission spectra (485 nm excitation) of sfGFPazFx2 (Figure 6.7a) and 
sfGFPazFx3 (Figure 6.7b) show a solitary emission peak at 511nm for both dark and 
irradiated samples. After 1 hour of UV irradiation of sfGFPazFx2 there is a 50% reduction 
in fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence intensity of sfGFPazFx3 decreased circa 40% 
after UV treatment, suggesting that the additional azF residue at residue 34 slightly 
reduces the impact of irradiation on fluorescence. The emission spectra of the purified 
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protein confirms the original observation in cell lysates and helps to confirm that there is 
some level of cooperativity between 26 and 132. 
 
Table 6.1 Spectral characteristics of sfGFP variants 
 λmax 
nm 
λem 
nm 
ε 
mM
-1
cm
-1
 
sfGFPWT 485 511 49 
sfGFPazFx2 
Dark 485 511 51 
UV 485 511 41 
sfGFPazFx3 
Dark 485 511 54 
UV 485 511 41 
 
6.2.5 SDS-PAGE analysis shows multimerisation of sfGFPazFx2 
Both the cell lysate and in vitro purified protein data confirmed that the 
combination of azF at residues 26 and 132 causes significant loss of fluorescence after 
UV irradiation. Given that the residues are far from the chromophore, it was not clear 
how photochemical conversion of the two azF residues elicited their functional effect. 
One possibility is photo-crosslinking. Classically, azF has been used as a photo-
crosslinker,12,85,112,214 so it is possible that the residues have crosslinked to another part 
of the same protein as observed by Reddington et al,152 where azF incorporation at 
residue 145 of sfGFP, creates a fluorescent protein that ‘switches off’ after exposure to 
UV irradiation through an internal crosslinking mechanism: azF145 crosslinks to the 
chromophore. Although direct crosslinking to the chromophore is unlikely due to the 
distance (> 20 Å) between CRO and residues 26 and 132, crosslinking around the end 
of the sfGFP β-barrel structure could lead to a disruption of the hydrogen bonding 
network around the chromophore.  The potential for sfGFPazFx2 to crosslink was analysed 
by SDS-PAGE. Any crosslinking would show as a band shift on SDS-PAGE. Samples 
of purified sfGFPazFx2 at varying concentrations, from 10µM to 150µM, were irradiated 
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with UV light for 1 hour. After Irradiation, samples were diluted to 10µM and loaded onto 
an SDS-PAGE gel with a 10 µM sample of unirradiated sfGFPazFx2. This was repeated 
with sfGFP26azF and sfGFP132azF as controls. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 SDS-PAGE analysis of, a) sfGFP132azF, and b) sfGFPazFx2, in the dark state (10 µM), 
and after irradiation at 10, 20 50, 100 and 150 µM. The gels show bands at ~27 kDa throughout 
and in the irradiated samples proteins at higher molecular weights are also observed. 
 
There was no obvious crosslinking observed for sfGFP26azF (not shown) as the 
mobility of the protein sample did not change on irradiation. However, sfGFP132azF 
displayed a band laddering pattern of increasing molecular weight species. The 
laddering effect was determined to be a minor component <20% determined using 
ImageJ software) and only at higher protein concentrations (Figure 6.8a). This suggests 
that an inter-protein crosslink event has occurred. The higher molecular weight bands 
appear at ~56 kDa, the equivalent of a sfGFP dimer, and in discrete steps that matched 
trimers (~83 kDa) and higher order oligomers. We cannot be certain that they are 
oligomers of sfGFP and not band shifts due to self-crosslinking, however the regularity 
of the ladder effect strongly suggest it.  The presence of discrete higher molecular weight 
protein bands was more evident on UV treatment of sfGFPazFx2. The banding shows 
regular intervals in steps of approximately 27 kDa. This suggests that crosslinking and 
thus UV induced protein oligomerisation is more prevalent in the double azF mutant 
(>70% at 100 µM and higher, Figure 6.8b). Even at low concentrations of Protein (10 
µM) significant multimerisation (~40%) was observed. This suggests that although the 
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presence of an azF at residue 26 has no inherent crosslinking potential it enhances the 
ability of azF132 to crosslink to other sfGFP molecules. 
 
6.2.6 Determination of oligomerisation states with SEC-DLS 
To determine the extent of oligomerisation and the approximate ratios of 
monomeric and oligomeric protein. Irradiated sfGFPazFx2 was concentrated to 5 mg/mL 
and 100 µL was run in series through size exclusion chromatography followed by 
analysis of the eluent by dynamic light scattering (SEC-DLS) as described in (Section 
2.7.4). Both absorbance and refractive index (RI) show a shoulder and small peak 
eluting at about 10 mL. There are then 2 more peaks at ~12 mL and 14 mL (Figure 6.9a). 
All peaks show strong right angled scattering and hence indicates that they are protein 
(Figure 6.9b). Due to the use of an SEC column the smallest species comes off last and 
so peaks will now be discussed from right to left according to the numbering in Figure 
6.9. 
Peak 1 had a hydrodynamic radius of 2.98 nm which equated to a Mw of 27.9 
kDa was determined to be monomeric protein. Peak 2 had a 4.1 nm hydrodynamic 
radius with a Mw of 56.8 kDa, which equates to dimeric protein (theoretical value 55.9 
kDa). Peak 3 gave a radius of 4.69 nm and a Mw of ~86 kDa, indicative of a trimer 
(theoretical Mw 83.8 kDa). The shoulder contains a mixture of different sized particles 
that couldn’t be isolated with the available resolution of the column and suggests that it 
is populated by higher order oligomers. The total protein recovered from the column was 
3.77 mg/mL (75.4 % recovery). Of this ~33% (1.25 mg/mL) was within the monomeric 
peak.  21% (0.78 mg/mL) was dimer and 12% (0.46 mg/mL) trimer. The remaining 
protein is within the initial shoulder of all the other order oligomers. This proves that the 
extra bands seen on SDS-PAGE are indeed multimers of sfGFPazFx2 rather than any 
effects that intramolecular crosslinking may have on electrophoretic mobility. However, 
the data do not suggest where crosslinking may be occurring. 
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Figure 6.9 Analysis of SEC – DLS output. a) Absorbance traces at 280 nm (blue) and 485 nm 
(green) Showing protein eluting between 6 and 16 mL elution. Plot of refractive index (RI) and 
right angled light scattering (RALS) against elution volume. RI matches absorbance profile 
closely but RALS is higher at lower elution volume. In both instances monomeric, dimeric and 
trimeric protein peaks are labelled as 1, 2 and 3 respectively. c) Peak table highlighting 
concentration, molecular weight and predicted oligomeric state. DLS was calibrated to sfGFPWT 
 
6.2.7 Fragmentation mass spec using endopeptidases 
To determine where cross links were occurring it was decided to use 
fragmentation mass spectrometry to identify cross links. In most instances, proteins can 
be digested directly with proteases such as trypsin and chymotrypsin. However, sfGFP 
is very thermodynamically stable (Chapter 4) and has been shown to be highly resistant 
to proteolysis.281 In order to cleave sfGFP effectively it needs to be denatured to allow 
easy access to cleavage sites, as such, sfGFPWT, dark and irradiated forms of sfGFPazFx2 
(~1 mg/mL) were denatured with 6M Guanidinium hydrochloride and cleaved using 
cyanogen bromide. The advantage of this form of chemical cleavage is that it can  be 
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performed under denaturing conditions,282 and as such can be used to digest sfGFP. 
The digests were left overnight and then buffer exchanged into water and concentrated 
down in a speed vac.  ExPASy peptide cutter was used to predict the fragment sizes 
which are listed in (Table 6.2). 
 
 
Figure 6.10 SDS-PAGE analysis of cyanogen bromide cleavage of sfGFPWT (WT), and dark and 
irradiated forms of sfGFPazFx2 (Dark and UV). All three samples successfully cleaved into 2 visible 
bands at 11 kDa and ~18 kDa, with the irradiated sample showing a minor band at ~25.5 kDa. 
 
Before sending samples off for mass spectrometry they were first analysed by 
SDS-PAGE to determine if the cleavage was successful (Figure 6.10). Both sfGFPWT 
and the dark state of sfGFPazFx2 showed two bands on SDS-PAGE at circa 11 kDa and 
18 kDa. The irradiated form showed an additional faint band at ~25 kDa which could be 
crosslinked protein. Mass spec didn’t show any peaks that match the predicted masses 
from ExPASy Peptide cutter (Table 6.2). Subsequent attempts to digest the protein 
including extracting bands from SDS-PAGE and digesting with trypsin or chymotrypsin 
have also yielded no clear results and so the mechanism of oligomerisation is still 
unknown. The bands on SDS-PAGE at ~11 kDa and ~18 kDa could possibly be 
fragments 1-78 and 89-218 respectively, whilst the faint band at ~25 kDa could 
potentially be a crosslink between two 89-218 fragments. However, without further 
investigation it is impossible to be certain of this. 
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Table 6.2 Predicted fragments and lengths form cyanogen bromide cleavage. 
Fragment 
range 
Fragment Mw (Da) Comments 
sfGFPWT sfGFPazFx2 
0 
 
149 149 GFP numbering starts with N terminal Met as 
Residue 0 
1-78 8,449 8,509 Chromophore and residue 26 
79-88 1,266 1,266  
89-218 14,860 14,920 Residue 132 
219-233 
 
1,559 1,559  
234-246 1,634 1,634  
 
 Conclusions 
In summary, a mutant sfGFP was successfully engineered that contained two 
azF residues that work cooperatively, leading to a reduction in sfGFP fluorescence. This 
is to my knowledge the first instance of engineered cooperativity with ncAAs. By 
incorporating azF into sfGFP at residues 26 and 132 the fluorescence intensity reduces 
by ~50%. The apparent mechanism for the fluorescence reduction, is via sfGFPazFx2 
crosslinking to other sfGFP monomers. Although the exact linkage site was not known, 
it is likely that residue 132 is the residue responsible for crosslinking and azF26 
enhances the crosslinking as shown by SDS-PAGE. Given more time I would further 
explore the linkage and image the oligomers with electron microscopy to determine the 
alignment. 
Given that we see higher order oligomers it is obviously not as simple as residue 
132 cross-linking to 132. Although this is only speculation, I believe that 132 crosslinks 
to one of the β-strands of another sfGFP molecule obscuring the water channels 
between residues 26 and 132 and reducing fluorescence. Should this be the case each 
crosslink would leave an exposed azF at the end of the β-barrel allowing for attachment 
to another monomer in continuous pattern possibly a spiral like arrangement which 
should account for the small increases in hydrodynamic radius observed by DLS. 
However, as previously stated without details on the precise location of the crosslink(s) 
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and information of how monomers are arranged with respect to each other, exact 
conclusions cannot be drawn.  
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7 Discussion 
 Personal overview 
The common theme throughout this thesis is to utilise the new chemistry 
available through the use of a reprogramd genetic code to introduce new functional 
features into a protein and to understand mechanism of action through the use of 
molecular techniques, especially structural biology. This epitomises the “Design-Build-
Test-Learn” process central to synthetic biology. For synthetic biology to flourish as an 
area, we still need to understand the molecular basis of action – the “Learn” phase. 
There is still a limited amount of information on the structural impact of ncAA 
incorporation and downstream effect.  
In addition, I feel that this thesis provides new insights into GFP mechanism. For 
such an important protein used in a variety of contexts, and relatively well studied 
structural and functionally, some new perspectives on function have been gained. Not 
least the importance of structured water molecules and their dynamics. Structured water 
molecules are normally ignored in structural analysis. Here, I have shown their 
importance in terms of controlling the charged state of CRO and general fluorescent 
properties such as molar absorbance and quantum yield. Importantly, I have shown that 
they can be used as part of the protein engineering process. 
 
 General overview 
Non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) are an ideal method to introduce new 
chemistry into proteins, potentially introducing new functionality. They also allow for new 
defined routes for post-translational modification. These can be used to control protein 
function and interface proteins with other proteins and various nanomaterials. One of 
the key post-translational events in biology is covalent modification that induces changes 
in protein function through concerted conformational changes. Chapter 3 explored a new 
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approach using a non-biological, non-native PTM (nnPTM) process. At about the time 
as work from this thesis was published, several other papers were published utilising the 
same idea,78,283,284 i.e. introduce nnPTM into proteins by design that modulate function. 
In this thesis, p-azido-L-phenylalanine (azF) was incorporated into super-folder Green 
Fluorescent Protein (sfGFP)127 to positively modulate protein function (fluorescence) 
using strain promoted azide alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) click chemistry (Chapter 
3).107 I also demonstrated how sfGPF148azF is successfully modified with DBCO-amine 
in E. coli showing that the click chemistry approach is amenable for some in vivo 
applications. However, this is limited to the size of the molecule used as DBCO-Texas 
red was too big to label sfGFP in cells. 
Another key post-translational event is protein assembly, either with other 
proteins or biomolecules. The majority of cellular proteins interact with other proteins 
either transiently or permanently in form of quaternary structure. Protein oligomerisation 
routinely results in synergy whereby the assembled complex is greater than the sum of 
its parts. While a lot of effort has gone into designing protein assemblies, few display 
this critical feature of synergy. In this thesis, a second ncAA, s-cyclooctyne-L-lysine was 
used in conjunction with azF to covalently link two sfGFP monomers via SPAAC to form 
artificial protein dimers (Chapter 4). The dimers showed functional enhancement i.e. 
there was a significant increase in fluorescence. This was extended upon in Chapter 6 
whereby the photochemistry of azF was used to form higher order assemblies of GFP. 
An additional interesting facet of this chapter was that combined azF mutations were 
required to improve assembly efficiency suggesting that the ncAA were acting 
cooperatively. In most cases, people use ncAA for their new chemistry alone and not for 
eliciting cooperative effects, despite such cooperativity and interlinking network being a 
common feature of protein structure. 
Finally, I used PTMs outside a biological context in the area of nanoscience. For 
proteins to be used as single/few molecule components in nanomaterials, we need 
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defined and controlling coupling with the nanomaterial, so a homogenous interaction is 
made for consistent bottom-up construction. NcAAs, especially azF provide an ideal 
route for such coupling and I show in Chapter 5 how both Click chemistry and 
photochemistry can be used to achieve designed coupling to single walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWCNTs). Crucially, we find that interfacing is not just a benign process and 
coupling site influences the communication. 
 
 Benefits of non-native post translational modifications for 
protein engineering 
In this thesis I introduced non-native post translational modifications (nnPTMs) 
into sfGFP. These nnPTMs were used to modulate sfGFP fluorescence, induce 
dimerisation and anchor sfGFP to a surface in the form of carbon nanotubes. These 
modifications are all present in nature as discussed in Chapter 1, but the difference is 
that the modifications have been introduced by incorporation of a ncAA (azF) into a 
protein that is not normally modified post translationally in the ways described in this 
thesis. There are several key points that need to be discussed to determine the 
effectiveness of nnPTMs, including efficiency, reaction kinetics, ability to work in vivo, 
and determining the locations for modification. The use of azF as a route for nnPTMs 
will be discussed in the next section. 
Natural PTMs evolved to respond to rapid changes in environment and as such 
need to be both fast and label to a high efficiency. The efficiency of nnPTMs is, in part 
at least, determined by the reaction kinetics of the modification, with slower reactions 
leading to lower efficiencies. For example, attaching DBCO-amine to sfGFP148azF 
reached its peak modification level after an hour with little increase in modification 
afterwards (in vitro) and there was ~70% modification efficiency. However, sfGFP dimers 
were left almost 24 hours with a much lower efficiency, i.e. only about ~25% of sfGFP 
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monomers formed dimers. This is attributed to the much slower reaction kinetics of using 
SCO compared to DBCO.285,286 Using UV irradiation however has a much faster rate of 
reaction with effects noticeable after minutes (seconds when using confocal lasers)110,152 
and reactions reaching near completion however it is hard to determine which reaction 
the nitrene moiety will undergo. Therefore, in terms of reaction kinetics and efficiency 
these approaches are not comparable to natural PTMs. owever, this is not necessarily 
an issue as they are still faster and more efficient than trying to engineer the 
modifications using canonical PTMs. 
 
 Use of azF as a route to non-canonical PTMS 
Phenylazides have many characteristics that are desirable for engineering PTMs 
into proteins.112,114 The azide group is very stable in most chemical environments, save 
for irradiation with UV light, and presence of strong reducing agents,111,112,114 and can 
crosslink to a variety of functional groups including primary amines, and aromatic 
groups, via UV irradiation forming a nitrene radical.111,112,114 Although this can be an 
issue as it is hard to predict the route that the nitrene will undertake in a protein 
environment as the residues around the mutation site help to determine the fate of the 
nitrene, e.g. if there is a reducing local protein environment,85 then the nitrene is more 
likely to reduce to the phenyl amine as shown with sfGFP66azF.152 As azF, and by 
extension proteins with azF incorporated, are photosensitive it requires that, any work 
done on the protein (expression, purification, and analysis) must be performed under 
dark conditions. In the short term, this can be an inconvenience, however once the 
laboratory is set up appropriately this is easily managed. 
Alternatively, azF can undergo cycloaddition with strained alkynes (SPAAC).107 
This is a biorthogonal reaction, meaning that it can be used in vivo and is specific with 
no unwanted biproducts. This is particularly useful for imaging within living cells91,107,162 
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allowing proteins to be labelled with a small fluorophore without the need to genetical 
encode a fluorescent protein or domain which can cause folding issues.91,107,162 SPAAC 
is an improvement on the copper-mediated azide-alkyne cycloaddition reaction, which 
required a copper catalyst that is toxic to living systems.107,116,118 A potential issue with 
using azF in this manner is the relatively slow kinetics of the SPAAC reaction, which can 
reduce the efficiency of the conjugation.285 With the development of cycloalkynes with 
increased stain by adding electron withdrawing groups such as benzyl groups (dibenzyl-
cyclooctyne),286 additional ring structures (bicyclononyne) and substituting hydrogens 
with fluorine atoms (e.g. difluoro-cyclooctyne), the rate and the efficiency of the reaction 
has increased.285,286 Using phenylazides also reduces the rate of SPAAC ~7-fold 
compared to an aliphatic azide.287 This can be avoided by using a ncAA amino acid with 
an aliphatic azide group such as the pyrrolysine derivative azido-ethoxycarbonyl-L-
lysine.288 
Given the success of incorporating SCO and other strained alkyne derivatives it 
is perhaps better to use these as opposed to an azide. There are several reasons for 
this including that, alkyne based ncAAs do not require to be kept in the dark and there 
is a greater variety of adducts e.g. fluorescent probes commercially available designed 
to react with alkynes than for reacting with azides.121,122,288 An additional benefit of 
incorporating strained alkynes into proteins as opposed to azides is that strained alkynes 
can also react with tetrazines and nitrones expanding the range of new nnPTMs that 
can be explored. Alkyne reactions with tetrazines and nitrones are also bioorthogonal 
and proceed at a much faster rate than with azides.84,195 
 Usefulness of in silico modelling 
In silico modelling has been a key component in rational protein design since the 
pioneering work by Shakhnovich et al289 in 1994, where they used computational design 
to create protein based heteropolymer lattices. Applications for in silico modelling range 
from simple molecular dynamic simulations based on existing protein 
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structures,167,169,171,198,199,206 to predicted protein small molecule binding in drug design to 
ab initio protein folding of novel protein chains, to prediction of oligomerisation.14,32,172,181 
To meet the high demand for effective techniques to develop in silico predictions many 
groups have created several software packages that aid researchers in adopting a 
computational approach, delivered in both server and downloadable formats to suit the 
user’s requirements. These include but by no means limited to, GROMACS167,169,198,199 
(MD and QMMM simulations), ROSETTA171,206,290 (ab initio protein folding, protein-
protein, protein ligand docking), and ClusPro172,173,291 (protein-protein, protein-ligand 
docking software). 
A small part of this thesis was to use in silico predictions to guide the direction of 
research. Much research is being geared towards computational approaches in an effort 
to streamline engineering by reducing workload and time by exploring many possibilities, 
e.g. amino acid substitutions, and narrowing down the most likely mutants to explore. In 
part this was possible, as use of ClusPro172 successfully predicted an interface region 
on sfGFP for dimerisation. With the prediction it was possible to successfully create 
functionally linked sfGFP protein dimers. Not only was the technique able to correctly 
predict where dimerisation would occur but it demonstrated that it can correctly predict 
where it cannot occur. This was proven by trying to create a dimerisation interface at 
residue 132 which was ultimately unsuccessful. 
To generate the dual ncAA mutant, CAVER181 was used to predict the presence 
of water channels in the sfGFP crystal structure. A long-range channel was found 
leading from the chromophore to the end the β-barrel exiting between two loops 
containing residues 26 and 132. In silico modelling substituting residues 132 and 26 
showed a change in the predicted tunnels meaning that these mutations could 
potentially alter the function of sfGFP. Upon expression, purification and UV irradiation 
of sfGFP26/132azF, it was discovered that the protein loses fluorescence. As such correctly 
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predicted that mutations at both residues would have an effect, however modelling did 
not predict the mechanism for the change. 
One of the more ambitious uses of in silico modelling during this thesis is the 
work described in Chapter 3, where I attempted to use MD simulations to predict the 
structural effects of modification of sfGFP148azF with DBCO-amine. In order to perform 
MD simulations parameters have to be created for every type of atom, bond and long 
range interaction including lengths, angles and dihedrals, for all residues in a 
system.101,169,292,293 This was not an issue for the 20 canonical amino acids, because 
there are parameters available for use in GROMACS with my choice being the 
AMBERsb99 forcefield.168,292 However, to model sfGFP148azF+DBCO-amine it was 
necessary to create parameters for the chromophore (considered a ncAA for in silico), 
azF both intact and modified with DBCO-amine. Creating the residues in silico is 
described in Chapter 2, and for the most part successful in creating representations for 
demonstrative purposes and seen in Chapters 3,4,5 and 6 and in.115,119 However, after 
molecular dynamics several issues became apparent such as the chromophore losing 
the correct conformation. This was attributed to incorrect parameterisation and is an 
area for further work to perfect the technique. It should be noted that generation of stable 
forcefields for molecular dynamics is very much an ongoing project involving large 
international collaborations and requires dedicated time and focus greater than that 
allowed as a small part of a single PhD. For example, the collaboration that maintains 
and improves the AMBER suite of forcefields has over 50 individual authors and is 
currently on the 18th iteration.294 
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 Significance of small structural perturbations on local 
conditions 
As mentioned throughout this thesis, hydrogen bonding networks around the 
chromophore (CRO), and throughout the structure of sfGFP are integral to the function 
of sfGFP. Indeed, H-bond networks are pivotal through the proteome and have roles 
beyond acting to simply maintain structure. I have shown here that using ncAA and 
associated downstream process, such networks can be manipulated to drive functional 
changes. In terms of sfGFP, small changes to this network can lead to large changes in 
the fluorescence properties of sfGFP.9,127,135,146,147,153 A prime example of this is with 
mutation of residue H148 to azF, which as described in Chapters 1 and 3, and an 
important residue in maintaining the ionic state of the chromophore by directly hydrogen 
bonding to the tyrosyl group of the chromophore. The mutation to azF removes a key 
hydrogen bond between CRO and 148 and causes a backbone shift of ~1.4 Å on β-
strand 7 further disrupting the hydrogen bonding network. The effect of this is that 
sfGPF148azF electronically excites primarily at 400 nm suggesting that CRO exists 
primarily in the protonated CroA form in the ground state and reduces the overall 
fluorescence. Modification with DBCO-amine reverses the shift in β-strand 7 and re-
establishes the hydrogen bond network, presumably by coordinating a water molecule 
to hydrogen bond with the tyrosyl group of CRO promoting deprotonation. This shifts the 
predominant excitation peak to ~485 nm with little observable 400nm peak suggesting 
that CRO exists almost exclusively in the anionic CroB form with very few CROs in the 
neutral CroA. This is analogous to other native PTMs such as phosphorylation, where a 
subtle conformational change activates the protein.295 However, unlike phosphorylation 
SPAAC is not easily reversible so is no use for reversible functional switching. 
When modifying sfGPF148azF with sfGPF148SCO to form a covalently bound dimer 
(sfGFP148x2), similar small structural changes, i.e. a ~1.4 Å shift in β-strand 7 allowing 
for the entry of a structural water molecule, create a continuous hydrogen bonding 
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network connecting the two chromophores of the dimer. It is believed that this new 
network between monomers is what gives the enhanced fluorescence observed in 
Chapter4. The dominant excitation has again been shifted from CroA excitation to CroB 
for both monomers and again proves how small changes to the structure of a protein 
can lead to great effects in function. 
The hydrogen bonding network around the chromophore has been shown to act 
as a proton shuttling system described as a network of ‘proton wires’,185 which has been 
shown to act as light induced proton and electron  donors.262 In Chapter 5, sfGFP is 
interfaced with swCNTs creating bio-nanohybrids. These bio-nanohybrids show 
evidence of communication between protein and CNT. It is believed that there is 
electronic communication between sfGFP and swCNT, which allows for the energy 
transfer displayed as a reduction in fluorescence intensity but an increase in time until 
photobleaching. 
Knowledge of these hydrogen bonding networks can be used to rationally 
engineer proteins to allow for specific control of a protein. In Chapter 6 we use the 
knowledge gained about the hydrogen bonding networks in sfGFP, to rationally design 
a dual azF mutant (sfGFPazFx2) with azF incorporated around the exit of one of these 
hydrogen channels connecting the chromophore to solvent at the end of the β-barrel 
opposite to the N and C termini. UV irradiation of sfGFPazFx2 causes a fluorescence 
decrease due to individual protein monomers crosslinking with each other. Although we 
were unable to elucidate the exact location of the crosslinking it is likely to block the exit 
of this network and hence affect the ability of sfGFP to fluoresce. 
 Future Work 
This thesis has presented a large body of work including the first demonstrations 
(to the author’s knowledge) of functional linked dimers using SPAAC and the first crystal 
structure of sfGFP containing a ncAA modified post translationally using SPAAC. 
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However, there is still more work to be done. Firstly, in Chapter 6 I began to look at the 
effect of incorporating multiple ncAAs in a protein to induce functional cooperativity 
between the two residues. The resulting protein (sfGFPazFx2), showed a significant loss 
of fluorescence predicted to be due to multimerisation of the protein disrupting a water 
channel between sfGFP chromophore and the bulk solvent. However, the precise 
locations of the cross links were not determined, and this should be rectified before 
progressing this avenue further. 
In Chapter 4 artificial covalently linked protein dimers were generated that 
showed enhanced function beyond the simple addition of the two proteins together. To 
further this work, we need to look beyond simple homodimers i.e. generating dimers 
(and multimers) that contain different proteins. Work in lab has already progressed to 
linking sfGFP, with other fluorescent proteins such as mVenus and mCherry to better 
demonstrate the energy transfer potential of these oligomers. Linkage of sfGFP with the 
electron transfer protein cytochrome b562, which has previously been shown to undergo 
energy transfer with GFP in the form of quenching134 is being explored. Another route 
that should be explored is linking a series of enzymes in a reaction pathway to engineer 
simple protein factories. For example, fusing a superoxide dismutase with a peroxidase 
to create a detoxification system. One route that is of personal interest to me would be 
to create a pair of fluorescent proteins that are non-fluorescent until dimerisation where 
they then activate. This has potential applications in the study of protein-protein 
interactions, which could be applied in vivo to monitor binding events in real time. To do 
this I would recreate the basis for systems like nano-bit (Promega), which uses a split 
luciferase system to monitor protein-protein interactions. Firstly, I would generate a split 
sfGFP, e.g. fragment 1 – β-strands 1-10, fragment 2 β-strand 11. The fragment at linked 
to two proteins of interest, for example two different GPCR monomers and dimerisation 
can be monitored by an increase in fluorescence. The split sfGFP fragments can either 
be genetically introduced into the proteins of interest or can be attached via SPAAC with 
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the individual proteins having one ncAA and the split sfGFP having the second. 
However, this would require a large amount of optimising to ensure correct labelling of 
proteins. 
Towards the end of Chapter 5, the possibility of creating protein based junctions 
was explored by creating a protein with azF at opposite ends of the protein. This allowed 
for attachment of two swCNTs to the protein forming a junction. Unfortunately, the 
effects of this dual attachment on the protein were not explored. Looking at the effect of 
this attachment on conductance through the tubes before and after excitation of sfGFP 
would demonstrate the viability of using sfGFP as a potential optically gated transistor 
in nanoelectronics. This part of the research only focussed on the ‘short axis’ of sfGFP 
and hence future work should also explore the use of the ‘long axis’ as a protein junction 
as well as looking at attachment other than directly opposite and 3/4 way junctions. 
Refinement of the approaches described in Chapter 5, to interface proteins and 
swCNTs to form functional electronic components, is perhaps one of the most exciting 
future directions to take this research. Firstly, adapting the UV linkage approach to a 
solution based method should improve the uniformity in density and number of proteins 
along the swCNT. To reach the full potential of the sfGFP-swCNT nanohybrids they 
need to be reliably and robustly attached to electrodes so their use as potential light 
harvesting systems and as optical transistors can be explored. On the note of light 
harvesting systems, as one of the big issues with early solar cells was not being able to 
absorb the full light spectrum available, it would be useful to expand the range of 
fluorescent proteins (FPs) across the colour range to maximise the range of wavelengths 
absorbed by the systems to capture as much energy as possible. 
Once the protocols for protein-CNT hybridization have been optimised with FPs 
the next step is to interface different proteins onto CNTs to create biosensors e.g. 
interfacing β-lactamase inhibitor proteins to CNTs has the potential for creating an 
antimicrobial resistance detector. By incorporating ligand binding domains of receptors, 
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we can adapt the technology for high throughput drug discovery to find compounds that 
bind receptors. 
This research focussed on the use of azF and the associated chemistries (UV 
photochemistry and SPAAC) that azF introduces into a protein. As discussed previously 
(Chapter 1 and Section 7.4), there are other ncAAs that can bring other new chemistries 
into proteins. One potentially interesting ncAA is SCO, which has been used in this thesis 
as a counterpart for azF in the generation of sfGFP dimer. As discussed in Section 7.4, 
SCO has a strained alkyne functional group which undergoes click reactions with azides, 
tetrazines and phenylnitrones. The reaction rates with the latter two are much faster than 
the reaction between SCO and phenyl azides and so would be a preferable alternative 
to increase the efficiency of creating artificial protein oligomers and protein-CNT hybrids. 
 
 Summary 
Chapter 3 demonstrated the modulation of sfGFP using click chemistry. Upon 
adding DBCO-amine to sfGFP148azF, the dominant excitation was switched from ~400nm 
to ~485nm hinting that the chromophore was existing predominantly in the anionic CroB 
state. The crystal structure of sfGPF148azF+DBCO-amine was solved to reveal the likely 
cause for the switch in chromophore state. Using structural information and prediction 
from CAVER181 software it was decided that the mechanism is from a backbone shift of 
β-strand 7 regenerating a water channel that is lost when H148 is substituted for azF. 
Chapter 4 introduces a methodology for the design and creation of functional 
sfGFP protein dimers. In silico design was initially used to narrow down a potential 
interface site from the whole of sfGFP to a small region around β-strands 7 and 8. 
Residues 148 and 204 were selected to create two symmetrical protein dimers 
(sfgFP148x2 and sfGFP204x2) with increased fluorescence beyond a simple additive effect. 
sfGFP148x2 also showed the same switch in dominant excitation as seen in Chapter 3. 
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Crystallisation of the sfGFP148x2 dimer reveals that the enhanced function is from 
formation of an intricate network between both chromophores in the dimer. Chapter 4 
also highlighted the importance of symmetry in these protein oligomeric systems by 
creation of non-symmetrical sfGFP dimers showing no enhancement of function. 
Chapter 5 describes the creation of sfGFP-swCNT nanohybrids using two 
different approaches, UV irradiation and click chemistry. The importance of orientation 
of proteins was investigated by creating two sfGFP mutants with azF incorporated at 
either residue 132 or 204, termed sfGFPLA and sfGFPSA respectively. Attachment to 
swCNTS via direct UV linkage showed communication between proteins and swCNTs 
for both residues, however with the click-chemistry approach only sfGFPSA showed any 
evidence of communication, reinforcing the importance of proximity in effective energy 
transfer. Chapter 5 also presented the creation of a sfGFP mutant with two azF residues 
incorporated dubbed sfGFPSAx2. Although energy transfer in this mutant was not 
explored, it was successfully linked to the end of two swCNTs creating a CNT-protein 
junction. 
Chapter 6 attempted to engineer cooperativity in sfGFP using two ncAAs. A 
sfGFP variant was created with azF incorporated at residues 26 and 132 (sfGFPazFx2). 
After UV irradiation the fluorescence of sfGFPazFx2 decreased by ~50%. The mechanism 
for this fluorescence loss is due to crosslinking between sfGFP molecules creating 
ordered oligomers. Although unable to elucidate the exact crosslinking site for the 
oligomerisations it is likely that azF132 is the main crosslinking residue with azF26 
promoting the crosslink, as shown by low level crosslinking in the sfGFP132azF, which 
increases when azF is incorporated at residue 26.
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